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ABSTRACT

The rapid development of robotization and automation in mobile working machines
aims to increase productivity and safety in many industrial sectors. In heavy-duty
applications, hydraulically actuated manipulators are the common solution due to
their large power-to-weight ratio. As hydraulic systems can exhibit nonlinear dy-
namic behavior, automated operations with closed-loop control become challenging.
In industrial applications, the dexterity of operations for manipulators is ensured by
providing interfaces to equip product variants with different tool attachments. By
considering these domain-specific tool attachments for heavy-duty hydraulic manip-
ulators (HHMs), the autonomous robotic operating development for all product
variants might be a time-consuming process.

This thesis aims to develop a modular nonlinear model-based (NMB) control
method for HHMs to enable systematic NMB model reuse and control system
modularity across different HHM product variants with actuators and tool attach-
ments. Equally importantly, the properties of NMB control are used to improve
the high-performance control for multi degrees-of-freedom robotic HHMs, as rig-
orously stability-guaranteed control systems have been shown to provide superior
performance. To achieve these objectives, four research problems (RPs) on HHM
controls are addressed. The RPs are focused on damping control methods in underac-
tuated tool attachments, compensating for static actuator nonlinearities, and, equally
significantly, improving overall control performance. The fourth RP is introduced
for hydraulic series elastic actuators (HSEAs) in HHM applications, which can be
regarded as supplementing NMB control with the aim of improving force control-
lability.

Six publications are presented to investigate the RPs in this thesis. The control
development focus was on modular NMB control design for HHMs equipped with
different actuators and tool attachments consisting of passive and actuated joints. The
designed control methods were demonstrated on a full-size HHM and a novel HSEA
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concept in a heavy-duty experimental setup. The results verified that modular con-
trol design for HHM systems can be used to decrease the modifications required to
use the manipulator with different tool attachments and floating-base environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Robotization is a rapidly growing trend in the heavy-duty mobile working machine
industry [1]. While progress in autonomous car-like driving in heavy machinery has
been swift [2], the automation process in their manipulators and tool attachments
has been much slower. This is partly because wheeled vehicle drivelines have only
a few major components, which enables high production volumes with dominant
suppliers. However, working machine manipulators and tool attachments are much
more domain specific, leading to a more heterogeneous set of devices with lower pro-
duction volumes. Moreover, these manipulators are most often driven by hydraulic
actuators that are known to be difficult to control with high performance [3].

Some commercial solutions for robot-assisted systems have recently been intro-
duced in heavy-duty hydraulic manipulators (HHMs) in sectors like forestry [4],
mining and construction [5], and material handling [6]. The aim of these solutions
is to use closed-loop robotic control to lessen the work burden on human opera-
tors and improve productivity and safety. To further increase the automation level,
human operators does not continuously need to make command decisions for the
system. However, many of these semi-autonomous systems solutions remain at the
conceptual research stage [2]. The difficulties in achieving high performance control
in these heterogeneous systems have undermined the automation process.

The main focus of this thesis is to improve the modularity of robotic control
design methods and provide more systematic methods to handle different HHM
variants with their different types of actuators and tool attachments. Moreover, the
state-of-the-art robotic control methods in [7], [8] were developed for stationary base
robotics and, therefore, need to be extended to mobile manipulator applications by
introducing floating-base manipulator control modules.
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1.1 Motivation

In industrial applications, many different types of manipulators are used, such as ar-
ticulated HHMs, overhead gantry cranes, and tower cranes for moving heavy loads.
Many of them have in common the feature that humans often work in the same area
as these manipulators. Traditionally, a human operator controls manipulators in an
open loop with visual feedback. Therefore, skilled human operators are needed [9]
to ensure the required system productability. Robot-assisted system development
has received significant interest for offering the possibility of decreasing demand for
human operator skill levels and work burdens and achieving less deviation in HHM
productivity and safety.

For original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) in HHM applications, a typical
product portfolio consists of a large number of product variants. Therefore, de-
veloping high-performance robotized solutions with closed-loop control for these
variants can be very time-consuming. These large product portfolios require sys-
tematic model-based design methods that enable control model reusability; modular
connectivity with the existing software modules in the overall robot control system
is also needed. As to HHMs in industrial applications relevant to Finland (see Figure
1.1), many commercial manipulators have a similar articulated link structure with a
base rotation followed by 2 or 3 degrees of freedom (DOF) anthropomorphic arms
[10]. A typical OEM product portfolio consists of a set of manipulator structures
that differ only in their load capacity and arm length. However, differences come
from the various tool attachments that usually consist of active or passive joints.

It is typical in lifting applications to use HHMs where the material handling or
load-grasping tool introduces additional DOFs into the system. For example, a load-
grasping tool typically consist of an additional grasping tool with rotation and yaw
functions. However, in HHMs, unlike in industrial robotics, a set of passive joints
is often employed between the manipulator arm tip and the load-grasping tool to
reduce contact forces. Therefore, in robotized solutions these passive joints result in
an underactuated robotics system that needs control methods to handle load-grasping
tool swaying in free space motions.

It is known that commercial 6-DOF HHMs are quite rare. However, a few
OEMs have had 5-DOF HHMs on the market over 30 years, such as underground
tunnel drilling manipulators [2] and surface drilling machines used in open mines
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[11]. In addition, construction sites often require HHMs with long-reach arms for
concrete spraying applications [12], [13]. Moreover, there are significant production
volumes of earth-moving excavators equipped with a so-called rototilt attachment
that enables bucket tilt and rotation motions, making them fully 6-DOF HHMs.

In HHM robotic-type wrist mechanisms, a 360◦ range of motion is most often
desirable, whereas the last tool center point (TCP) actuator often needs continuous
rotation like an excavator rototilt mechanism. The two most common commercially
available hydraulic rotational actuators providing wide ranges of motion are helical
gear actuators and vane actuators. However, vane actuators are not commonly used
in HHMs, as their internal leakage can result in low-velocity joint motion drift in the
safe stop state. Helical gear actuators are operated by hydraulic cylinders pushing the
gears that results in nearly 360◦ motion; hydraulic cylinder sealing is used to ensure
the safe stop state.

Hydraulic rack and pinion actuators are quite widely used in HHM base rota-
tion joints. They can be designed to provide a range of motion of over 360◦. Their
drawback, however, is their relatively large volumetric size. Both helical gear and
hydraulic rack and pinion actuators are subject to gear backslash, which limits their
control performance. In HHMs, this manipulator base joint is most often mounted
on a non-stationary base platform such as a rough-terrain vehicle. In the robotics
terms, this is called a robot on a floating-base platform that with up to 6-DOF base
motions. Therefore, the manipulator’s floating-base movements lead to an underac-
tuated robotic system that is more complex to stabilize. The current state-of-the-art
researches has mainly focused on stationary-base HHM controls, with the study of
modular control systems for floating-base robots largely absent from the literature
[7].

An interesting actuator alternative called a series elastic actuator (SEA) is widely
used in human-robot interaction robotics, where it can provide high force fidelity.
HHMs would also benefit from actuators with lower controllable impedance. How-
ever, in HHM applications, SEAs have not been studied widely, even though they
have the interesting feature of built-in force feedback position-based estimation. Us-
ing force sensors for HHM applications is problematic as they are susceptible to
shock loads and overloading, in addition to being an expensive component at high
loads.

In robotic control system design, nonlinear model-based (NMB) control meth-
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ods have become widely used [3] in the past decade. In terms of control design for
HHMs, the higher number of DOFs leads to more complex behavior in their kine-
matics and dynamics. Combined with the highly nonlinear dynamics behavior of
hydraulic systems, this makes high-performance control design a very challenging
task.

In [14] have listed more than 30 different road-rail excavator mountable tool
attachments for railway works such as track lifting jacks, compactors, and piling
hammers. This is but one example of the diverse set of actively controlled robot
wrist-like mechanisms used in HHMs tool attachments. Thus, for the more robotic
HHM applications of the future, such as road-rail excavators, the need for a modular
robotic control system framework is evident.

Figure 1.1 Heavy-duty manipulators in the construction, forestry, and mining industries.

1.2 Research Problems

The main focus of this thesis is on robotic NMB control design to enable model
reusability andmodularity by incorporating newmodeling methods to enhance state-
of-the-art control designs [7], [8] toward the achievement of real-world floating-base
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6-DOF HHM robotic solutions. The research problems (RPs) address the mod-
ular control problems of floating-base HHM arms with their robotic wrist-type
structures, including actuation dynamics with nonlinear hydraulic actuators and pas-
sive joints. The main target is the reuse of developed control modules as building
blocks when composing new NMB robotic controllers for manipulator arms and
their various robotic tool attachments, including both passive or actuated joints.
Rigorous stability-guaranteed NMB robotic controls have been shown to support
high-performance control [3].

RP-I Modular Nonlinear Control Design: Can subsystem-based design methods
improve control system modularity in commercial heavy-duty hydraulic ma-
nipulators with different product variants?

RP-II Hydraulic Actuators with High Gear Ratios and Static Input Nonlinear-
ities: Can nonlinear control design methods be used to provide modular high-
performance control for hydraulic actuators with high gear ratios and static
input nonlinearities?

RP-III Underactuated System with Anti-Sway and Damping Control Methods:
Can model-based control methods improve underactuated heavy-duty system
control?

RP-IV Hydraulic Series Elastic Actuators: Can series elastic actuators provide
high force fidelity in heavy-duty hydraulic manipulators with enhanced con-
tact force estimation?

These RPs are discussed in the publications. RP-I is addressed in P-I–P-IV, where
the state-of-the-art NMB control equations for 2-DOF HHMs in [7] were used as
a baseline for extension to both 3-DOF and 6-DOF HHMs. RP-II is discussed in
publications P-II and P-IV, where the control performance of actuators with high
gear ratios and static input nonlinearities improved with NMB control methods.
RP-III is examined in publications P-I and P-III for improving NMB controllabil-
ity in underactuated HHMs. RP-IV is discussed in publications P-V–P-VI, where
hydraulic series elastic actuators (HSEAs) for HHM applications are proposed.
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1.3 Requirements and Scope of the Research

The focus of this thesis is to studymodular NMB control design methods for HHMs.
The proposed control design method has been used to decrease the modifications
required for existing and new control design with a variety of tool attachments and
actuators. The aim of modular control design is to extend the reusability of the
designed controllers so that system modeling and control equations for any new
parts required by the system need only be designed once. At the same time, modular
control enables minimizing the modifications required to control equations between
different product variants by providing modular systematic methods to handle them.
The focus is to study HHMs with their tool attachments and actuators.

In this thesis, a modular control design is demonstrated with a full-size commer-
cial HHM. The manipulator arm structure is common in many industrial applica-
tions (see Figure 1.1). The experimental setup shown in Figure 1.2 consists of equip-
ment in indoor laboratory conditions. Compared to many commercial HHMs, the
test manipulator is controlled with high-bandwidth proportional valves. In labora-
tory conditions, the test environment is equipped with highly accurate joint sensors
and pressure sensors, which are required measurements for implementation of NMB
controller. Further, the reference sensors for some nonlinearities were added to ver-
ify the proposed control methods. The designed control methods are defined so that
required sensor implementations are minimized.

In addition, the required sensors are selected so that the proposed solutions can be
implemented and reused with robust commercial solutions for HHMs. The modular
control design is evaluated with a Hiab 033 XS manipulator arm in a laboratory at
Tampere University with a 3-DOF wrist composed of three helical gear actuators;
the manipulator’s horizontal reach is 3.6 m.

1.4 Thesis Contributions

As a compendium thesis, the main contributions of this research are closely related
to its associated publications. The scientific contributions of the individual publica-
tions are as follows:

P-I This publication proposes a method to design a modular control for an HHM
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Figure 1.2 Hiab 033 XS manipulator in laboratory of Tampere University.

with a load-grasping tool attachment subject to oscillations; its main contribution is
the introduction of a modular NMB control design for underactuated HHMs, using
the virtual decomposition control (VDC) approach as a framework and incorporat-
ing these equations into previously designed control equations for HHM arm. The
properties of NMB control design are used to propose an anti-sway damping control
method for an HHMs equipped with tool attachment that consist of passive joints.
As a novelty, a stability-guaranteed NMB controller for the anti-sway damping con-
trol for HHM is presented.

P-II This publication studies an HHM with a rotating base; its main contribution
is to propose a modular NMB control design for a hydraulic rack and pinion ac-
tuator. As a second novel contribution, it presents the stability-guaranteed adaptive
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backlash compensation methods that are incorporated into the NMB control design.
The proposed compensation methods provide a solution to compensate for the static
effects of backlash input nonlinearity. As an outcome of this publication, the over-
all control performance of 3-DOF HHMs is improved by providing NMB control
design for a rotating base actuator.

P-III This publication presents an HHM with a floating-base platform; its main
contribution is the introduction of control methods to compensate for floating-base
movements in Cartesian space robotic control of HHMs. It provides a solution to
compensate for the platform movements in Cartesian space control. As an outcome,
this publication enabled the investigation of a robotic control for HHMs on mobile
platforms such as rough-terrain vehicles.

P-IV This publication proposes a 3-DOF HHM arm equipped with a 3-DOF hy-
draulically actuated wrist configuration to construct a 6-DOF HHM; its main con-
tribution is the introduction of a modular NMB control design in the context of
a 3-DOF hydraulically actuated helical gear actuator. This publication also builds
on P-II by investigating the proposed backlash compensation for a multi-DOF serial
gear mechanism. As an outcome this publication enables an NMB control design for
a 6-DOF HHM.

P-VThis publication presents a HSEA for HHM applications; its main contribution
is to introduce a novel linear full state feedback controller for a fifth-order actuator
system. Second, it offers an impedance control design for HSEAs to enable contact
space motion for these actuators. This publication provides preliminary results for
a control design for HSEAs.

P-VI This publication extends the control design in P-V by presenting a novel mod-
ular NMB control design for HSEAs. This design is incorporated into an impedance
control design that enables contact space motion for HSEAs. This publication pro-
vides the NMB control methods for HSEAs in HHM applications.
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1.5 The Author’s Contribution to the Publications

This section clarifies the author’s contribution to each publication presented in this
thesis.

P-I The author wrote the publication, developed the approach to handle control of a
passive joint within the NMB control design of the VDC, and implemented the con-
trol system on the experimental setup. Dr. Janne Koivumäki helped with the mathe-
matical derivations and aided in writing the publication. Professor Jouni Mattila, the
author’s academic supervisor, reviewed the publication and suggested improvements.

P-II The author wrote the publication and developed the control methods for the
hydraulic rack and pinion actuator. The author also extended the NMB control
design for backlash compensation; Professor Jouni Mattila reviewed the publication
and proposed improvements.

P-III The author wrote the publication and developed a control method for HHMs
on floating bases. The author also developed the simulation model for a 3-DOF ma-
nipulator on a floating base. Professor Jouni Mattila reviewed the publication and
suggested improvements.

P-IV The author wrote the publication and developed the modular controller for
a 3-DOF hydraulically actuated wrist configuration integrated with an existing 3-
DOF HHM. Professor Jouni Mattila reviewed the publication and proposed im-
provements.

P-V The author wrote the publication and developed the linear full-state feedback
controller and position-based impedance controller (PBIC) for a fifth-order HSEA
system. Professor Jouni Mattila reviewed the publication and proposed improve-
ments.

P-VI The author wrote the publication and developed the NMB control equations
for the HSEA system. Professor Jouni Mattila reviewed the publication and sug-
gested improvements.
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1.6 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis is presented in six chapters. In this chapter, the topic and RPs of the
thesis are introduced. In Chapter 2, the state-of-the-art related to NMB control
design, backlash compensation, anti-sway compensation, andHSEAs are introduced.
The proposed control design methods for HHMs with their actuators and a set of
tool attachments are presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses the RPs and how
they are addressed. The conclusions of the overall thesis are provided in Chapter
5. Finally, the publications included in the thesis are summarized in Chapter 6. An
outline of this thesis and the six publications is presented in Figure 1.3.
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Conclusions

Modular Control 
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Hydraulic Actuators with 
High Gear Ratios and Static 

Input Nonlinearities
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Control Methods
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P-III

Experimental
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Introduction, 
Research Problems, 

State of the Art
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P-IV

P-V and 
P-VI

Figure 1.3 Outline of the thesis.
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2 STATE OF THE ART

This thesis focuses on studying articulated HHMs that are used in industrial applica-
tions to provide high power-to-weight ratio, robustness, and low-cost components.
However, due to highly nonlinear dynamics behavior, the high-performance con-
trol of these manipulators requires accurate modeling, measurements, and stability-
guaranteed control for the entire system [3]. In this chapter, the state-of-the art
solutions in the field of this thesis are reviewed. First, the solutions to improve
the overall control performance of HHMs are reviewed. Second, the solutions to
handle a common nonlinearities in HHMs are introduced. Third, the solutions to
improve control performance of HHMs equipped with varying tool attachments
are reviewed. Finally, the state-of-the-art for HSEAs in heavy-duty applications are
reviewed.

2.1 High-Performance Control of Articulated Heavy-Duty
Manipulators

In hydraulic systems, the linear output force of a cylinder or output torque of a ro-
tary actuator is controlled by electro-hydraulic valves that control the hydraulic oil
flow rate into actuator chambers. However, the highly nonlinear dynamics behavior
of a hydraulic systemmakes designing a high-performance closed-loop control design
for these systems challenging [15]. The major discontinuous and non-smooth non-
linearities in hydraulic systems are actuator friction, hysteresis, backlash, directional
change of valve opening, valve input saturation, and valve dead-zone. Due to the
nature of these nonlinearities, an accurate modeling for hydraulic systems must take
into account many uncertain model parameters. In multi-DOF HHMs, high iner-
tial loads and nonlinear system behavior combine to limit the control performance
of the system. Linear control methods may lead to inaccurate control performance
because of the system’s nonlinearities [16].
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NMB control methods for electro-hydraulic servo systems have been an active
research area in recent decades [3]. A summary of the control methods for series
HHMs in free space reviews indicates that the highest performance control for ma-
nipulators has been achieved with stability-guaranteed NMB control approaches.
NMB methods usually provide parameter adaptation for uncertain model parame-
ters, which improves control performance. Most widely used NMB method is back-
stepping [17], which provides methods to design nonlinear adaptive control with
stability analysis. Adaptive robust control (ARC) for HHMs was presented in [18],
while model predictive control (MPC) methods for HHMs were presented in [19],
[20]. The VDC approach was originally presented in [21], and its capabilities in
the context of hydraulic systems have been extensively verified [7], [22], [23]. In
this NMB control method, the dynamics model of the entire system is used to pro-
vide a feedforward term to the control design to increase control performance. In
addition, the energy efficiency of HHMs can be improved with high-performance
control design and a separate meter-in and separate meter-out control valve setup
[24].

In many books [10], [25], the dynamics modeling for the robotic systems is im-
plemented using Lagrangian dynamics. However, as discussed in [26], these methods
lead to complex modeling equations when the number of DOFs of robotic systems
increases. Most proposed NMB methods are based on Lagrangian dynamics. As
proposed in [27], the decentralized control of a multi-DOF requires that the en-
tire system can be split into subsystems. Lagrangian dynamics-based decentralized
control methods for robotic manipulators have been proposed by several authors
[28]–[30]. The VDC approach is based on a Newton-Euler dynamics modeling that
enables the model dynamics of the entire system to be a combination of subsystem
dynamics. A decentralized observer for complex robotic systems was presented in
[31], while an observer design for backstepping was proposed in [17] .

In industrial applications, HHMs are subject to contact space motion with the
environment. Therefore, force control is necessary to handle contact space motion
between the environment and the manipulator. Achieving force control for HHMs
is challenging task in the context of the rigorous modeling requirements for the
manipulator used. Most of the proposed force controllers for HHMs are based on
impedance control methods. For example, an impedance controller for an excavator
was proposed in [32]. Stability-guaranteed impedance control methods for HHMs
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using the VDC approach were presented in [8]. A hybrid position and force control
were proposed in [33] and [34] for HHMs in subsea applications and for an HHM
with a stationary base.

2.2 High Gear Ratios and Static Input Nonlinearities in Hydraulic
Actuators

Typical HHMs (see Figure 1.1) can achieve an arbitrary position, whereas a 3-DOF
arm with a 3-DOF wrist achieves both an arbitrary position and the orientation of
the manipulator TCP in Cartesian space. Therefore, by equipping an HHM arm
with an additional 3-DOFwrist configuration, the dexterity of the working envelope
of the manipulator can be increased. However, 6-DOF HHMs are quite rare, and
commercial multi-DOF HHMs are most often equipped with non-spherical wrist
structures. This distinguishes them from industrial robots with spherical wrists. In
robotics, the wrist often requires an actuator with a 360◦ range of motion. In addi-
tion, the hydraulically actuated wrist needs a compact volumetric size [35]. Three
main rotary actuators are used in hydraulic systems. The first choice, the hydraulic
rack and pinion actuator, is used to provide over 360◦ rotation movement in the
manipulator base joint. However, the volumetric size of this actuator is relatively
large, although the actuators are fairly inexpensive. The second choice, vane actua-
tors, offer compact actuator size [36]. However, there is uncontrollable movement
that leads to the lack of a safe stop state. The third choice, hydraulically actuated
helical gear, also offers compact actuator size, but both helical gear and hydraulic
rack and pinion actuators have high-speed gears that are subject to high frictions and
gear backlash.

One of the most common non-smooth nonlinearities in mechanical gears is back-
lash, which describes the clearance of adjacent moving parts. This nonlinearity is
typical of motor gears. With a closed-loop control design, backlash is one of the most
common nonlinearities limiting control performance. The modeling and compen-
sation methods for this common nonlinearity have been an active research area for
decades [37]. As reviewed in [38], most of the proposed methods are implemented
by using inverse model methods to compensate for the effects of backlash. Due to the
nature of backlash, however, the model parameters are often uncertain. Therefore,
adaptive inverse models have been used to compensate for the effects of backlash
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nonlinearity with limited initial conditions in [37], [39], [40]. Backlash compensa-
tion in feedback control systems by using a neural network [41] or fuzzy logic [42]
has been proposed. The linearly parameterized adaptive backlash compensation in-
corporated into ARC [43] was proposed to ensure bounded adaptive compensation
methods. An adaptive backlash incorporated with a nonlinear backstepping control
design was proposed in [44].

High levels of gear friction requires an extremely accurate friction model for heli-
cal gear actuators to estimate actuator force. Adaptive friction models are commonly
used to improve force control performance and improve the feedforward term in
VDC. Friction models with parameter adaptation can be incorporated into model-
based control, as has been demonstrated for the VDC approach [22], for ARC [45],
and for backstepping control design [46].

In state-of-the-art industrial applications, hydraulic actuators are controlled with
proportional valves with slow dynamics and valve overlap [47]; these valves are suit-
able for manual human operations. The valve overlaps are needed to ensure the safe
stop state of the manipulator. However, for computer-controlled robotized solu-
tions, a dead-zone inverse control proposed in [48] can be used for mobile hydraulic
valves. As demonstrated with the VDC approach [47] and with ARC [49], adap-
tive dead-zone compensation can significantly improve the control performance of
HHMs controlled by valves with high dead-zones.

2.3 Damping Control Methods for Underactuated Manipulators

Many commercial manipulator tool attachments use passive joints to increase task
dexterity and high torque. Load anti-sway control methods for overhead cranes
and articulated manipulators have been subject to research in recent decades. The
payload anti-sway compensation used in overhead and rotary cranes is often imple-
mented through an open-loop control called input command shaping [50]–[53]. In
this control design, the operator control commands for the crane are filtered to min-
imize components, which leads to load oscillation. Closed-loop anti-sway control
designs have been used to improve control performance and the robustness of anti-
sway control for handling load disturbances in a closed-loop controller. As demon-
strated in [54], the robustness of the input shaping method was improved by using
optimization methods for a feedforward controller. Similarly, in [55], a disturbance
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observer with state feedback control was used to handle external disturbances for ro-
tary cranes. In addition, anti-sway control for rotary cranes with fast crane dynamics
but slower load dynamics was used to improve the control performance through a
cascade control structure [56].

Nonlinear control methods can be used to improve control performance, as pre-
sented in [19] with MPC for rotary cranes. Using the crane and load dynamics of
a linearized model-based feedforward control and linear quadratic regulator meth-
ods to improve anti-sway control for articulated HHMs was proposed in [57], [58].
Given the complex dynamics modeling of crane systems, an adaptive sliding mode
control was used to handle uncertain dynamics modeling parameters for tower cranes
in [59].

Most of the closed-loop anti-sway control methods were tested only through sim-
ulation results or with laboratory-scale manipulators. Successfully implemented anti-
sway control systems with real industrial HHMs have been presented in only a few
studies [20], [60]–[62]. In these studies, experimental verification with a large har-
bor manipulator was presented in [60] for linearized feedforward anti-sway control,
while in [61], a 3-DOF HHM was used with a state feedback control design. Anti-
sway control methods based on linearization control methods were proposed in [20],
[62]. In [62], a flatness-based feedforward control for tower cranes was proposed to
compensate for the effects of load motions and external disturbances. A nonlinear
anti-sway control design for HHMs based on nonlinear MPC was presented in [20].
However, the multi-body dynamics and nonlinearities characteristic of hydraulic ac-
tuators have been neglected in previous research.

In implemented closed-loop anti-sway solutions, accurate estimates for unactu-
ated joint angles and angular velocities or for load free space motions in all directions
are required to stabilize the load. However, due to harsh outdoor conditions, ac-
curately estimating these motions is challenging. Typically, incremental encoders or
potentiometers are used to measure load motions. In addition, inertial measurement
unit (IMU) sensors have been used to estimate passive joint motions during free space
motions [61], [63], [64]. In [61] and [64], IMU sensors were used to estimate motion
in suspended loads for closed-loop control. Further, in [63], a rotary gyroscope was
used to estimate the 3-DOF motions of a passive load-grasping tool.

In many industrial applications, HHMs and tower cranes are placed on a station-
ary base during operations. However, in cases like marine operations and mobile
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robotic applications, the manipulator is mounted on a moving platform such as a
rough-terrain vehicle. In moving platform applications, the entire system is also of-
ten underactuated due to the unactuated floating-base movements of the platform.
Due to the strong coupling between the manipulator and the moving platform, de-
veloping closed-loop control of these robotic systems is difficult [65]. In view of the
closed-loop control operations for floating-base manipulators, platform movements
need to be compensated for by controlling the manipulator tip. As demonstrated
in [59], [66], [67] for offshore cranes, model-based control methods can be used to
damp floating-based movements of the TCP.

2.4 Hydraulic Series Elastic Actuators

SEAs have been widely used in industrial robotics to improve robot motion and force
controllability in tasks requiring contact force compliance [68]. In lightweight arm
(LWA) robots like the KUKA LBR [69] and the Franka robot arms [70], SEAs are
used to increase safety and controllability in contexts with uncertain contact space
motions. Compared to traditional robot actuators, SEAs can improve the system’s
high force fidelity, force sensing, and shock tolerance by adding a spring between the
environment and the power output shaft of the actuator [71].

In torque-controlled electric robotic applications [72]–[75], SEAs are widely used.
Electric SEAs have been used to provide rapid movement with low load mass in, for
example, humanoid robots [76], walking robots [77], and teleoperation [78]. In
LWA robotic applications, electric actuators limit the maximum payload for the
robotic arm. Therefore, HSEAs were used to provide higher power-to-weight ra-
tios for these applications and thus increase maximum system payload. HSEAs for
lightweight robotic applications have been investigated by several authors [79]–[81].
Further, due to the nonlinear dynamic behavior of hydraulic systems, achieving a
high-performance control design for an entire system is challenging.

In commercial HHMs, the required actuator output force is greater than in LWA
applications. Control methods for HSEAs with higher payloads were investigated in
[82]–[84], where the performance analyses and simulation results for HSEAs with
payloads of approximately 20 kg were presented. An experimental verification for
control of an HSEA with a 20 kg payload was presented in [85]. However, the re-
quired maximum payload for hydraulic actuators is much higher in full-sizedHHMs.
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As to control design for torque-controlled electric SEAs, the force control of these
actuators has been an active research topic; impedance control is used to handle the
uncertain contact force between the environment and the actuator. As presented
in [86], a cascade control structure is a common approach to achieving impedance
control in SEAs. This structure isolates the slower contact dynamics from the faster
actuator dynamics by using the actuator controller as an inner-loop controller for
outer-loop contact space motion control. In LWA robotic systems, impedance con-
trol for SEAs was implemented by applying a disturbance observer control design to
the spring deflection feedback control [87]. SEAs control stability in different envi-
ronments was analyzed in [88], and control design for a linear electric actuator was
investigated in [89], where high motor voltage with a drivetrain was used to produce
continuous actuator force.

A control design for linear HSEAs is presented in [83], [84], [90]. In these stud-
ies, a force-controllable HSEA was modeled as a linear second-order system that
consists of a first-order time constant and an integrator. Thus, the nonlinear fluid
dynamics are neglected. Due to the variable stiffness of the fluid and the inherent
system dynamics, the entire HSEA system leads to a fifth-order model. In [83], [84],
a disturbance observer was used to enable impedance control in these actuators. As
presented in [10], the outer-loop controller was implemented using a cylinder posi-
tion error to estimated the contact force between the environment and the cylinder.
Due to the fast dynamics of the spring and the slower hydraulic system dynamics, a
control system with a fast inner-loop controller and a slower outer-level controller
is required to improve control of the HSEA [91].
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3 PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

This chapter reviews the proposed solutions in the publications from the perspective
of solving the RPs. While the solutions for each RP are discussed individually, the
integration of these solutions in the robotic control of HHMs is the overarching
theme.

3.1 Modular Nonlinear Model-Based Control Design

As Chapter 2 shows, the productivity of HHMs can be increased by improving
the automation level of these systems. To achieve the requirements for system per-
formance, a high-performance control is required. Attaining a high-performance
robotic closed-loop control design for multi-DOF HHMs is challenging due to the
highly nonlinear behavior of hydraulic systems. Typically, these nonlinearities (e.g.,
actuator frictions, backlash, and hysteresis) lead to many uncertain model parame-
ters. Therefore, a full dynamics modeling process in NMB control design can lead
to complex mathematical presentations for multi-DOF systems.

In industrial applications, the dexterity of HHMs is ensured by providing an in-
terface to equip the manipulator arm with different tool attachments and actuators.
Tool attachments, like robotic wrist-like mechanisms that consist of either active or
passive joints, are connected to the HHM arm tip and the required tool attachment
may also emerge during daily operations. Typically, tool attachment dynamics sig-
nificantly affect the entire system dynamics. Redesigning the control equations for
an entire system separately for every tool attachment variant can be time-consuming.
Due to the different dynamics properties of the system variants, designing a universal
solution for high-performance control of a manipulator is challenging.

In this thesis, an NMB control is designed by using the VDC approach as a
framework to cover control design for multi-DOF HHMs with a variety of tool at-
tachments, actuators, and floating-base conditions. A considerable advantage of the
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VDC approach is that it provides modularity for control design. For instance, it is
possible to replace subsystems or add new subsystems to the original system without
changing the control equations or control tuning of existing subsystems. Therefore,
the complexity of the NMB control can be greatly deceased for 6-DOF HHM. A
modular control design minimizes the changes required in control design when a
new tool attachment is connected to the manipulator and enables bringing an NMB
control closer to commercial industrial applications by providing systematic meth-
ods to divide the entire system into functional subsystems, such as a 3-DOF HHM
arm with different tool attachments. The modular control design also enables modi-
fying tool attachment subsystems without any modifications to previously designed
2-DOF HHM arm subsystems. The principle of a modular subsystem model-based
control is illustrated in Figure 3.1; its application to a typical HHM is shown in Fig-
ure 1.1. In Figure 3.1, the entire system is decomposed into subsystems by adding
the virtual cutting points between each subsystems.

In the VDC approach, the dynamic interaction between two subsystems can be
presented in scalar terms; namely, the virtual power flow (VPF). As defined in [26],
the VPF in a fixed coordinate frame can be written as

pA = (AVr − AV )T (AFr − AF ), (3.1)

where pA is the VPF term, and AVr ∈ R6 and AFr ∈ R6 represent the required vectors
of AV ∈ R6 and AF ∈ R6, respectively. So, the VPF describes the inner product of
the linear/angular velocity vector error and the force/moment vector error in a fixed
coordinate frame. In the VDC approach, the rigorous stability analysis of the entire
system can also be guaranteed locally, at the subsystem level. In this analysis, VPFs
are stability connectors between the subsystems [26]. The rigorous stability analysis
for the entire system is guaranteed by defining a negative VPF and its corresponding
positive VPF to successive subsystems; they should cancel each other out.

In P-I and P-IV, the effectiveness of the proposed modular control design is pre-
sented with two different tool attachments. In each attachment studied, the mod-
ular control equations are connected to previously designed control equations for
2-DOF HHMs taken from a state-of-the-art paper [7]. As P-I and P-IV propose, the
control design for these tool attachments requires only dynamics modeling for the
subsystems studied. The Newton-Euler dynamics for these modular subsystems are
presented in detail in P-I and P-IV. In the modular control design, each actuator can
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Figure 3.1 Modular control design for a multi degrees of freedom manipulator.

be decomposed into its own subsystem, and rigorous stability analysis for each sub-
system is present locally, at each subsystem level. In P-II and P-VI, control equations
for hydraulic rack and pinion actuators and HSEAs are proposed respectively.

In many industrial applications, like those in the forestry and mining industries,
the working envelope is extended by placing manipulators on top of moving plat-
forms called mobile manipulators that typically operate in rough-terrain conditions.
Due to these conditions, the manipulator base is not stationary, which means that
6-DOF floating-base motions are possible for the manipulator base. As P-III shows,
the mobile platform can be handled in its own subsystem that can be added to the
VDC design with the required number of DOFs. In P-III, an NMB control design
process for a multi-DOF HHM with a floating base is proposed. The modular con-
trol design enables extending NMB control for these manipulators without requiring
any modifications to the control equations of the HHM at the top of the platform.

By dividing the entire system into modular subsystems as shown in Figure 3.1,
the NMB control design can be brought closer to real-world industrial applications
by decreasing the complexity of the NMB control design process. As the multi-
DOF HHM in Figure 3.1 shows, modular subsystems enable handling NMB design
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in functional subsystems. This modularity also enables modifications to previously
designed equations without the need to change the control equations of previously
designed subsystems. Thus, the proposedmethod enables handling the control design
for 6-DOF HHMs as a plug-and-play subsystem because the control design allows
for the reuse of model connectivity between subsystems and improves the control
design for the HHM portfolio with different tool attachments. The stability analysis
for different product variants can be demonstrated.

3.2 Anti-Sway and Damping Control Methods for Articulated
Heavy-Duty Manipulators

Underactuated manipulators are common in industrial applications, as discussed in
Chapter 2. A system’s underactuation follows from the fact that not all system
joints are directly controllable because some are passive joints. Hence, the number
of controllable DOFs is lower than the total number of DOFs in Cartesian space.
In view of robotic control, it is typical for the desired motions for the TCP to be
designed.

It is common in industrial areas for the working environment to change during
operations, and rough-terrain conditions are typical. A rigid manipulator is mounted
on a mobile platform to increase the machine’s working environment. In these ap-
plications, the rough-terrain conditions lead to floating-base movements for a rigid
manipulator base frame. Similarly, in offshore applications, sea conditions cause
floating-base movements in the manipulator base. When considering manipulator
operation in these conditions, the entire system is underactuated due to unactuated
platform movements that may cause oscillation in manipulator tip motions during
operations.

On the other hand, it is typical for HHM lifting tool attachments to include
passive joints to enable both horizontal and vertical tool movements. In construc-
tion sites, for example, commercial HHMs are often equipped with a rotating load-
grasping tool that is connected to the manipulator arm tip with a pair of passive
revolution joints that are subject to sway motions during operation due to accelera-
tion of the HHM arm tip.

For fluid and safe operations of these HHMs, skilled human operators are needed.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the human operator work burden can be decreased and
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operational safety improved by increasing the level of automation. Today, a commer-
cial robotic function that assists solutions for HHMs enables the direct control of the
HHM arm tip, replacing the traditional joystick control for joints. However, these
solutions do not yet address damping control for these passive joint configurations.

In P-I and P-III, two cases with underactuated manipulators are studied. In P-III,
a Cartesian damping control for a floating-base manipulator is proposed, using the
VDC approach as a framework, while an anti-sway damping control design for a
load-grasping tool with passive joints is studied in P-I.

3.2.1 Cartesian Space Damping Control for Floating-Base Manipulator

In the context of Cartesian space control for HHMs, a floating manipulator base
directly affects TCP movements. The common structure for a mobile manipulator
is composed of an HHMmounted rigidly on top of a moving platform, as illustrated
in Figure 3.2, where the TCP is located on the HHM arm tip. In Cartesian space
control design, the TCP movements are designed by using the manipulator base
frame as a reference. However, due to the floating base, the fixed inertial frame
needs to be defined as a reference frame for the control design. The underactuated
nature of the system means that the desired reference velocities for TCP position
and velocity can be defined as a reference, but the velocities for floating-base linear
or angular velocities are directly controllable.

In robotics, a common method to define a manipulator’s forward kinematics is to
use Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameters to define the transformation between suc-
cessive coordinate frames [10]. The fixed coordinate frames used to describe manipu-
lator kinematics are presented in Figure 3.2, and the corresponding DH parameters
for a 3-DOF HHM are presented in Table 3.1. In the VDC approach, these coor-
dinate frames can be used to model the manipulator’s kinematics and dynamics. In
view of the VDC, the force/moment transformation between two fixed coordinate
frames can be defined by using the transformation matrix AUB ∈ R6×6 [26]. Now,
by using the DH parameters to define the transformation between two coordinate
frames, the linear/angular velocity vector in each coordinate frame can be defined.
Therefore, the forward differential kinematics for the manipulator in Figure 3.2 can
be written as

Jq =
[︂
B0UT

B3
z B1UT

B3
z B2UT

B3
z
]︂
, (3.2)
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Figure 3.2 Heavy-duty manipulator with floating base.

Table 3.1 Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for a heavy-duty hydraulic manipulator.

a d α θ
0 L0 −π/2 0
L1 L2 π/2 θ1
L3 0 0 θ2
L4 0 0 θ3

where z = [0 0 0 0 0 1]T , and Jq ∈ R6×3 is the Jacobian matrix for the manipulator.
Further, by considering the floating-base movements of the manipulator base frame
{BI }, the forward kinematics for the entire system can be defined in matrix form as



B3V
BI V


=



Jq BIUT
B3

0 I6





q̇
BI V


, (3.3)

where q̇ =
[︁
θ̇1 θ̇2 θ̇3

]︁T is the joint velocity vector, BI V ∈ R6 is the platform floating-
base velocity vector, and B3V ∈ R6 is the velocity vector of the TCP.

Equation (3.3) describes the forward kinematics of a TCP movement as a func-
tion of joint movements. However, in Cartesian space robotic control, the desired
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joint movements are defined as a function of TCP movements in Cartesian space.
Therefore, the inverse solution for forward kinematics in equation (3.3) can be writ-
ten as

q̇r = J−1x v3r − J∗q
BIUT

B3
BI Vr, (3.4)

where BI Vr is the required platform velocity, v3r is the required linear velocity of
the TCP, q̇r is the required joint velocity vector, and Jx ∈ R3×3 is the displacement
Jacobian. Given the redundant nature of a floating-base system, the weighted pseu-
doinverse solution for the Jacobian inverse J∗q ∈ R3×6 is used to provide the inverse
solution for the Jacobian matrix. In this study, the inverse solution is calculated by
using Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse solution in Matlab. If the floating-base move-
ments are not compensated for with actuators, the platform velocities cannot be
controlled during base movements. As to the floating-base motions that result from
rough-terrain conditions, it can be assumed that the required base velocities are the
same as the estimated base velocities. In industrial applications, the 6-DOF motions
of the platform can be estimated by using IMU sensors with global navigation satel-
lite systems. The VDC control design for manipulator in Figure 3.2 requires that
velocity and acceleration estimates for the base and manipulator are available. These
signals can be defined by differentiating velocity measurement signals in industrial
cases, which typically result in delays to and noise in signals. This may cause phase
shift to model and limit control performance.

As to the VDC, the control objective is to make the controlled actual velocities
track with the required velocities. The general format of a required velocity includes
the desired velocity, which is used as a reference, and one or more terms that are re-
lated to control tracking errors. The manipulator’s required velocities are defined in
Cartesian space. Given the floating-base platform movements, the required velocity
can be used to compensate for them in the HHM arm tip frame. Now, the required
linear velocity vector v3r for the TCP in equation (3.4) can be defined as

v3r = v3d + λ(Xd − X ), (3.5)

where λ ∈ R3×3 is the position feedback gain matrix with diagonal for the Cartesian
position, Xd ∈ R3 and X ∈ R3 are the desired and measured Cartesian position values
for the TCP, respectively, and v3d is the desired linear velocity for the TCP. Typi-
cally, the desired positions and linear velocities are provided as a reference trajectory
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or with joysticks for the TCP.

3.2.2 Anti-Sway Control for Passive Joints

By comparing the floating-base manipulator shown in Figure 3.2 to the HHM with
passive joints in Figure 3.3, it can be noted that the passive joints in the latter are
connected at the manipulator tip. These passive joints enable load-grasping move-
ments in both vertical and horizontal space. Similarly to a floating-base manipulator,
only the desired position and velocity references for the HHM arm tip can be de-
fined so that the system is directly controllable. In this thesis, both of these angular
movements are measured. In P-I, an NMB control design for the HHMwith 2-DOF
passive joints shown in Figure 3.3 is proposed by using the VDC approach to handle
anti-sway damping control.

joint 1

joint 2

joint 1

joint 2

Passive joints

Manipulator arm tip

Tool center point

Figure 3.3 Heavy-duty manipulator with load-grasping tool connected with 2 degrees of freedom pas-
sive joints.

Like the manipulator in Figure 3.2, the forward and inverse kinematics for the
manipulator with passive joints can be defined by using DH parameters. The more
detailed dynamics modeling for the manipulator in Figure 3.3 is proposed in P-I.
As is presented in equation (3.5), the Cartesian space position tracking error can
be incorporated into the required velocity to compensate for oscillation in the load-
grasping tool. The oscillation of the passive joints can be compensated for by defining
the required velocities in joint space for passive joints. To minimize oscillation, the
desired value for both the angular velocity and joint angles in the two joints is zero.
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The required joint velocity for the passive joints can written as

q̇ir = q̇id + λi (qid − qi), (3.6)

where λi ∀i ∈ {1, 2} is the position feedback gain for passive joints, q̇ir is the required
velocity for the joint, q̇id is the desired velocity for the passive joint, and qid and qi
are the desired and measured passive joint angles, respectively. The control gains are
selected such that magnitudes are not subject to unstable behavior in the manipulator
system. The torque requirements for passive joints are studied in dynamics modeling.
These are specified in same authors external publication [92].

By using the required velocities in equation (3.6) for the passive joints’ anti-sway
functionality, the required force/moment terms at the TCP coordinate frame can
be defined by using dynamics equations for the passive joints and the load-grasping
tool. Ultimately, the swaying damping in this proposed control design is based on
the force error in the hydraulic cylinder control equations. In P-I, the experimental
results with a full-size HHM are presented to verify the performance of the proposed
anti-sway controller.

3.3 Hydraulic Actuators with High Gear Ratios and Static Input
Nonlinearities

Static and non-smooth nonlinearities typically limit the control performance of hy-
draulically actuated gears. In a commonly used control design, the effects of the
specific nonlinearity are compensated for by using its nonlinear inverse model. Due
to inaccurate estimates and missing manufacturer information, accurate modeling of
these nonlinearities typically leads to uncertain model parameters. Therefore, adap-
tive control methods should be used to improve the model-based control of these
nonlinear actuators.

As to HHMs, mechanical gears are typically used to actuate the joints, which are
needed to provide the wide range of motion that is available with hydraulic cylinder
driving joints. For the HHMs in Figure 1.1, hydraulic linear actuators integrated
with gears are used to implement base rotation to provide a range of motion over
360◦. A common method to implement this rotation is to use a hydraulic rack
and pinion actuator, as shown in Figure 3.4. Other common methods are motors
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with gear rings and articulated steering. However, articulated steering leads to lower
motion than the other options due to the cylinder stroke. This thesis focuses on
studying a hydraulic rack and pinion actuator because it is widely used in state-of-
the-art HHMs. However, the proposed nonlinearity compensations can also be
extended to other actuators. Rapid accelerations of heavy loads with long reach
produce significant torque on a rack and pinion actuator. In addition, this actuator
has a significant backlash, which is acceptable in human operator open-loop systems.
The control performance of this actuator directly affects the entire control system
performance because the base rotation enables the horizontal movement.

On the other hand, in multi-DOFHHMs, wide actuator ranges of motion are re-
quired in hydraulically actuated 3-DOF wrist configurations. As presented in Chap-
ter 2, this configuration consists of three helical gear actuators. The principle for
these actuators is depicted in Figure 3.5. In this configuration, a nearly 360◦ range
of motion for the first and last actuators is required, while the actuator in the middle
requires a nearly 180◦ range of motion. Similarly, for the actuators in both Figure
3.4 and Figure 3.5, the hydraulic valve is used to control the symmetric hydraulic
cylinder. In P-II and P-IV, the VDC approach is used as a framework to enable a
control design for these actuators with high gear ratios and static input nonlinearities
divided into modular subsystems. In addition, a stability analysis for a 3-DOF wrist
and hydraulic rack and pinion actuator is proposed.

θ1  

Figure 3.4 Hydraulic rack and pinion actuator.

3.3.1 Adaptive Backlash Compensation

Backlash is one of the most common non-smooth nonlinearities in mechanical gears;
it describes the clearance of adjacent moving parts. A simplified model to describe
backlash is presented in Figure 3.6a. This model consists of two parallel lines that
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Figure 3.5 Hydraulically actuated wrist.

are connected to each other with a horizontal line to describe the effect of backlash.
Due to the nature of backlash, the direction of motion affects the model output.
When the downward line is active, the backlash model input vbc and the output ubc
both decrease, as shown in Figure 3.6a. Conversely, when the upward line is active,
then vbc and ubc both increase. In Figure 3.6a, cr > cl holds for the model offsets.
The principle of an inverse model for backlash is depicted in Figure 3.6b.

ubc

m

cr

cl cr

cl

a) b)

vbc
ubc

vbc

1
m
1
m

Figure 3.6 Backlash and inverse backlash models.

The mathematical model for backlash in Figure 3.6b can be defined with a con-
tinuous time model [37] as

u̇bc =




mv̇bc u̇bc > 0 and ubc = m(vbc − cr)

mv̇bc u̇bc < 0 and ubc = m(vbc − cl)

0 otherwise

, (3.7)

where utr = ubc and u̇tr = u̇bc are the desired values for model outputs, respectively,
and m is the slope gain. On the other hand, by assuming that the desired output
signals generate unique input signals, the inverse model for backlash can be written
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[37] as

vbc =




utr
m + cr if u̇tr > 0
utr
m + cl if u̇tr < 0
utr
m if u̇tr = 0

. (3.8)

Given the mathematical model for backlash, the model is not continuously deriva-
tive due to discontinuous switching conditions. In the VDC approach, stability anal-
ysis requires that the modeling for the system should be differentiable. Therefore,
before the inverse backlash can be incorporated into the control design, the discon-
tinuous switching functions need to be replaced with smooth switching functions.
In equations (3.7)–(3.8), two different discontinuous switching functions need to
be replaced. First, the sign function needs to replace with a continuous switching
function [24] as follows:

ηc (x) =
tanh( [x − xo] /cηc) + 1

2
, (3.9)

where xo is a sufficiently small offset constant parameter, and cηc is a sufficiently small
constant. By selecting reasonable values for these offset parameters, the function pro-
vides smooth switching. Second, the discontinuous function in (3.8) can be replaced
with

ηs(x) = 1 − tanh(cηs |x |), (3.10)

where cηs is a sufficiently high constant value. As a result, equation (3.8) can be
rewritten with VDC approach notations as follows:

vbc =
utr
ˆ︁m +ˆ︁crηc (u̇tr) +ˆ︁clηc (−u̇tr)

=
[︁
utr ηc (u̇tr) ηc (−u̇tr)

]︁ [︃ 1
ˆ︁m ˆ︁crˆ︁cl

]︃T

= Ybc (u̇tr)ˆ︁θbc ∈ R, (3.11)

where ˆ︁m,ˆ︁cr, andˆ︁cl are estimates for the backlash model parameters m, cr, and cl,
respectively. Given that backlash parameters are usually uncertain, the parameter
adaption for backlash slope and model offset parameters can be used. This parame-
ter adaption is presented in P-II. The unique property of VDC is to provide stability
analysis locally, at the subsystem level. The stability of the proposed adaptive back-
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lash compensation is also given in P-II, with rigorous stability analysis.
The VDC approach is a velocity control-based method. Therefore, the backlash

inverse velocity for equation (3.8) needs to be defined. Similarly, the velocity model
can be written in view of VDC by using continuous switching functions in equations
(3.9) and (3.10). So, the velocity model can be defined as

v̇bc = Ybv(u̇tr)ˆ︁θbv, (3.12)

where

Ybv(u̇tr) =
[︂
u̇trηc (u̇tr) u̇trηc (−u̇tr) ckηc (u̇tr) −ckηc (−u̇tr)

]︂
∈ R4, (3.13)

and

ˆ︁θbv =



1
ˆ︁mηs(vbc −

utr
ˆ︁m −ˆ︁cr)

1
ˆ︁mηs(vbc −

utr
ˆ︁m −ˆ︁cl)

ηs(vbc − utr
ˆ︁m −ˆ︁cl)

ηs(vbc − utr
ˆ︁m −ˆ︁cr)



∈ R4. (3.14)

In equation (3.14), ck is the boundary gain for the vertical jump. Now, the backlash
inverse model can be incorporated into the control design by using the required
velocity property (see equation (3.5)):

θ̇r = Ybv(u̇tr)ˆ︁θbv + λ(Ybc (u̇tr)ˆ︁θbc − θ1), (3.15)

where θ̇r, λ is the feedback gain for the angular position tracking error, and θ1 is the
measured joint angle. As the equation (3.15), the implementation of the proposed
backlash adaptation required measured value for manipulator base rotation joint.
For the base rotation cylinder, also the cylinder chamber pressures are required.

In P-II, the backlash model is incorporated into the VDC design for a hydraulic
rack and pinion actuator (see Figure 3.4) to improve the HHMplane motion control
horizontally. Further, in P-IV, the proposed backlash compensation is incorporated
into the control design for a hydraulically actuated helical gear actuator (see Figure
3.5). Helical gear actuators are compact, but the high-speed gears create significant
friction. In NMB control, the feedforward control term also requires an accurate
friction model for gear friction estimation. The VDC approach provides an adaptive
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friction model that is incorporated into the control design developed in [26]. The
experimental verification presented in P-II and P-IV shows that VDC improves the
control performance of hydraulic actuators with static input nonlinearities and high
gear ratios by using adaptive control.

3.4 Model-Based Control of Hydraulic Series Elastic Actuators

SEAs are common in torque-controlled electric LWA robotic applications to pro-
duce high force fidelity, shock tolerance, and force sensing for contact space motions.
Traditionally, robot actuators are designed for high stiffness to increase system posi-
tion accuracy. High-performance force control is needed to improve system safety
by decreasing interaction stiffness. However, HSEAs for linear actuators with high
payloads are investigated in only a few studies, and HSEA experimental verification
does not exist for high payloads. P-V and P-VI focus on providing control methods
for HSEAs in HHMs. In the context of HHMs, HSEAs are required to provide
high power-to-weight ratios. The inherent system dynamics and variable stiffness of
the fluid lead to a fifth-order dynamics system. For this reason, high-performance
control design for HSEAs is challenging.

The proposed HSEA has a mechanical spring to decouple the cylinder power
shaft from the environment. The designed HSEA consists of a hydraulic cylinder
that is connected in series with a spring attached to the load. The principle of the
HSEA is illustrated in Figure 3.7. In this system, spring stiffness is symmetrical in
both directions to enable force sensing in both directions. In this thesis, the hydraulic
cylinders are driven with a servo valve to enable high bandwidth for control. The
real-time control setup in Figure 3.8 with a load mass of 200 kg was implemented
with a Beckhoff Industrial PCCX2030 and a sampling rate of 1000Hz. In this setup,
sensors for both cylinder position and spring compression were used. In addition,
the actuator chamber pressures and supply pressure were measured.

In P-V, a spring stiffness design for HSEAs is considered. By increasing the equiv-
alent spring stiffness of the actuator, the force controllability also increases, which
in turn minimizes the actuator nonlinearities that need low spring stiffness. Con-
currently, increasing spring stiffness raises the natural frequency of the system. The
aim of the SEA is to improve the force controllability of the system. Therefore,
the spring stiffness should be lower than the system’s hydraulic oil stiffness. As to
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Figure 3.7 Hydraulic series elastic actuator principle.
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Figure 3.8 Hydraulic series elastic actuator experimental setup.

HHMs, the hydraulic resonance frequency is about 0.5 Hz–5 Hz. The spring stiff-
ness design is a compromise between force controllability and smooth response.

The objective of an SEA is to provide force sensing in contact space motions.
Typically, the hydraulic actuator force is estimated by using cylinder chamber pres-
sures. Therefore, an accurate force estimation requires an accurate friction force
estimation. The estimation for actuator contact force can be obtained by using the
spring compression and stiffness in HSEAs.

3.4.1 Impedance Control Design for Hydraulic Series Elastic Actuators

The impedance control design for the HSEA shown in Figure 3.7 needs to be used
an outer-loop controller to handle the dynamics of contact space motion. Thus, the
control design for the valve and hydraulic dynamics needs to be defined to serve as an
inner-loop controller. The block diagram for the controller structure is presented in
Figure 3.9. In P-V and P-VI, two different control designs for HSEAs are presented.
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First, a PBIC with linear full-state feedback control is described. Second, an NMB
control design for HSEAs is proposed to handle impedance control. In both pub-
lications, the dynamic modeling for the HSEA is investigated first, after which the
proposed model-based controller is incorporated into impedance control designs.

Hydraulic Series 
Elastic Actuator

Impedance 
Controller

Model-Based 
Controller

xcylxcyl,xcyl,xload,xload,xload,plxcyl,xcyl,xload,xload,pl

Valve control 

Actuator feedback signals

Related actuator 
errors

Desired 
actuator 

movements

Figure 3.9 Impedance controller block diagram for hydraulic series elastic actuator.

In P-V, a full-state feedback controller is designed by using linear control methods
to investigate the dynamics properties of HSEA. As an outcome, a full-state feedback
control is designed, in which the state variables used are all measurements found in
Figure 3.9: position and velocity signals for load and cylinder position and actuator
pressure difference. The linearized control design for the hydraulic system assumes
linear behavior for the cylinder and flow continuity equations. These measurements
are required for implementation of the impedance controller for the HSEA. One
method to implement the outer-loop controller is to use a PBIC, where the cylin-
der position error is used to define the contact force between the actuator and the
environment. The block diagram for proposed PBIC is presented in Figure 3.10.
In that figure, inverse dynamics control is used to handle the dynamics of contact
space motion. As an output, this impedance controller gives an estimate of contact
compression, which limits the actual reference for the cylinder position, as presented
in Figure 3.10.

Linear control of the hydraulic dynamics can lead to limited control performance.
Therefore, in P-VI, a NMB control design for the hydraulic system is proposed. The
NMB control design enables the division of the HSEA into two subsystems so that
the dynamics modeling for the hydraulic actuator side and the load-side dynamics
can be handled separately. Compared to state feedback control in P-V, the NMB
control design also enables the incorporation of a nonlinear friction model into the
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Figure 3.10 Position-based impedance controller for hydraulic series elastic actuator.

actuator control design. Now, the NMB control design for HSEAs can be made
without assumptions regarding hydraulic system dynamics.

As noted above, the required velocity property of the VDC approach consists
of the desired velocity and other terms to control error. Therefore, the inverse
impedance control law in Figure 3.10 can be rewritten as

ẋr = ẋdl + KxB−1
d (xdl − xl) + B−1

d (fr − ferror), (3.16)

where ẋr is the required velocity, fr is the desired contact force, ferror is the contact
force, xdl is the desired load position, xl is the measured load position, and Kx and Bd
are the contact dynamics damping and stiffness parameters, respectively. In equation
(3.16), the effect of inertia matrix Md is neglected. Thus, the impedance controller
in equation (3.16) limits the actuator’s required velocity.

Both P-V and P-VI provide solutions to design control methods for HSEAs in
HHMs. The effectiveness of the proposed control methods was verified in a linear
test setup with a 200 kg payload. In P-VI, the NMB control design for HSEAs is
provided to enable adding an actuator to HHMs to improve force controllability in
industrial applications requiring contact with the environment and for specific tools
that make contact with the environment.
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4 DISCUSSION

This chapter discusses the RPs defined at the beginning of the thesis and summa-
rizes how they have been addressed. After the RPs are discussed, conclusions are
presented.

4.1 Modular Nonlinear Control Design (RP-I)

Can subsystem-based design methods improve control system modularity in commercial
heavy-duty hydraulic manipulators with different product variants?

The first RP involves the modular control design for HHMs with various tool at-
tachments and actuators. The tool attachments studied in P-I and P-IV are connected
to the HHM arm tip. The publication demonstrates that with a modular control de-
sign, the required modifications for previously designed control equations can be
decreased and the reusability of the designed control equations can be increased.
Similarly, modular control designs for a hydraulic rack and pinion actuator and an
HSEA are proposed in P-II and P-VI. P-III demonstrates the suitability of the mod-
ular control design to handle floating-base movements, as in the control design for
HHMs, by incorporating base movements into the NMB control design.

Compared to industrial applications, advanced modular design verification in lab-
oratory conditions has certain drawbacks. First, NMB control requires an angular
measurement for each manipulator joint. Second, the modeling also requires that
velocity and acceleration estimates for each manipulator joint be available. These sig-
nals can be defined by differentiating angular measurement signals in industrial cases,
which typically result in delays to and noise in signals. Third, dynamics modeling
requires accurate model parameters to describe the target system. This issue may
be handled with parameter adaptation. The NMB design for hydraulic actuators
requires chamber pressure measurements for each actuator to supplement dynamics
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modeling.
The results in P-I–P-IV and P-VI demonstrate that the NMB control design pro-

vides control system design modularity for HHMs with different tool attachments
and actuator variants.

4.2 Hydraulic Actuators with High Gear Ratios and Static Input
Nonlinearities (RP-II)

Can nonlinear control design methods be used to provide modular high-performance con-
trol for hydraulic actuators with high gear ratios and static input nonlinearities?

Hydraulic actuators with high gear ratios and static input nonlinearities are stud-
ied in P-II and P-IV. First, a hydraulic rack and pinion actuator in manipulator base
rotation is examined in P-II, the main focus of which is to improve the control perfor-
mance of a low-damped base rotation actuator. Inertial load results in low damping
in hydraulic actuators, and gear nonlinearities also limit control performance. One
of the most common static nonlinearities in mechanical gears is backlash. In P-II,
adaptive backlash compensation is incorporated into the VDC design to improve
the control performance of these actuators. Under laboratory conditions, the effec-
tiveness of the proposed adaptive compensation was verified by comparing control
results to actual measured gear backlash. In addition, the effects of the backlash
compensation for the control performance are addressed in this publication.

Second, the helical gear actuators are explored in P-IV to enable robotic control
for a 3-DOF HHM equipped with a 3-DOF wrist configuration. While helical gear
actuators are compact, the high speed of the gears causes significant friction. The
NMB controller for the hydraulically actuated wrist using the VDC approach as
a framework is studied in this publication to improve the control performance of
the robotic control of a 6-DOF HHM. The effectiveness of the proposed NMB
control for helical gear actuators was verified in a full-size hydraulically actuated
wrist configuration.
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4.3 Underactuated System with Anti-Sway and Damping Control
Methods (RP-III)

Can model-based control methods be used for underactuated heavy-duty system control?

P-I and P-III explore anti-sway and damping control methods for underactuated
HHMs. The underactuated nature of manipulators often follows from the passive
joints in the system. Very commonly, HHMs are equipped with a rotating load-
grasping tool connected to the HHM arm tip with a pair of passive joints to enable
both horizontal and vertical movements for the tool. These passive joints are sub-
ject to sway in free space motions due to HHM arm tip accelerations. To increase
system controllability, an NMB design based on anti-sway control is incorporated
into the dynamics modeling of the HHM in P-I. The experimental results with accu-
rate estimates for passive joint angles and velocities show that the proposed method
improves the controllability of the underactuated manipulator.

Further, manipulator underactuation may also follow from floating-base move-
ments in the entire system. In common applications, floating-base movements are
caused be rough-terrain conditions for the mobile manipulator. These manipula-
tor floating-base movements during operations need to be considered in the control
design for the TCP. In P-III, the floating-base movements in Cartesian space are
incorporated into the NMB control design for HHMs. Using simulation results,
the effectiveness of the proposed method was verified with multi-DOF floating-base
movements.

P-I and P-III provide a modular NMB control method to compensate for oscilla-
tions in underactuated HHMs.

4.4 Hydraulic Series Elastic Actuators (RP-IV)

Can series elastic actuators provide high force fidelity in heavy-duty hydraulic manipula-
tors with enhanced contact force estimation?

HSEAs for HHM applications are explored in P-V and P-VI. In these publications,
the modeling and control design for HSEAs are studied in both free space motion
and in contact space motion. The control design in contact space motion is investi-
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gated by designing an impedance control model for the prototype HSEA. First, in
P-VI, the modeling and control design for a fifth-order HSEA system are proposed
by using a linear control design with associated approximations in dynamics model-
ing. This publication also explores methods to improve contact force estimation for
HSEAs by using spring compression and spring stiffness. The proper selection of
spring stiffness for actuators is also discussed.

In P-VI, the results from P-V are extended by using the VDC approach to HSEA
impedance control design. Compared to the linear control design in P-V, the NMB
control design enables the design of control equations without approximations. The
effectiveness of the proposed control equations was verified under a variety of contact
conditions. The proposed control methods provide a solution to control HSEAs in
HHM applications during contact space motion.
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This thesis has developed methods to increase the modularity of NMB control design
by providing systematic methods that can handle HHMs. In the attached publica-
tions, a modular control design for HHMs with different actuators and tool attach-
ments is proposed to improve the reusability of the designed control equations. Fur-
ther, the NMB control method is extended to handle the floating-base movements
of HHMs. Experiments with a full-size commercial HHM under indoor laboratory
conditions were used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control methods in
the attached publications. As Chapter 4 summarizes, all the RPs are successfully
addressed in those publications.

5.1 Modular Nonlinear Model-Based Control Design for Heavy-Duty
Manipulators

P-I and P-IV propose a modular NMB control design method for HHMs with a
variety of tool attachments. Further, floating-base motions of manipulator bases
in HHMs are investigated in P-III. These publications verify that an NMB control
design can be used to decrease the number of modifications for existing HHM arm
control design with various tool attachments, which directly answers RP-I. With
systematic control design methods, it is possible to increase the reusability of the
designed control equations for functional subsystems in an HHM. In addition, a
rigorous stability analysis for the entire system is presented with tool attachment
variants locally at the subsystem level to complement the modular high-performance
control design.

In hydraulic actuators, static input nonlinearities and high gear ratios affect con-
trol performance. P-II and P-IV focus on improving the control performance of
these actuators by incorporating model-based compensation for common nonlinear-
ities. In these publications, an adaptive backlash compensation is proposed for the
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NMB control design, supported by a rigorous stability analysis of the actuator con-
figuration. The experimental results in these publications indicate that NMB control
methods can be used to improve the control performance of these actuators. Fur-
ther, the effectiveness of the proposed parameter adaptation has been demonstrated
through experimental results. These publications speak to RP-II.

The NMB control for underactuated HHMs is examined in P-I and P-III, where
the damping methods for passive joints and floating-base movements are investigated.
P-I focuses on studying an HHM equipped with passive joints and a load-grasping
tool and providing anti-sway control for this underactuated manipulator system.
P-III, meanwhile, focuses on studying damping control for HHMs with a floating
base by compensating for platform movements in Cartesian space control. These
publications directly answer RP-III.

P-V and P-VI investigate the suitability of HSEAs for HHM applications. The
main focus is to improve force fidelity and shock tolerance for fifth-order HSEA
systems in HHM applications. In addition, an HSEA is used to estimate the actuator
contact force during contact space motion. These publications answer RP-IV.

5.2 Future Work

As to industrial applications, a few challenges remain with the proposed control
methods. As summarized in Chapter 3, high-performance control design requires
accurate modeling of the system. Hence, an accurate position and joint angle mea-
surements are also needed. Most actuators and joint angles can be directly equipped
with a robust sensor system. However, in many industrial applications, the estimates
for passive joints are not directly measurable due to challenging working conditions.
Therefore, estimates for these passive joint angles need to be defined for industrial
applications. Second, for the SEAmeasurement methods, all required measurements
need to improve. Finally, servo valves should be replaced with mobile valves in in-
dustrial applications.

In the attached publications, the control methods for HHMs were verified in free
space motion. In future studies, the proposed control methods need to be verified for
6-DOF HHMs in contact space motion. In future research, the NMB control for
HSEAs will need to be added to a full-size multi-DOFmanipulator; it is likely that an
HSEA can be most useful when equipped with a tool attachment as a linear actuator
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that needs contact control with the environment while environmental stiffness varies.
In addition, future studies should investigate the gravitational force effects forHSEAs
with high loads. Further, the proposed control methods for HSEAs can be studied
with electrical linear actuators in HHM applications to improve shock tolerance.
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6 SUMMARY OF PUBLICATIONS

This chapter summarizes each publication associated with this thesis and clarifies
how each publication addresses one or more RPs. The modular control design for
the HHMwith various tool attachments and actuators is discussed in P-I–P-VI. Anti-
sway and damping control methods for underactuated manipulators are presented in
P-I and P-III. Hydraulic actuators with high gear ratios and static input nonlinearities
are discussed in P-II and P-IV. Finally, HSEAs for HHM applications are investi-
gated in P-V and P-VI. The effectiveness of the proposed control design methods was
verified under laboratory conditions with the full-size experimental setups shown in
Figure 1.2 and Figure 3.8 for all proposed control methods, except the control design
in P-III, which was verified through simulation results.

6.1 Stability-Guaranteed Anti-Sway Controller Design for a
Redundant Articulated Hydraulic Manipulator in the Vertical
Plane

This publication discusses applying the modular NMB control design to HHMs
with load-grasping tools. The passive joint connection of the load-grasping tool to
the HHM arm tip leads to an underactuated system. These passive joints are subject
to sway in free space motions due to arm tip accelerations. The aim of the paper
is to explore the applicability of state-of-the-art control methods for underactuated
HHMs. The main focus is an extended NMB controller to address the anti-sway
damping control of passive joints.

The experimental results with a full-size HHM indicate that a proposed novel
stability-guaranteed anti-sway control can be used to dampen the load swaying more
than twice as fast as the situation without anti-sway control. This result answersRP-
III. At the same time, the modular control design enables incorporating the proposed
control into previously designed control equations without anymodifications, which
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speaks directly to RP-I.

6.2 Nonlinear Model-Based Controller Design for a Hydraulic Rack
and Pinion Actuator

This publication is focused on studying HHMs with hydraulic rack and pinion actu-
ators. This kind of actuator is commonly used in base rotation for the manipulator
to enable a range of motion over 360◦ on the horizontal plane. Due to very low
damping, the gear is subject to high inertial loads. The actuator also introduces sig-
nificant nonlinearities into the hydraulic dynamic behavior, including gear backlash.
The publication discusses a modular control design for the rack and pinion actuator
to improve control performance.

In a novel effort, this publication presents an adaptive backlash compensation that
is incorporated into an NMB control design. As a novelty, the stability of the pro-
posed controller with adaptive backlash compensation was guaranteed by rigorous
stability analysis. The experimental results with a full-size commercial manipulator
indicate that the steady state error with the proposed adaptive compensation was
0.01◦, whereas the steady state error without backlash compensation was 0.1◦. The
effectiveness of the proposed rapid parameter adaptation for backlash was also ver-
ified experimentally by measuring the actual gear backlash. These results directly
answer RP-II. The modular control equations can be added in plug-and-play form
to the previously presented modular control design, which directly answers RP-I.

6.3 Cartesian Damping Controller with Nonlinear Control for a
Floating-Base Hydraulic Manipulator

This publication discusses a rigid manipulator with floating-base motions, which are
common in mobile manipulators, where a rigid HHM is mounted on a moving
platform to extend the working area. Due to stiff connections, platform movements
affect the control of the HHM. The main contribution of this publication is to
study the effects of the floating base on Cartesian space control. In the rough-terrain
conditions faced by a mobile manipulator, floating-base movements follow from the
movements of the mobile platform. In this publication, it is assumed that there are
no actuators to compensate for the manipulator’s floating-base movements. As a
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novelty, the NMB control design for a manipulator with a floating base was built
by using the VDC approach as a framework. According to the kinematics of the
entire system, platformmovements can be compensated in TCPmovements by using
properties of the proposed NMB control design. The Cartesian space control in the
previously designed controller for HHMs in P-II is incorporated into the control
design without any modifications to previously designed control equations.

Simulation results with a full-size HHM were used to verify the effectiveness of
the proposed control methods. In those results, the floating-base platform motions
are considered and speak to RP-III.

6.4 Nonlinear Model-Based Control Design for a Hydraulically
Actuated Spherical Wrist

This publication discusses an HHM equipped with a hydraulically actuated wrist,
which extends the entire system into 6-DOF. The spherical wrist is a common
structure in robotics to increase the manipulator’s dexterity and work envelope. In
this publication, the novel contribution is to propose a modular control design for
the wrist configuration by using the modular VDC approach as a framework. The
modular control design enables the incorporation of the proposed controller into
the previously designed controller in P-II without modifications to the manipulator
arm control design. The main contribution in this publication is to design a novel
modular control equations for the helical gear hydraulic actuators in the wrist con-
figuration. The actuators introduce significant nonlinearities in dynamics behaviors,
including gear backlash and actuator friction. Therefore, the previously designed
adaptive backlash compensation is included in the control design.

Experimental results with a full-size setup under laboratory conditions verified
that the proposed control methods decrease position tracking error during motion.
This result speaks to RP-II.

6.5 Position-Based Impedance Control Design for a Hydraulically
Actuated Series Elastic Actuator

This publication acts as a preliminary study for the HSEAs. Compared to traditional
stiff actuators, HSEAs can provide high force fidelity, shock tolerance, and force sens-
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ing for interaction control in HHM applications. By considering the inherent system
dynamics and the fluid’s variable stiffness, the control design for HSEAs leads to a
fifth-order system. The main contribution of this publication is to study the design
control architecture for HSEAs in heavy-duty applications. Further, spring stiffness
selection for HSEAs in HHM applications is discussed. The designed control archi-
tecture consists of a full-state feedback controller as an inner-loop controller and the
PBIC as an outer-loop controller.

In the results, performance analyses and experimental results with an HSEA for
heavy loads are discussed. The results indicate that the proposed control architecture
can effectively control a fifth-order system with a payload of 200 kg. In general,
the experimental results verified that the proposed controller structure can handle
control of a highly nonlinear HSEA system with a heavy load in both free space and
contact space motions by decreasing the contact force of the HSEA. These results
directly answer RP-IV.

6.6 Impedance Control of Hydraulic Series Elastic Actuator with a
Model-Based Control Design

This publication extends the work in P-V to propose a novel NMB control design for
HSEAs. Further, an impedance control for HSEAs is proposed by incorporating the
designed controller as an inner-loop controller with a previously designed impedance
control. Due to the highly nonlinear dynamics behavior of hydraulic systems, NMB
control methods are needed to improve control performance.

The experimental results were used to verify that proposed impedance control
design can be efficient at damping the contact between the HSEA in both stiff and
flexible environments. As an outcome, the modular VDC design for the subsystem
model controller enables the designed subsystem block to be connected using a plug-
and-play approach into an existing multi-link controller structure. This publication
speaks to RP-IV.
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ABSTRACT
Articulated hydraulic manipulators are widely used for mo-

ving heavy loads. Commercial manipulators are most often
equipped with a rotating load-grasping tool connected at the end
of the manipulator via a pair of passive (unactuated) revolute
joints. In free-space motion, these passive joints are subject to
swaying motions due to the manipulator tip accelerations. Be-
cause these passive joints are not directly controllable due to
their passive nature, a skilled driver is needed to compensate for
the load swaying. In this paper, we extend the nonlinear model-
based Virtual Decomposition Control (VDC) theory to cover
anti-sway control of underactuated multiple degrees-of-freedom
(DOF) hydraulic redundant manipulators. The proposed non-
linear controller performs the control design and stability ana-
lysis of the hydraulic robotic manipulator at the subsystem level.
Experiments are conducted in a full-scale loader manipulator to
verify that the proposed controller can efficiently damp the load
swaying in a case study of redundant vertical plane motion.

1 INTRODUCTION
Articulated hydraulic manipulators are widely used in indu-

stry (e.g., in offshore, construction and forestry) to move heavy
loads, such as containers, building materials and logs. Many of
these commercial manipulators are equipped 1) with a rotating
load-grasping tool connected at the end of the manipulator via
pair of passive (unactuated) revolute joints or 2) with a lifting

∗Address all correspondence to this author

hook connected at the end of the manipulator by which the load
is hoisted and freighted using lifting slings. In both cases, these
passive joints are subject to sway in free-space motions due to
the manipulator tip accelerations. For fluent system motions, a
skilled and trained operator is needed to ensure safe load moti-
ons to prevent material (or even human) damage. However, it
has been reported that the majority (73%) of all crane accidents
originate from operator error [1].

The human operator workload and hoist operations safety
can be improved by using automated operations, such as anti-
sway control. In the bigger picture, the advent of robotics is
expected to revolutionize the heavy-duty working machine in-
dustry as is currently happening in the car industry; discussion
in [2]. This demands the development of new advanced control
solutions for hydraulic heavy-duty working machines. However,
one of the major challenges in closed-loop control of hydrau-
lic articulated systems is their highly nonlinear dynamic beha-
vior, which make the control design and stability analysis an ex-
tremely challenging task [2]. These hydraulic systems may be
subjected to non-smooth and discontinuous nonlinearities (e.g.,
actuator friction, hysteresis, control input saturation, directional
change of valve opening or valve under/overlap), and typically,
many model and parameter uncertainties exist [3–6]. The con-
trol design of hydraulic manipulators is further complicated by
the nonlinear nature of the associated multibody dynamics.

As demonstrated in a survey of the control of hydraulic robo-
tic manipulators [2], stability-guaranteed nonlinear model-based
(NMB) control methods can provide a superior control perfor-
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mance in relation to other control methods. The need for NMB
methods originates from the highly nonlinear dynamic nature of
hydraulic manipulators. However, the majority of the propo-
sed anti-sway control methods in the literature, e.g, [7–13], are
still based on linear/linearized control methods, leading to limi-
ted control performance. Further, only a few anti-sway control
methods for hydraulic manipulators have been verified with a
full-scale experimental set-up [12–14]. A large harbor crane was
used in [12], and in [13], an articulated three degrees-of-freedom
(DOF) hydraulic manipulator was used. The only implemented
nonlinear control method for anti-sway control of hydraulic ma-
nipulators is presented in [14] for a 4-DOF forestry crane. The
method uses a nonlinear model predictive control, but it neglects,
e.g., the associated multibody dynamics and the controller stabi-
lity analysis. Thus, a stability-guaranteed NMB anti-sway cont-
rol for hydraulic manipulators has remained an open problem.

This paper provides a solution for the above open problem.
The proposed controller is designed by exploiting the control de-
sign principles of the Virtual Decomposition Control (VDC) ap-
proach (see [15, 16]), for which a number of significant state-
of-the-art control performance improvements have already been
reported with hydraulically-driven manipulators [17–21]. The
inherent properties of VDC (subsystem-dynamics-based control
design, the concept of virtual stability and virtual power flows)
are used to design the controller, providing for the first time a
rigorous stability proof in the category of anti-sway control of
hydraulic manipulators. Experiments with a full-scale 5-DOF
(three actuated joints and two unactuated joints) hydraulic mani-
pulator demonstrate the validity of the proposed method; howe-
ver, in the scope of this study, the manipulator’s end-effector is
driven only in a vertical plane.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines
the essential mathematical foundations for the control system.
Section 3 introduces the basis of the VDC approach and the ki-
nematics and dynamics relations of the studied system, followed
by the corresponding control equation in Section 4. Section 5
gives a stability proof for the designed controller. Finally, ex-
perimental results are given in Section 6, and conclusions are
outlined in Section 7.

2 MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATION
2.1 Velocity and Force/Moment Transformations

Assume that an orthogonal three-dimensional coordinate sy-
stem {A} is fixed to the rigid body. Now, the linear/angular velo-
city vector of the frame {A} can be defined as AV = [Av Aω]T ,
where Av ∈ R3 are linear and Aω ∈ R3 are the linear angular
velocity vectors of frame {A}. Furthermore, the force/moment
vector in frame {A} can be written as AF = [Af Am]T , where
Af ∈ R3 and Am ∈ R3 are the force and moment vectors applied
to the origin of frame {A}. Thus, for two coordinate frames {A}
and {B}, which are fixed to a rigid body, the following relations

hold
BV = AUT

B
AV (1)

AF = AUB
BF (2)

where AUB ∈ R6×6 is a force/moment transformation ma-
trix. This matrix transforms the measured and expressed
force/moment vectors in frame {B} to the same measured and
expressed force/moment vectors in frame {A}.

Assume that frame {A} is fixed to the rigid body. Now, the
dynamic equation in frame {A} can be defined as

B1F∗ =MB1

d
dt
(B1V )+CB1(

B1ω)B1V +GB1 (3)

where MA ∈ R6×6 is the mass matrix, CA(
Aω) ∈ R6×6 is the

Coriolis and centrifugal terms,GA ∈ R6 is the gravity vector and
AF∗ ∈ R6×6 is the net force/moment vector. The linear parame-
trization expression for the required rigid body dynamics can be
presented as

YB1θB1
def
= MB1

d
dt
(B1Vr)+CB1(

B1ω)B1Vr+GB1 , (4)

where detailed formulations for the regressor matrix YA ∈ R6×13

and the parameter vector θA ∈R13 are given in [16]. VDC allows
parameter adaption for parameters in θA. However, parameter
adaption is not used in this paper but it will be added in the future
to the control equations.

2.2 L2 and L∞ Stability
The Lebesgue space is defined in Definition 1.

Definition 1 ([16]). The Lebesgue space, denoted as Lp with p
being a positive integer, contains all Lebesgue measurable and
integrable functions f (t) subject to

‖ f‖p = lim
T→∞




T∫

0

| f (t)|pdτ




1
p

<+∞ (5)

Two particular cases are considered:
(a) A Lebesgue measurable function f (t) belongs to L2 if and

only if limT→∞
∫ T
0 | f (t)|2dτ <+∞.

(b) A Lebesgue measurable function f (t) belongs to L∞ if and
only if maxt∈[0,∞)| f (t)|<+∞.

Then, Lemma 1 provides that a system is stable with its affi-
liated vector x(t), being a function in L∞, and its affiliated vector
y(t), being a function in L2.

Lemma 1 ([16]). Consider a non-negative differentiable
function ξ (t) defined as

ξ (t)� 1
2
x(t)TPx(t) (6)

with x(t)∈Rn, n� 1 and P∈Rn×n a symmetric positive-definite
matrix. If the time derivative of ξ (t) is Lebesgue integrable and
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governed by

ξ̇ (t)�−y(t)TQy(t) (7)

where y(t) ∈ Rm, m � 1 and Q ∈ Rm×m a symmetric positive
definite matrix. Then, it follows that ξ (t) ∈ L∞, x(t) ∈ L∞ and
y(t) ∈ L2 hold.

The following Lemma 2 provides that L2 and L∞ signal re-
tains its properties after passing through a first-order filter.

Lemma 2 ([16]). Consider a first-order system described by

ẋ(t)+ cx(t) = u(t) (8)

with c> 0. If u(t) ∈ Lp holds, then x(t) ∈ Lp and ẋ(t) ∈ Lp hold
for p= 2,∞.

2.3 Virtual Stability
In the VDC framework, the dynamic interactions among the

subsystems are addressed with the scalar term, namely, the vir-
tual power flow (VPF), defined in Definition 2.

Definition 2 ([16]). The VPF with respect to frame {A} can be
defined as the inner product of the linear/angular velocity vector
error and the force/moment vector error as

pA = (AVr−AV )T (AFr−AF) (9)

where AVr ∈ R6 and AFr ∈ R6 represent the required vectors of
AV ∈ R6 and AF ∈ R6, respectively.

Then, the virtual stability of the system is defined as shown
in Definition 3.

Definition 3 ([16]). A subsystem with a driven virtual cutting
point (VCP) to which frame {A} is attached and a driving VCP
to which frame {C} is attached is said to be virtually stable with
its affiliated vector x(t) a virtual function in L∞ and its affiliated
vector y(t) a virtual function in L2, if and only if there exists a
non-negative accompanying function

ν(t)� 1
2
x(t)TPx(t) (10)

so that

ν̇(t)�−y(t)TQy(t)+ pA− pC (11)

holds, where P and Q are two block-diagonal positive-definite
matrices and pA and pC denote the VPFs (by Definition 2) at
frames {A} and {C}, respectively.

3 KINEMATIC AND DYNAMIC MODELS FOR THE
CONTROL DESIGN
In this study, the VDC approach is used as a framework to

design an anti-sway control functionality for unactuated joints of

a hydraulic manipulator. The VDC approach (see [15,16]) is de-
signed especially for controlling complex robotic systems. The
fundamental idea behind VDC is to design the system cont-
rol on subsystems dynamics (based on the Newton-Euler dyn-
amics) instead of using the complete dynamics (based on the La-
grange dynamics). Thus, VDC can be described as a subsystem-
dynamics-based control design method, which enables one to 1)
design the system control locally at the subsystem level, and 2)
perform the system stability analysis at the subsystem level; sta-
bility of control system is the primary requirement for all control
systems [22]. One significant advantage of the VDC approach
it that is has brought a certain type of modularity in the control
system design engineering. For instance, it is possible to replace
or add new subsystems to the original system without changing
the control equations of the remaining subsystems.

Next, a vital part of the VDC approach is discussed, which is
virtual decomposition of the studied 5-DOF hydraulic manipula-
tor into subsystems. This section also addresses other vital parts
of VDC, which are a simple oriented graph (SOG) presentation
and a coordinate frame attachment into the decomposed subsys-
tems. Then, the kinematic and dynamic relations are defined for
the decomposed subsystems.

3.1 Virtual Decomposition, Simple Oriented Graph
and Coordinate Frame Attachment

Fig. 1a shows the studied 5-DOF hydraulic manipulator. In
total, four hydraulic actuators exist in the system: 1) cylinder-
actuated pinion to slew the manipulator, 2) Cylinder 1 to lift the
manipulator, 3) Cylinder 2 to tilt the manipulator and 4) Cylin-
der 3 to drive the telescopic boom. In addition, a gripper is at-
tached to the end of manipulator tip with two unactuated joints
(see Fig. 2), making the gripper sway freely in two dimensions.
In the scope of this study, the cylinder-actuated pinion is not dri-
ven, making the manipulator for operating in a vertical plane.
Note also that Cylinder 3 to operate the telecopic boom makes
the system redundant.

In VDC, the first step is to virtually decompose the original
system into subsystems, i.e., objects and open chains, by placing
conceptual VCPs. Note that if closed chain structures exist in the
system, they are further decomposed to open chain structures.
A VCP is a directed separation interface that conceptually cuts
through a rigid body and defines the reference direction for a
six-dimensional force/moment vector. A VCP is simultaneously
interpreted as a driving VCP by one subsystem (from which the
force/moment vector is exerted) and as a driven VCP by another
subsystem (to which the force/moment vector is exerted) [16].
The virtual decomposition of the system is given in Fig. 1b.

After the first step, the systems are presented by a SOG. In
a SOG, each subsystem represents a node, and each VCP corre-
sponds to a directed edge, which defines the reference direction
for the force/moment vectors. No loop is allowed in a system
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FIGURE 1. VIRTUAL DECOMPOSITION OF THE HYDRAULIC
MANIPULATOR

SOG. The SOG for the manipulator is shown in Fig. 1c.
This paper designs the control laws only for the 6th open

chain (composed of two unactuated joints with two rigid links)
and for the 4th object (i.e., the gripper), shown in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3, respectively. The detailed control laws for the subsystems
inside the dashed line in Fig. 1c (i.e., objects 0–3 and open chains
1–5) can be found in [19], where a VDC-based control is desig-
ned for a similar redundant hydraulic manipulator that does not
have a gripper connected to two unactuated joints.

To describe the kinematics and dynamics relations of the
subsystems, the fixed coordinate frames need to be attached to
the rigid bodies. Fig. 2 shows the attached coordinate frames of
the 6th open chain. The coordinate frames are attached so that
in frames {B60} and {B61}, denoted with red, the z-axle points
out from joint 1 and in frames {B62}, {B63} and {B64}, deno-
ted with blue, the z-axle points out from joint 2. Other axles are
chosen by using the right-hand rule. This subsystem includes a
VCP with the boom tip and with the 4th object. Because in hy-
draulic manipulator it is possible to use many different tools, in
this paper, the gripper is modeled as an object. When the tool
or load mass changes, only the modeling parameters of the 4th
object need to change to correspond to the real system.

Fig. 3 illustrates the attached coordinate frames of the 4th
object. The coordinate frames of the object follow from the 6th
open chains coordinate frames. Therefore, in Fig. 3 the z-axle
points out from the paper.

{B61}

{B62}

{B63}

{B64}

{T6}={B60}

q1

q2

joint 1

joint 2

FIGURE 2. 6TH OPEN CHAIN

{B64} = {TO4}

{O4}

{G}
FIGURE 3. OBJECT 4

3.2 Kinematics of the 6th Open Chain
The linear/angular velocities at the VCPs of the studied open

chain can be defined according to Eq. (1) and Fig. 2 as
B61V = B60UT

B61
B60V + zq̇1 (12)

B62V = B61UT
B62

B61V (13)
B63V = B62UT

B63
B62V + zq̇2 (14)

B64V = B63UT
B64

B63V (15)

where z = [0 0 0 0 0 1]T .

3.3 Kinematics of the 4th Object
The linear/angular velocity vectors of 4th object can be de-

fined according to Eq. (1) and Fig. 3 as
O4V =TO4 UT

O4
TO4V =G UT

O4
GV (16)

3.4 Dynamics of the 4th Object
In view of Eq. (3), the force/moment vector for the 4th object

can be written as
O4F∗ =MO4

d
dt
(O4V )+CO4(

O4ω)O4V +GO4 (17)

On the other hand,
O4F∗ = O4UTO4

TO4F−O4UG
GF (18)

holds for the 4th object, where
GF= [0 0 0 0 0 0]T (19)

holds for the external force vector GF in the free-space motions.
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3.5 Dynamics of the 6th Open Chain
In view of Eq. 3, the dynamics of the two rigid links (link 61

and link 63) of the 6th open chain can be written as

B61F∗ =MB61

d
dt
(B61V )+CB61(

B61ω)B61V +GB61 (20)

B63F∗ =MB63

d
dt
(B63V )+CB63(

B63ω)B63V +GB63 (21)

Now the total force/moment vectors, which affect the fra-
mes, can be defined as

B63F = B63F∗+B63UB64
B64F (22)

B62F = B62UB63
B63F (23)

B61F = B61F∗+B61UB62
B62F (24)

B60F = B60UB61
B61F (25)

Both joints of the studied open chain are unactuated. In this
paper, the following assumption is made.

Assumption 1. The friction torques in the unactuated joints
are zero.

Then, using Assumption 1, the force constraints for the unactua-
ted joints can be written as

0=−zTB6 jF (26)

where j ∈ {1,3} is the order number of the coordinate frame.

4 CONTROL EQUATIONS FOR THE HYDRAULIC MA-
NIPULATOR
This section defines the control equations for the 4th object

and the 6th open chain. First, kinematics relations from desi-
red the Cartesian motions to manipulator joint space motions are
studied. Then, the required linear/angular velocities of the stu-
died subsystems are presented. Finally, the required dynamics
relations of the subsystems are given.

4.1 Inverse Kinematics of the Redundant Hydraulic
Manipulator

Desired boom tip motions can be expressed by studying the
kinematics relations between the Cartesian space and joint space
motions (see Fig.1a) as[

Ẋd
Ẏd

]
= J

[
θ̇1d θ̇2d θ̇3d

]T (27)

where J ∈ R2×3 is the Jacobian matrix, Ẋd is the desired velocity
of the Cartesian x-coordinate and Ẏd is the desired velocity of the
Cartesian y-coordinate. In Eq. (27), it is assumed that the joint
space motions are defined, but usually the Cartesian space moti-
ons are defined in robotics. That is why the inverse kinematics of
the manipulator need to be defined. If the manipulator is redun-
dant, then an infinite number of joint velocities fulfill the given

Cartesian velocity. However, inverse solution for Eq. (27) can be
solved as

[
θ̇1d θ̇2d θ̇3d

]T
= J∗w

[
Ẋd
Ẏd

]
(28)

where J∗W ∈ R2×3 is the weighted pseudoinverse solution, which
can be defined as

J∗w =W−1JT(JW−1JT)−1 (29)

In Eq. (29), W ∈ R3×3 is the weighting matrix. In the literature,
methods, such as [23, 24], for constructing the weighting matrix
are presented. In this paper, a weighting matrix in [24], which
minimizes the least-norm velocities of the joints, is used.

In VDC, the control objective is to make the controlled ac-
tual velocities track the required velocities. This can be perfor-
med either in the Cartesian space or in the joint space [16]. In
this paper, the joint space approach is used. Using (28) and (29),
the required joint space variables are designed similarly as de-
monstrated in [19] for a similar hydraulic crane.

The general format of a required velocity includes the a de-
sired velocity (which usually serves as the reference trajectory
for the system) and one or more terms that are related to cont-
rol errors [16]. The required joint velocity for the ith unactuated
joint, ∀i ∈ {1,2}, is designed as

q̇ir = q̇id+λi(qid−qi) (30)

where λi is the position feedback gain for the joint and, to mini-
mize the tool swaying, the desired joint velocity and the desired
joint position are designed as q̇id = 0 rad/s and qid = 0 rad, re-
spectively.

4.2 Required Kinematics of the 6th Open Chain
The required linear/angular velocities at the coordinate fra-

mes of the studied open chain can be computed by reusing
Eq. (12)-(15) as

B61Vr = zq̇1r+B60 UT
B61

B60Vr (31)
B62Vr = B61UT

B62
B61Vr (32)

B63Vr = zq̇2r+B62 UT
B63

B62Vr (33)
B64Vr = B63UT

B64
B63Vr (34)

4.3 Required Kinematics of the Object 4
The required kinematic of the 4th object can be defined by

reusing Eq. (16) as
O4Vr =TO4 UT

O4
TO4Vr =G UT

O4
GVr (35)

4.4 Required Dynamics of the Object 4
When the required linear/angular velocities for the studied

subsystems are defined, the required net force/moment vectors
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AF∗
r ∈ R6 for the object and the rigid links can be defined in

view of [16] as
O4F∗

r = YAθA+KA(
AVr−AV ) (36)

In Eq. (36), KA is the velocity feedback control gain.
The required net force/moment vector of the 4th object can

be presented by reusing Eq. (36) as
O4F∗

r = YO4θO4 +KO4(
O4Vr−O4 V ) (37)

In addition, the net force/moment vector in frame {TO4} can be
calculated by reusing Eq. (18) as

TO4F∗
r = TO4UO4

TO4Fr−TO4UG
GFr (38)

and, similar to (19), GFr is designed as
GFr = [0 0 0 0 0 0]T (39)

4.5 Required Dynamics of the 6th Open Chain
When the required linear/angular velocities of the open

chain are defined (Eq.(31)-(34)), the required net force/moment
vectors of the rigid links in the 6th open chain can be solved by
reusing Eq. (36) as

B61F∗
r = YB61θB61 +KB61(

B61Vr−B61 V ) (40)
B63F∗

r = YB63θB63 +KB63(
B63Vr−B63 V ) (41)

Now, the total required force/moment vectors can be presented
as

B63Fr = B63F∗
r +B63UB64

B64Fr (42)
B62Fr = B62UB63

B63Fr (43)
B61Fr = B61F∗+B61UB62

B62Fr (44)
B60Fr = B60UB61

B61Fr (45)

Similar to (26), the required force constraints for the unac-
tuated joints can be written as

0=−zTB6 jFr (46)

where j ∈ {1,3} is the order number of the coordinate frame.

Remark 1. The proposed overall control method is a twofold.
First, the desired boom tip velocities are converted to the requi-
red joint space velocities (see Section 4.1), which are further nee-
ded to compute the required cylinder actuation forces; see [19].
Second, the required unactuated joint velocities in (30) are desig-
ned to perform the tool anti-sway functionality. Using the requi-
red velocities in (30), the required force/moment vector B60Fr at
the driving VCP of object 3 (i.e., the driven VCP of open chain 6)
can be computed from the dynamics described by Eqs. (31)–(45).
Further, with the known “tool sway-optimizing” B60Fr, the re-
quired “tool sway-optimizing” cylinder actuation forces can be
computed similar to [19]. Eventually, the swaying damping in
this control method is based on the force error in the hydraulic
cylinder control equations.

5 STABILITY ANALYSIS
This section addresses the virtual stability of the 6th open

chain and the 4th object. The proof for the virtual stability of the
remaining subsystem (see Fig.1c) is presented in [19] for a simi-
lar hydraulic crane. The stability of the entire system is proven
in the last subsection.

5.1 Virtual Stability of the 4th Object
Theorem 1 ensures that the 4th object qualifies as virtually

stable in the sense of Definition 3.

Theorem 1. Consider the 4th object depicted in Fig. 3, descri-
bed by Eqs. (16)–(19), and combined with its control Eqs. (35)
and (37)–(39). Subject to the gripper free-space motion, this
subsystem is virtually stable with its affiliated vector O4Vr−O4V
being a virtual function in L2 and L∞ in the sense of Definition 3

Proof. Subtracting Eq. (17) from Eq. (37) yields

O4F∗
r −O4 F∗ = MO4

d
dt
(O4Vr−O4V )+CO4(

O4ω)(O4Vr−O4V )

+KO4(
O4Vr−O4V ) (47)

Further, the skew-symmetric property of CO4(
O4ω) yields

(O4Vr−O4V )TC(O4ω)(O4Vr−O4V ) = 0 (48)

Next, let the non-negative accompanying function for the 4th
object be defined as

νO4 =
1
2
(O4Vr−O4V )TMO4(

O4Vr−O4V ) (49)

Using Eqs. (47) and (48), the time derivative of (49) can be
written as

ν̇O4 = (O4Vr−O4V )TMO4

d
dt
(O4Vr−O4V )

= (O4Vr−O4V )T
[
(O4F∗

r −O4 F∗)−C(O4ω)(O4Vr−O4V )

−KO4(
O4Vr−O4V )

]

= −(O4Vr−O4V )TKO4(
O4Vr−O4V )

+(O4Vr−O4V )T (O4F∗
r −O4 F∗) (50)

Using Definition 2 and Eqs. (16), (18), (19), (35), (38) and
(39), the last term in (50) can be rewritten as

(O4Vr−O4V )T (O4F∗
r −O4 F∗)

= (O4Vr−O4V )TO4UTO4(
TO4Fr−TO4 F)

− (O4Vr−O4V )TO4UG(
GFr−G F)

=
[
O4UT

TO4
(O4Vr−O4V )

]T
(TO4Fr−TO4 F)

= pTO4 (51)

Finally, substituting Eq. (51) into Eq. (50) yields

ν̇O4 =−(O4Vr−O4V )TKO4(
O4Vr−O4V )+ pT04 (52)
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Consider that the 4th object has one driven VCP associated
with frame {TO4}. Then, using (49) and (52) completes the proof
of the virtual stability of the 4th object, in the sense of Definition
3, ensuring that O4Vr−O4V ∈ L2

⋂
L∞. �

5.2 Virtual Stability of the 6th Open Chain
Theorem 2 ensures that the 6th open chain qualifies as vir-

tually stable in the sense of Definition 2.

Theorem 2. Consider the 6th open chain, composed of two
unactuated joints (joint 1 and joint 2) and two rigid links (link
61 and link 63), depicted in Fig. 2, described by Eqs. (12)–(15)
and (20)–(26), and with its control equations Eqs. (31)–(34) and
(40)–(46). This subsystem is virtually stable with its affiliated
vector B6 jVr−B6 jV,∀ j ∈ {1,3} being a virtual function in L2 and
L∞ in the sense of Definition 3.

Proof. Let the non-negative accompanying functions νoc6 for the
6th open chain be

νoc6 = νB61 +νB63 (53)

where νB61 and νB63 denote the non-negative accompanying
functions for the rigid links 61 and 63, respectively, and are defi-
ned as

νB61 =
1
2
(B61Vr−B61V )TMB61(

B61Vr−B61V ) (54)

νB63 =
1
2
(B63Vr−B63V )TMB63(

B63Vr−B63V ) (55)

Similar to Eqs. (47), (48) and (50), it can be easily shown
that the time derivatives of νB61 and νB63 can be written as

ν̇B61 = −(B61Vr−B61V )TKB61(
B61Vr−B61V )

+(B61Vr−B61V )T (B61F∗
r −B61 F∗) (56)

ν̇B63 = −(B63Vr−B63V )TKB63(
B63Vr−B61V )

+(B63Vr−B63V )T (B63F∗
r −B63 F∗) (57)

using Eqs. (20), (21), (40) and (41).
Then, it follows from Definition 2 and Eqs. (12), (13), (24),

(25), (26), (31), (32), (44), (45) and (46) that the last term in (56)
can be expressed as

(B61Vr−B61V )T (B61F∗
r −B61 F∗)

= (B61Vr−B61V )T
[
(B61Fr−B61 F)−B61UB62(

B62Fr−B62 F)
]

=
[B60UT

B61
(B60Vr−B60V )+ z(q̇1r− q̇1)

]T
(B61Fr−B61 F)

−
[B61UT

B62
(B61Vr−B61V )

]T
(B62Fr−B62 F)

= (B60Vr−B60V )TB60UB61(
B61Fr−B61 F)

+(q̇1r− q̇1)zT (B61Fr−B61 F)

− (B62Vr−B62V )T (B62Fr−B62 F)

= pB60 − pB62 (58)

Similar to (58), it follows from Definition 2 and Eqs. (14),

(15), (22), (23), (26), (33), (34), (42), (43) and (46) that the last
term in (57) can be expressed as

(B63Vr−B63V )T (B63F∗
r −B63 F∗)

= (B63Vr−B63V )T
[
(B63Fr−B63 F)−B63UB64(

B64Fr−B64 F)
]

=
[B62UT

B63
(B62Vr−B62V )+ z(q̇2r− q̇2)

]T
(B63Fr−B63 F)

−
[B63UT

B64
(B63Vr−B63V )

]T
(B64Fr−B64F)

= (B62Vr−B62V )TB62UB63(
B63Fr−B63 F)

+(q̇2r− q̇2)zT (B63Fr−B63F)

− (B64Vr−B64V )T (B64Fr−B64F)

= pB62 − pB64 (59)

Taking the time derivative from (53) and using Eqs. (56),
(57), (58) and (59) yields

ν̇oc6 = ν̇B61 + ν̇B63

= −(B61Vr−B61V )TKB61(
B61Vr−B61V )

−(B63Vr−B63V )TKB63(
B63Vr−B61V )

+pB60 − pB64 (60)

Consider that the 6th open chain has one driven VCP asso-
ciated with frame {B60} and one driving VCP associated with
frame {B64}. Using (53)–(55) and (60) completes the proof of
the virtual stability of the 6th open chain, in the sense of Defini-
tion 3, ensuring that B6 jVr−B6 jV ∈ L2

⋂
L∞,∀ j ∈ {1,3}. �

5.3 Stability of the Entire System
As addressed in Theorem 2.1 in [16], the virtual stability

of every subsystem ensures the L2 and L∞ stability of the entire
system. This is because at every placed VCP, a negative VPF
is connected to its corresponding positive VPF. Hence, VPFs
function as “stability connectors” between subsystems and they
cancel each other out at every VCP [16].

The stability of a similar system in relation to the remaining
subsystem, shown inside the dashed line in Fig. 1(c), is proven
in [19]. Thus, using the results in [19], the non-negative accom-
panying function and its time-derivative for the remaining subsy-
stem can be written as

νR =
1
2 ∑B∈Φ

(BVr−BV )TMB(
BVr−BV )+

1
2β

3

∑
i=1

( fpri− fpi)2

� 0 (61)
ν̇R = − ∑

B∈Φ
(BVr−BV )TKB(

BVr−BV )

−
3

∑
i=1

kfi
kxi

( fpri− fpi)2− pT6

� −pT6 (62)

where set Φ contains rigid body frames for all the rigid links
and objects in the remaining subsystem, ( fpri − fpi) is a local
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force feedback for the ith cylinder, β is a fluid bulk modulus, and
kfi,kxi > 0 hold for the two feedback gains.

Theorem 3 ensures the stability of the entire system in view
of Lemmas 1 and 2.

Theorem 3. Let Eqs. (61) and (62) hold for the remaining
subsystem depicted inside the dashed line in Fig. 1(c). Then,
it follows directly from Theorems 1 and 2 that the entire system
is stable in view of Lemmas 1 and 2.

Proof. Due to the frame attachment (see Section 3 and Fig. 2),
the VPF at the drivenVCP and the drivingVCP can be written as

pB60 = pT6 (63)
pB64 = pTO4 (64)

In view of (49), (53), (54), (55) and (61), the non-negative
accompanying function for the entire system can be written as

νtot = νR+νoc6+νO4

� 1
2 ∑
A∈Ψ

(AVr−AV )TMA(
AVr−AV ) (65)

where set Ψ contains frames {B61}, {B63} and {O4}. Then, it
follows from (52), (60), and (62)–(64) that the time derivative of
(65) can be written as

ν̇tot = ν̇R+ ν̇oc6+ ν̇O4

� − ∑
A∈Ψ

(AVr−AV )TAA(
AVr−AV ) (66)

Then, using Lemma 1, (65) and (66) yields

(AVr−AV ) ∈ L2
⋂

L∞, ∀{A} ∈Ψ (67)

Finally, in view of Eqs. (22)–(25), (42)–(45) and (67), it follows
that (q̇ir − q̇i) ∈ L2

⋂
L∞, ∀i ∈ {1,2}, which further yields that

(q̇id− q̇i) ∈ L2
⋂
L∞ and (qid−qi) ∈ L2

⋂
L∞ hold, ∀i ∈ {1,2}, in

view of (30) and Lemma 2. �

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the control performance of the proposed con-

troller is demonstrated with a full-scale commersial HIAB 033
hydraulic manipulator (see Fig. 1a). In the experiments, the real-
time control interface was implemented with a PowerPC-based
dSpace DS1103. The controller sampling rate was set to 1000 Hz
(Ts=0.001 s).1 The hydraulic cylinders of the manipulator were
controlled with NG6 size servo solenoid valves, with a nominal
fluid flow rate of 40 l/min at ∆p = 3.5 MPa per control notch.
The size of the lift cylinder and the tilt cylinder was φ80/60 -

1In previous VDC studies [18–21], the controller turnaround time (the time to
calculate the controller outputs from the inputs) was more than 2.8 ms, and the
controller sample rates were 16 ms in [18] and 3 ms in [19–21]. The present study
demonstrates that it is possible to use sample rates even smaller than 1 ms (in the
proposed controller, the turnaround time is 0.35 ms) in full-model based VDC
controller implementation with more efficient control code generation. In the
nonlinear model predictive controller [14], the controller sample rate was 16 ms.

TABLE 1. VDC CONTROLLER FEEDBACK GAINS

Cylinder 1 Cylinder 2 Cylinder 3

λx1 = 27.49 [ms ] λx2 = 31.5 [ms ] λx3 = 30.3 [ms ]

kf1 = 3·10−6 [m
2

Ns ] kf2 = 1.3·10−6 [m
2

Ns ] kf3 = 1·10−8 [m
2

Ns ]

kx1 = 0.03 [m] kx2 = 0.043 [m] kx3 = 0.022 [m]

607, and the size of the extension cylinder was φ45/30 - 1350.
The system supply pressure was set to 20 MPa. The manipula-
tor joint angles were measured with Fraba Incremental encoders
(16384 inc/rev). The system pressures (supply pressure and cy-
linder chamber pressures) were measured with a Druck PTX1400
pressure transmitter with an operating pressure range of 25 MPa.
The gripper was connected at the end of manipulator with two
unactuated rigid links, having lengths of l1 = 0.13 m and l2 =
0.21 m. The gripper was a Vahva B15 with mass 90 kg and with
load mass 150 kg.

Detailed control laws for the cylinders can be found in [19].
Table 1 shows the feedback gains for the hydraulic cylinders used
in the present study, where λxi, kxi and kfi, ∀i ∈ {1,2,3} denote
the cylinder piston position, velocity and force feedback gains,
respectively. The position feedback gains for the joint angles in
Eq. (30) were λ61 = 13 and λ63 = 13.

In the experiments, the proposed anti-sway controller was
tested in horizontal motion along the X-axis of the system base
frame {B} (see Fig. 1), so that a freely swaying motion was pro-
duced for the first unactuated joint only. A point-to-point quintic
reference trajectory was used for the manipulator tip motions.
Fig. 4 shows the results in the gripper forward motion when
its center of the mass was driven from 2.4 m to 2.8 m in 1.8
s. The solid line shows the desired position trajectory, the das-
hed line shows the results with the proposed anti-sway control,
and the dotted line shows the results without any anti-sway con-
trol (the manipulator was driven with well-tuned p-control). The
peak velocity in the ramp was approximately 0.4 m/s. As Fig.
4 shows, the anti-sway controller compensates the load swaying
with a settling time (2% from final value) of 3 seconds. The cor-
responding settling time without the anti-sway control was ap-
proximately 7.5 seconds. Thus, approximately 2.5 times faster
settling time of was obtained with the proposed anti-sway con-
troller. The load overshoot with and without anti-sway control
was almost the same.

Fig. 5 shows the results using the same reference path as
in the first experiment, but the time between the beginning and
the end points was reduced to 1.6 s. The peak velocity in the
ramp was approximately 0.47 m/s. Now, the settling time with
the proposed controller (the dashed line) was approximately 4
seconds, whereas without the anti-sway control (the dotted line)
the settling time was approximately 10.5 seconds. By comparing

8 Copyright © 2017 by ASME
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FIGURE 4. LOAD CENTER OF MASS POSITION WITH LOAD
SWAY CONTROL AND WITHOUT LOAD SWAY CONTROL FOR
1.8 SECOND RAMP

the load settling in Figs. 4 and 5 shows that the longer transition
time raises the settling time of the uncontrolled system from 7.5
to 10.5 seconds. Thus, approximately 2.65 times faster settling
time of was obtained with the proposed anti-sway controller.

Fig. 6 shows the results in the gripper backward motion
when its center of the mass was driven from 2.8 m to 2.4 m in
1.7 s. The peak velocity in the ramp was approximately 0.44 m/s
peak velocity. The settling time of both systems was approxima-
tely 3 seconds. However, as this figure shows, the anti-sway con-
troller (the dashed line) can still eliminate the gripper swaying
much faster in relation to the controller without anti-sway (the
dotted line). The load overshoot with the anti-sway controller is
slightly higher in relation to the controller without anti-sway.
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FIGURE 5. LOAD CENTER OF MASS POSITION WITH LOAD
SWAY CONTROL AND WITHOUT LOAD SWAY CONTROL FOR
1.6 SECOND RAMP
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FIGURE 6. LOAD CENTER OF MASS POSITION WITH LOAD
SWAY CONTROL AND WITHOUT LOAD SWAY CONTROL FOR
1.7 SECOND RAMP

7 CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed, for the first time, a stability-guaranteed

NMB controller for the anti-sway control of hydraulic manipu-
lators, whose dynamic behavior is highly nonlinear. An anti-
sway functionality for the unactuated joints were designed at the
subsystem level (see Remark 1), which was enabled by the
subsystem-dynamics-based VDC approach. The stability of the
proposed controller was guaranteed in the rigorous stability ana-
lysis. The experiments with a full-scale hydraulic manipulator
demonstrated in the vertical plane that the proposed novel anti-
sway control method can damp the load swaying more than two
times faster in relation to the control without anti-sway control.

The results of this study provided a baseline controller for
our future studies, where, e.g., joint frictions of the unactuated
joints and the unactuated open chain internal force vector will be
studied in more detail. Furthermore, the proposed VDC-based
controller also allows the incorporation of a parameter adaption
for uncertain parameters, e.g., in friction dynamics, fluid dyna-
mics and rigid body dynamics. As demonstrated in [17, 25], in-
corporation of a specific fast parameter adaptation law can sig-
nificantly improve the control performance of highly nonlinear
hydraulic systems. In future studies, the proposed controller will
also be extended to compensate load swaying in all unactuated
directions (not only in a vertical plane as in this paper).
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ABSTRACT
Hydraulic manipulators are extensively utilized to move he-

avy loads in many industrial tasks. In commercial applicati-
ons, a manipulator base is required to rotate a motion range
of the full 360◦. This is usually implemented by using a hy-
draulic rack and pinion gear actuator. Due to the manipula-
tor’s long reach and heavy loads, manipulator tip acceleration
can produce significant torque to the rotation gear in free-space
motion. Imposed by nonlinear dynamical behavior (involving,
e.g., the gear backlash and actuator friction) added to high in-
ertia, a system closed-loop control design becomes a challen-
ging task. An advanced closed-loop control enables to incre-
ase the automation-level of hydraulic manipulators. This study
designs a novel subsystem-dynamics-based controller for a hy-
draulic rack and pinion gear actuator utilizing the control design
principles of the virtual decomposition control (VDC) approach.
An adaptive backlash compensation is incorporated in the con-
trol design. Furthermore, the proposed controller is implemen-
ted in previously-designed state-of-the-art hydraulic manipula-
tor control. The stability of the overall control design is proven.
Experiments with a full-scale commercial hydraulic manipulator
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive backlash
compensation and the overall control performance.

1 INTRODUCTION
Hydraulic actuated articulated heavy-duty manipulators are

used in many industrial domains to move heavy loads, such as

∗Address all correspondence to this author

logs, containers and building materials. A common feature of all
these industrial domains is that humans are often working in the
same area with the manipulators. In the conventional open-loop
controlled approach, a human operator controls each manipulator
joint separately with visual feedback. For this reason, a skilled
and trained human operator is needed to ensure safe load motions
and effective working [1].

The productivity and safety of hydraulic manipulators can
be increased by automated operations. As reviewed in [2], ro-
botic control of hydraulic manipulators is expected to revolutio-
nize control of hydraulic manipulators similarly, as is currently
happening in the car industry. The first robotic control soluti-
ons for heavy-duty manipulators are already available such as
John Deere Forestry Intelligent Boom Control (IBC) and Cargo-
tec Hiab Crane Tip Control (CTC) (see [3] and [4]). Effective
robotic control requires the closed-loop control of the manipu-
lator. Still, the high-performance closed-loop control design and
stability analysis for these manipulators are challenging tasks [2],
due to the highly nonlinear dynamical behavior of the hydraulic
systems. In multiple degrees-of-freedom (DOF) manipulators,
non-smooth non-linearities (e.g. actuator friction, gear backlash,
hysteresis, and control input saturation) limit the control perfor-
mance.

As demonstrated in [2], stability-guaranteed nonlinear
model-based (NMB) control design methods outperform other
control methods in the control of hydraulic manipulators. In pre-
vious studies [5–9], the virtual decomposition control (VDC) has
been addressed to achieve state-of-the-art control performance
with hydraulic cranes. However, these studies focused on desig-
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ning in these studies are focusing to design control for hydraulic
manipulators without the hydraulic manipulators’ base rotations.
This paper focusses on motion control of the base rotation which
suffers from very low damping subject to only the high-inertia
type of loading condition.

The wide working area of hydraulic manipulators requires
a full motion range of 360◦ for the base rotation. For this rea-
son, the base rotation in commercial rotary boom manipulators
is often implemented by using a hydraulic rack and pinion gear
actuator. High accelerations of heavy loads with manipulators’
long reach produce significant torque on the rack and pinion gear
actuator. Typically, this type of actuator also has a significant
backlash with its dynamical behavior.

Backlash is common non-smooth nonlinearities, which li-
mits the control performance. This non-linearity is encountered,
for example, in mechanical gears in motors and in sensors. As
discussed in [10], backlash modelling and compensation have
been subjects to research for many years. In literature, many of
the proposed backlash compensation methods [11–14] are adap-
tive control methods because the backlash parameters are often
unknown. Usually, backlash compensation is implemented by
adding the inverse of the backlash nonlinearity to control design.

The VDC approach control performance can be increased
by adding incorporating backlash compensation into the control
design, as demonstrated in [15] with a helical gear-type hydrau-
lic rotary actuator. The backlash compensation in [15] is imple-
mented by using discrete time backlash model [16], which is not
optimal solution with a continuous time VDC approach. Further-
more, the stability analysis of the entire system is neglects.

In this study, a novel subsystem-dynamics-based control de-
sign is developed for the hydraulic rack and pinion gear actua-
tor by using the control design principles of the VDC approach.
Adaptive backlash compensation is incorporated into the cont-
rol design, and as a novelty, the VDC approach is extended to
cover the adaptive backlash compensation. The stability of the
proposed controller with adaptive backlash compensation is gua-
ranteed in the rigorous stability analysis.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the
mathematical background and notations for the proposed met-
hod. Section 3 introduces the main steps of the VDC approach.
Furthermore, the kinematics and the dynamics equations for the
hydraulic rack and pinion gear actuator are defined. Section 4
defines control equations for the studied gear system. Section 5
defines the adaptive backlash model equations. The stability ana-
lysis for the entire studied system is proven in Section 6. Finally,
the experimental results are shown in Section 7, and conclusions
are outlined in Section 8.

2 MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
In this section, the necessary mathematical notations of the

VDC approach are presented.

Assume that a three-dimensional coordinate frame {A} is
attached to the rigid body. Now, the linear/angular velocity vec-
tor in this coordinate frame can be written as AV = [Av Aω]T , in
view of [17]. In vector AV , Av ∈ R3 denotes the linear velocity
vector, and Aω ∈ R3 denotes the angular velocity vector. Si-
milarly, the force/moment vector, in coordinate frame {A}, is a
defined as a combination of a force vector Af ∈R3 and a moment
vector Am ∈R3, as AF = [Af Am]T . For the two fixed successive
coordinate frames {A} and {B}, the following relations hold:

BV = AUT
B
AV (1)

AF = AUB
BF , (2)

where AUB ∈R6×6 denotes the force/moment transformation be-
tween the two fixed coordinate frames.

Then, the dynamics in the coordinate frame {A} can be des-
cribed as

AF∗ =MA
d
dt
(AV )+CA(

Aω)AV +GA, (3)

where MA ∈ R6×6 is the mass matrix, CA(
Aω) ∈ R6×6 is the

Coriolis and centrifugal terms, GA ∈ R6 is the gravity vector,
and AF∗ ∈ R6 is the net force/moment vector.

As discussed in [17], the required rigid body dynamics can
be written, by using the linear parametrization expression, as

YAθA
def
= MA

d
dt
(AVr)+CA(

Aω)AVr+GA, (4)

where the parameter vector θA ∈ R13 and the regressor matrix
YA ∈ R6×13 are defined in more detail in [17]. The VDC appro-
ach enables also the parameter adaption for uncertain parameters
in θA.

3 KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS FOR THE RACK AND
PINION GEAR ACTUATOR
In commercial heavy-duty hydraulic rotary boom manipu-

lators, the boom rotation is implemented by using a hydraulic
rack and pinion gear actuator. Usually, these gears consist of one
or two hydraulic cylinders, which rotate the manipulator via the
pinion gear. The working principle of this gear actuator is pre-
sented in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2a, with one hydraulic cylinder. In
this actuator, the cylinder is connected to the control valve as a
symmetric cylinder. Due to the symmetry of the connection, the
pinion rotation angle is zero, when the rotation cylinder is in the
center position.

In this paper, the control for the hydraulic rack and pi-
nion gear actuator is designed by using the VDC approach as
a framework. This approach (see [17, 18]) provides subsystem-
dynamics-based control method for multi-DOF complex robo-
tic systems. The VDC approach allows also to perform stability
analysis locally in the subsystem level. The VDC approach also
enables the modular control design.

The following subsection presents the main steps of the
VDC approach: 1) virtual decomposition of the 5-DOF hydraulic
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FIGURE 1. RACK AND PINION GEAR FROM ABOVE

manipulator, 2) simple oriented graph (SOG) presentation and 3)
coordinate frame attachment to subsystems. Then, the kinema-
tics and dynamics models for the hydraulic rack and pinion gear
actuator are defined, and finally, the hydraulic cylinder dynamics
equations are given.

3.1 Virtual Decomposition of the Entire System
Fig. 3a shows the 5-DOF hydraulic manipulator. The ma-

nipulator consists of four hydraulic cylinders: 1) Cylinder 1 to
the hydraulic rack and pinion gear actuator, 2) Cylinder 2 to the
lift manipulator, 3) Cylinder 3 to the tilt manipulator and 4) Cy-
linder 4 to extension. Also the gripper tool is connected at the
manipulator tip via a pair of unactuated joints.

The first step of the VDC approach is virtually decompose
the entire system into subsystems, which are objects and open
chains, by placing virtual cutting points (VCPs). A VCP descri-
bes a separation the between successive subsystems by defining
the direction for the force/moment in relation to these subsys-
tems. One VCP is simultaneously interfered driving the VPC for
one subsystem and driven for another subsystem. The driving
VCP is the point from which the force/moment vector is exer-
ted and the point to which the force/moment vector is exerted.
Virtual decomposition for the entire system is given in Fig. 3b.

The main focus of this study is to design control equations
for open chain 1 (see Fig. 2a). The control equations for the
similar redundant manipulator, without base rotation, are given
in more detail in [5] (i.e. open chains 2-6 and objects 1-3), and
the control equations for the gripper with unactuated joints are
given in [8] (i.e. open chain 7 and object 4).

In a virtual decomposed system, the dynamics relations be-
tween successive subsystems can be presented by using a SOG
(see Definition 2.14 in [17]). In an SOG, the force/moment di-
rection is described by using a directed edge, and rigid links are
presented as a node. The SOG for open chain 1 is given in Fig. 2b
(in dashed line). This open chain consists of a base rigid link and
the first boom rigid link, which are connected to each other by
the rotation gear.

For the kinematics and dynamics relations for the subsys-
tems to be defined, the coordinate frames for the rigid links need
to be fixed. The attached coordinate frames of open chain 1 are
shown in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2a. The coordinate frames are atta-
ched so that the z-axle points out from the paper in Fig. 2a.
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3.2 Kinematics of the Rack and Pinion Gear
The linear/angular velocity vectors in the coordinate frames

in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2a can be defined, by reusing Eq. (1), as
B1V = B1UT

B0
B0V (5)

B2V = B2UT
B1

B1V + zẋc (6)
B3V = B3UT

B0
B0V + zτ q̇ (7)

B4V = B4UT
B3

B3V (8)

where z = [1 0 0 0 0 0]T , zτ = [0 0 0 0 1 0]T , q̇ is a pinion angular
velocity and ẋc is the cylinder piston velocity. In Eq. (5), the
linear/angular velocity, vector B0V = [0 0 0 0 0 0]T , because in
this paper the base frame position is fixed.

3.3 Dynamics of the Rack and Pinion Gear
The net force/moment vectors for open chain 1 can be defi-

ned, by using Eq. (3), as

B0F∗ =MB0

d
dt
(B0V )+CB0(

B0ω)B0V +GB0 (9)

B2F∗ =MB2

d
dt
(B2V )+CB2(

B2ω)B2V +GB2 (10)

B3F∗ =MB3

d
dt
(B3V )+CB3(

B3ω)B3V +GB3 (11)
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When the net force/moment vectors are defined in Eqs. (9)
and (11), the force/moment vectors for the open chain can be
defined as

B3F = B3F∗+B3UB4
B4F (12)

B0F = B0F∗+B0UB3
B3F (13)

The rotation cylinder piston force in coordinate frame {B2} can
be calculated by using Eqs. (10) and (12) as

fc =
1
up

zTτ
B3F + zTB2F∗ (14)

where z = [1 0 0 0 0 0]T , zτ = [0 0 0 0 1 0]T and up is the gear ratio.

3.4 Dynamics Equations for the Hydraulic Cylinder

Consider the hydraulic cylinder and the servo control valve
in Fig. 1. The defined cylinder piston force in Eq. (14) does not
take into account the cylinder friction forces. So, the difference
between the cylinder output force and the chamber pressure-
induced piston force could be significant. For this reason, the cy-
linder force control performance can be approved by connecting
a friction model for the piston force. Therefore, the chamber
pressure-inducted piston force can be written as

fp = fc+Y f θ f (15)

where Y f θ f ∈ R denotes the linear parametrized piston friction
model. The specifications of the friction model are given in more
detail in [19].

Now, the pressure dynamics of the hydraulic cylinder can be
written, in view of [17], as

ḟ p = β
[
u f −

(Aa

xc
+

Aa

l0− xc

)
ẋc
]

(16)

where β is the effective bulk modulus, Aa is the cylinder area,
xc is the cylinder piston position, ẋc is piston velocity and l0 =
lcyl− lpis (see Fig. 1) is the maximum stroke of the cylinder. Also
assumptions xc > 0 and l0−xc > 0 hold in Eq. (16). The hydrau-
lic valve voltage-related term u f can be defined as

u f =−Y(u)θv (17)

where the regressor vector is

Yv =




− νpr(ps−pa)
xc

uε(u)
− νpr(pa−pt )

xc
uε(−u)

− νpr(ps−pb)
xc

uε(−u)

− νpr(pb−pt )
xc

uε(u)




T

∈ R1×4 (18)

and the valve flow coefficient parameter vector is

θv = [cp1 cn1 cp2 cn2]T ∈ R4 (19)

In Eqs. (17) and (18) valve dynamics can be neglected if high-
bandwidth servo-valves are used. Switching function ε in

Eq. (18) can be written as

ε(x) =

{
1 if x> 0
0 if x≤ 0

(20)

Pressure-drop function νpr in Eq. (18) is defined as

νpr(x) =
√

|x|sign(x) (21)

where the sign function is defined as

sign(x) =





1 if x> 0
−1 if x< 0
0 if x= 0

(22)

4 CONTROL EQUATION FOR THE HYDRAULIC RACK
AND PINION GEAR ACTUATOR
In this section, the control equations for open chain 1 are

defined. First, the required linear/angular velocity vectors of the
gear actuator are defined. Then, the required dynamics relations
of the subsystem are given. Finally, the control equations for the
hydraulic servo valve are presented.

4.1 Required Kinematics of the Rack and Pinion Gear
The required linear/angular velocity vectors of open chain 1

can be defined, by reusing Eqs. (5)–(8), as
B1Vr = B1UT

B0
B0Vr (23)

B2Vr = B2UT
B1

B1Vr+ zẋcr (24)
B3Vr = B3UT

B0
B0Vr+ zτ q̇r (25)

B4Vr = B4UT
B3

B3Vr (26)

where z = [1 0 0 0 0 0]T , zτ = [0 0 0 0 1 0]T , q̇r is the required pi-
nion angular velocity, and ẋcr is the required cylinder piston velo-
city. Similar to Eq. (5), the base frame required linear/angular
velocity vector is defined as B0Vr = [0 0 0 0 0 0]T .

4.2 Required Dynamics of the Rack and Pinion Gear
The required net force/moment vectors for open chain 1 can

be written, by using Eq. (4) and Eqs. (23)–(26), as
B0F∗

r = YB0 θ̂B0 +KB0(
B0Vr−B0V ) (27)

B2F∗
r = YB2 θ̂B2 +KB2(

B2Vr−B2V ) (28)
B3F∗

r = YB3 θ̂B3 +KB3(
B3Vr−B3V ) (29)

whereKB0 ,KB2 andKB4 are the velocity feedback control gains.
Vectors θ̂B0 , θ̂B2 and θ̂B4 denote the estimates of parameter vec-
tors θB0 , θB2 and θB4 . In view of [17], the update of these vectors
can be defined as

sB0 = YT
B0
(B0Vr−B0V ) (30)

sB2 = YT
B2
(B2Vr−B2V ) (31)

sB3 = YT
B3
(B3Vr−B3V ) (32)
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Then, the ith element of θ̂B j can be updated, by using Definition
2.11 in [17], as

θ̂Bi j =P(sBi j ,ρBi j ,θBi j
,θBi j , t) ∀i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,13} (33)

In Eq. (33), θ̂Bi j denotes the ith element of θ̂B j , sBi j denotes the
ith element of sB j , ρBi j > 0 is the update gain, θBi j

is the lower
bound of θB j , θBi j is the upper bound of θB j and j ∈ {0,2,3} is
the order number of the coordinate frame.

When the net required force/moment vectors are defined in
Eqs. (27) and (29), the force/moment vectors for open chain 1
can be written as

B3Fr =
B3F∗

r +B3UB4
B4Fr (34)

B0Fr =
B0F∗

r +B0UB3
B3Fr (35)

The required cylinder piston force can be calculated by using
Eqs. (28) and (34) as

fcr =
1
up

zTτ
B3Fr+ zTB2F∗

r (36)

where z = [1 0 0 0 0 0]T , zτ = [0 0 0 0 1 0]T and up is the gear ratio.

4.3 Control Equations for the Hydraulic Cylinder
For the hydraulic servo valve (see Fig. 1), the unique control

voltage uv can be defined, in view of [17], as

uv =
1

cp1ν(ps−pa)
xc

+ cn2ν(pb−pt )
l0−xc

u f dε(u fd)

+
1

cn1ν(pa−pt )
xc

+
cp2ν(ps−pb)

l0−xc

u f dε(−u fd) (37)

where assumptions xc > 0 and l0−xc > 0 holds for the hydraulic
cylinder. In addition, it is assumed that for supply pressure ps,
tank pressure pt and chamber pressures pa and pb, assumptions
ps > pa > pt ≥ 0 and ps > pb > pt ≥ 0 hold.

The control valve control-voltage related term u fd can be
defined, by using the control laws for the hydraulic dynamics, as

u fd =
( 1

β̂

)
ḟ pr+

( Âa

xc
+

Âa

l0− xc

)
ẋc

+Kf ( fpr− fp)+Kx(ẋcr− ẋc)

= Ycθ̂c+Kf ( fpr− fp)+Kx(ẋcr− ẋc) (38)

where Kf > 0 and Kx > 0 are the feedback gains for the cylinder
piston force and the cylinder piston velocity, l0 is the maximum
cylinder stroke, β is the effective bulk modulus, Aa is the cylinder
area, θ̂c is the estimation of parameter vector θc and

fpr = fcr+Y f θ̂ f (39)

Yc =
[
ḟ pr

ẋc
xc

ẋc
l0− xc

]
∈ R1x3 (40)

θ̂c =
[ 1
β̂

Âa Âa

]
∈ R3 (41)

ubc

m

crcl

cr

cl

a) b)

vbc ubc

vbc
1
m

FIGURE 4. BACKLASH AND INVERSE BACKLASH MODEL

Here, fcr is the required piston force, xc is the cylinder piston
position, its required counterpart is xcr, ẋc is the piston velocity
and its required counterpart is ẋcr. Y f θ̂ f denotes the linear pa-
rametrized piston friction model, where θ̂ f is the estimation of
parameter vector θ f . Now, in view of [17], the hydraulic valve
control voltage in Eq. (38) can be written inversely

u fd =−Yv(u)θ̂v (42)

where θ̂v is the estimation of parameter vector θv.
Estimations for the parameter vectors in Eqs. (38), (39) and

(42) can be updated, by reusing Eq. (30), as

s f = YT
f (ẋcr− ẋc) (43)

sd = YT
d ( fcr− fc) (44)

sv = YT
v ( fcr− fc) (45)

Now, the ith element of θ̂ f , θ̂d and θ̂v can be updated, by reusing
Eq. (33), as

θ̂ fi = P(s fi ,ρ fi ,θ fi ,θ fi , t) ∀i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,7} (46)

θ̂di = P(sdi ,ρdi ,θ di ,θ di , t) ∀i ∈ {1,2,3} (47)

θ̂vi = P(svi ,ρvi ,θ vi ,θ vi , t) ∀i ∈ {1,2,3,4} (48)

where θ̂ fi , θ̂di and θ̂vi denote the ith elements of θ f , θd and θv
respectively; s fi , sdi and svi denote the ith element of s f , sd and
sv respectively; ρ fi > 0, ρdi > 0 and ρvi > 0 are the update gains;
θ fi , θ di and θ vi are the lower bounds for θ f , θd and θv, respecti-
vely θ fi , θ di and θ vi are the lower bounds for θ f , θd and θv,
respectively.

5 ADAPTIVE BACKLASH INVERSE MODEL
This section presents a adaptive backlash inverse compen-

sation. The parameter adaption for the unknown backlash para-
meters is given by using the VDC approach as a framework. As
discussed in [17], this framework provides a rapid adaption law
for the uncertain parameters. First, backlash model and its in-
verse are given. Then, a parameter adaption for the backlash is
defined.

5.1 Backlash Model and Inverse Backlash Model
Backlash is a common non-smooth non-linearity in a mecha-

nical gear transmission. Fig. 4a shows a simple backlash model,
that consist of two parallel lines, which are connected to each ot-
her with a horizontal line. In the backlash model, the downwards
line is active, when the backlash model input vbc and the output
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ubc decrease. The upwards line is active, when vbc and ubc incre-
ase. In Fig. 4a, for The model left and right offset cr > cl holds.
Mathematically, a continuous time model for the backlash [11]
can be written as

u̇bc =





mv̇bc u̇bc > 0 and ubc = m(vbc− cr)
mv̇bc u̇bc < 0 and ubc = m(vbc− cl)
0 otherwise

(49)

where m denotes the slope gain for the backlash (see Fig. 4a). As
discussed in [11], the backlash model in Eq. (49) is also the first-
order velocity-driven dynamic system. Therefore, the backlash
model-desired input signals vbc and v̇bc generate unique output
signals ubc and u̇bc.

In closed-loop control, the backlash affects the control per-
formance, because during the motion, the contact between the
driving gear and the load gear shifts. One method for compen-
sating the effects of the backlash in closed-loop control is to an
inverse model for the backlash. In Fig. 4b the principle for the
backlash inverse model is presented. Mathematically, the exact
continuous time model for the backlash inverse [11] can be defi-
ned as

v̇bc =





u̇tr
m u̇tr > 0 and vbc = utr

m + cr
u̇tr
m u̇tr < 0 and vbc = utr

m + cl
0 u̇tr = 0
g(τ, t) u̇tr > 0 and vbc = utr

m + cl
−g(τ, t) u̇tr < 0 and vbc = utr

m + cr

(50)

where utr = ubc and u̇tr = u̇bc are the desired values for the
backlash model output In Eq. (50) g(τ, t) = δ (τ, t)(cr− cl) with
δ (t) being the Dirac δ -function, which describes a vertical jump
between cr and cl .

The backlash inverse model in Eq. (50) is also a first-order
velocity-driven dynamic system, in view of [11]. Therefore, the
backlash model-desired output signals utr and u̇tr generate uni-
que input signals vbc and v̇bc. When the desired values for utr and
u̇tr are known, the backlash inverse model can be presented as

vbc =





utr
m + cr if u̇tr > 0
utr
m + cl if u̇tr < 0
utr
m if u̇tr = 0

(51)

5.2 Adaptive Backlash Inverse Model
As Eqs. (49)–(51) show, the models for the backlash and its

inverse are discontinuous, when the sign of u̇tr will change. For
this reason, if the time derivatives of vbc and v̇bc are needed in
the control design, the discontinuous switching functions need to
be replaced with continuous differentiable functions. First, the
discontinuous switching function (see Eq. (22)) can be replaced
with a continuous time switching function

ηc(x) =
tanh([x− xo]/cηc)+1

2
(52)

where xo is a sufficiently small offset constant parameter, and cηc
is a sufficiently small constant. Another discontinuous switching
function is form

ηds(x) =

{
1 x= 0
0 otherwise

(53)

Now, the discontinuous selective function can be replaced with
continuous function

ηs(x) = 1− tanh(cηs |x|) (54)

where cηs is a sufficiently high constant value.
Usually, the backlash model parameters m, cr and cl are

unknown [11]. For this reason, it is useful to replace these pa-
rameters with their estimates. Therefore, by using Eq. (52) the
backlash inverse model in Eq. (51) can be rewritten as

vbc =
utr
m̂

+ ĉrηc(u̇tr)+ ĉlηc(−u̇tr)

= [utr ηc(u̇tr) ηc(−u̇tr)]
[
1
m̂

ĉr ĉl

]T

= Ybc(u̇tr)θ̂bc ∈ R (55)

where m̂, ĉr and ĉl are estimates for backlash model parameters
m, cr and cl . Similarly, the first-order velocity-driven backlash
model, based on Eq. (49), can inversely written as

ubc = Ybc(u̇tr)θbc (56)

The estimations for parameters m̂, ĉr and ĉl can be updated, in
view of [17], as

sbc = YT
bc(u̇tr)(u̇tr− u̇) (57)

where u̇tr is the desired output velocity of the backlash model,
and u̇ is the measured velocity. Then, the ith element of θ̂bc can
be updated, by reusing Eq. (30), as

θ̂bci =P(sbci ,ρbci ,θ bci ,θ bci , t) ∀i ∈ {1,2,3} (58)

where θ̂bci denotes the ith element of θbc, sbci denotes the ith
element of sbc, ρbc > 0 is the update gain, θ bci is the lower bound
for of θbcand θ bci is the upper bound for of θbc.

When vbc is calculated in Eq. (55), the backlash inverse velo-
city in Eq. (50) can be rewritten, by using Eqs. (52) and (54), as

v̇bc = Ybv(u̇tr)θ̂bv (59)

where

Ybv(u̇tr)=
[
u̇trηc(u̇tr) u̇trηc(−u̇tr) ckηc(u̇tr) −ckηc(−u̇tr)

]
∈R4

(60)
and

θ̂bv =




1
m̂ηs(vbc− utr

m̂ − ĉr)
1
m̂ηs(vbc− utr

m̂ − ĉl)
ηs(vbc− utr

m̂ − ĉl)
ηs(vbc− utr

m̂ − ĉr)


 ∈ R4 (61)
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In Eq. (61), ck is the boundary gain for the vertical jump between
cr and cl .

Remark 1. Consider that v̇bc is a time derivation of vbc. The-
refore, the backlash model parameters m, cr and cl in Eqs. (55)
and (59) should be correspond to each other. For this reason,
the estimations for parameters m̂, ĉr and ĉl are updated by using
Eq. (58), and the same updated parameters are used in Eqs. (55)
and (61).

In this study, the adapted required pinion angular velocity
can be defined by using Eqs. (55) and (59), in view of [17], as

q̇r = Ybv(u̇tr)θ̂bv+λ (Ybc(u̇tr)θ̂bc−q) (62)

where λ is the feedback gain for the angular position error, and q
is the measured joint angle. According to Eq. (62), the required
cylinder velocity can be calculated as

ẋcr = upq̇r (63)

where up is a gear ration.

6 STABILITY ANALYSIS FOR THE RACK AND PINION
GEAR ACTUATOR

This section addresses the virtual stability analysis for open
chain 1 with parameter adaption and for the backlash model with
parameter adaption. The stability analysis for the other subsys-
tems (described in Fig. 3b) is presented in more detail in [5]
and [8]. Finally, the stability analysis for the entire system is gi-
ven.

6.1 Virtual Stability of the Rack and Pinion Gear

The virtual stability of open chain 1 can be proved by con-
sidering Definition 2.17 in [17] and Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. Let open chain 1 be composed of two rigid links
and one actuated revolute joint, described in Fig. 2b, depicted
by Eqs. (5)–(14), and combined with its control Eqs. (23)–(36).
Studied subsystem is virtually stable with its affiliated vectors
B jVr− B jV, ∀ j ∈ {0,3} being a virtual function in L2 and L∞ in
view of Definition 2.17 in [17]

The non-negative accompanying function νoc1 for open chain 1
can be defined as

νoc1 = νB0 +νB3 (64)

where νB0 and νB3 are the non-negative accompanying functions
for the rigid bodies and are defined as

νB0 =
1
2
(B0Vr−B0V )TMB0(

B0Vr−B0V )

+
1
2

13

∑
i=1

(θB0i − θ̂B0i)
2

ρB0i

(65)

νB3 =
1
2
(B3Vr−B3V )TMB3(

B3Vr−B3V )

+
1
2

13

∑
i=1

(θB3i − θ̂B3i)
2

ρB3i

(66)

Subtracting Eq. (9) from Eq. (27) yields

B0F∗
r −B0 F∗ = MB0

d
dt
(B0Vr−B0V ) (67)

+CB0(
B0ω)(B0Vr−B0V )+KB0(

B0Vr−B0V )

Further, the skew-symmetric property of CB0(
B0ω) yields

(B0Vr−B0V )TC(B0ω)(B0Vr−B0V ) = 0 (68)

The time derivative of νB0 can be written, by differentiating
Eq. (65), as

ν̇B0 ≤ (B0Vr−B0V )TMB0

d
dt
(B0Vr−B0V )

≤ (B0Vr−B0V )T
[
(B0F∗

r −B0 F∗)

−C(B0ω)(B0Vr−B0V )−KB0(
B0Vr−B0V )

]

≤ −(B0Vr−B0V )TKB0(
B0Vr−B0V )

+(B0Vr−B0V )T (B0F∗
r −B0 F∗) (69)

Similar, subtracting Eq. (11) from Eq. (29) yields

ν̇B3 ≤ −(B3Vr−B3V )TKB3(
B3Vr−B3V )

+(B3Vr−B3V )T (B3F∗
r −B3 F∗) (70)

Now, according to Definition 2.16 in [17] and from
Eqs. (5), (12), (14), (23), (34) and (36), that the last term of
Eq. (69) can be expressed as

(B0Vr−B0V )T (B0F∗
r −B0 F∗)

= (B0Vr−B0V )T
[
(B0Fr−B0 F)−B0UB3(

B3Fr−B3 F)
]

= pB0 − (B0Vr−B0V )TB0UB3(
B3Fr−B3 F)

= pB0 − (B0Vr−B0V )TB0UB3

[
zτup( fcr− fc)

− zτupzT (B2F∗
r −B2 F∗)

]

= pB0 − (B0Vr−B0V )TB0UB3zτup( fcr− fc) (71)

where pB0 is virtual power flow term, in view of Defi-
nition 2.16 in [17], for the base rigid link. Respecti-
vely, the last term of Eq. (70) can be written according to
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Eqs. (7), (12), (14), (25), (34), (36) and (63), as

(B3Vr−B3V )T (B3F∗
r −B3 F∗)

= (B3Vr−B3V )T
[
(B3Fr−B3 F)−B3UB4(

B4Fr−B4 F)
]

= (B3Vr−B3V )T (B3Fr−B3 F)− pB4

=−pB4 +(B3Vr−B3V )T (zτup( fcr− fc))

=−pB4 +
[
B0UT

B3
(B0Vr−B0V )+ zτ(q̇r− q̇)

]T

× zτup( fcr− fc)

=−pB4 +(B0Vr−B0V )TB0UB3zτup( fcr− fc)

+(ẋcr− ẋ)( fcr− fc) (72)

where pB4 is virtual power flow term, for the manipulator rigid
link.

Now, the time derivative of Eq. (64) can be written, by using
Eqs. (69)–(72), as

ν̇oc1 ≤ ν̇B1 + ν̇B3

≤ −(B0Vr−B0V )TKB0(
B0Vr−B0V )

−(B3Vr−B3V )TKB3(
B3Vr−B3V )

+pB0 − pB4 +(ẋcr− ẋc)( fcr− fc) (73)

In Eq. (73), the appearance of (ẋcr − ẋc)( fcr − fc) prevents the
virtual stability. The virtual stability of open chain 1 can be ve-
rified by considering Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. Consider the hydraulic cylinder dynamics, defined
in Eqs. (15)–(17) with control equations Eqs. (37)–(41) and with
parameter adaption in Eqs. (42)–(48).

Let the non-negative accompanying function for the cylinder
dynamics be

vcd =
1
2β

( fpr− fp)2+
Kx

2

7

∑
i=1

(θ f i− θ̂ f i)
2

ρ f i

+
1
2

3

∑
i=1

(θci− θ̂ci)2

ρci
+

1
2

4

∑
i=1

(θvi− θ̂vi)2

ρvi
(74)

Now, the time derivative of Eq. (74) can be written as

v̇cd ≤−Kf ( fpr− fp)2−Kx(ẋcr− ẋc)( fpr− fp) (75)

Proof for this Lemma is given in more detail in [6].
By using Lemma 1, Eq. (73) can be rewritten as

ν̇oc1 ≤ −(B0Vr−B0V )TKB0(
B0Vr−B0V )

−(B3Vr−B3V )TKB3(
B3Vr−B3V )

+pB0 − pB4 −
Kf

Kx
( fcr− fc)2 (76)

As Fig. 2b shows, the driving VCP is fixed to frame {B4}
and the driven VCP is fixed to frame {B0}. Then, it follows
from Eqs. (64)–(66) and (73) that the virtual stability of the open
chain 1 is ensured, in view of Definition 2.17 in [17], and that
B jVr−B jV ∈ L2

⋂
L∞,∀ j ∈ {0,3}. �

6.2 Virtual Stability of the Adaptive Backlash Inverse
The virtual stability of the backlash model is ensured by

using Theorem 2 and Definition 2.17 in [17].

Theorem 2. Consider the inverse backlash model, described in
Eqs. (55), (56) and (62) with parameter adaption in Eqs. (57)–
(58). The backlash model is virtually stable with its affiliated
vector (qtr−q) being a virtual function in L2 and L∞ in the sense
of Definition 2.17 in [17]

Let the non-negative accompanying function for the
backlash model be

vbl =
1
2
(qtr−q)2+

3

∑
i=1

(θbc− θ̂bc)2

ρbci
(77)

Now, the time derivation for the accompanying function can be
written, according to Eqs. (55)–(58) and (62), in view of Defini-
tion 2.11 in [17] and Lemma 2.9 in [17], as

v̇bl = (qtr−q)(q̇tr− q̇)−
3

∑
i=1

(θbc− θ̂bc)
˙̂θ bc

ρbci

= −λ (qtr−q)2+(qtr−q)(q̇r− q̇)−
3

∑
i=1

(θbc− θ̂bc)
˙̂θ bc

ρbci

= −λ (qtr−q)2+Ybc(θbc− θ̂bc)(q̇r− q̇)−
3

∑
i=1

(θbc− θ̂bc)
˙̂θ bc

ρbci

= −λ (qtr−q)2+
3

∑
i=1

(θbc− θ̂bc)
(
sbci−

˙̂θ bc

ρbci

)

≤ −λ (qtr−q)2 (78)

The proposed backlash model is virtually stable with its af-
filiated vector (qtr − q) being a virtual function in L2 and L∞ in
the sense of Definition 2.17 in [17]. �

6.3 Stability of the Entire System
The entire system stability can be ensured, in view of The-

orem 1 in [17], by analyzing the virtual stability of the subsys-
tems. If all of the subsystems are proofed to virtual stable and if
all of the VPF’s are canceled out in the summation of the time
derivative of all non-negative accompanying functions, in view
of Lemma 2.3 in [17], the system is stable. The stability analysis
for the gripper tool with the unactuated joints is given specific
in [9], and the stability analysis for the manipulator subsystems
(see Fig. 3b) is given specific in [5].

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the control performance of the proposed con-

troller with adaptive backlash compensation is demonstrate with
a full-scale commercial Hiab 033 hydraulic manipulator (see
Fig. 3a). The experimental setup for the hydraulic rack and pi-
nion gear actuator consists of the next hardware components:
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1. PowerPC-based dSpace ds1103 with a sample time of 1 ms
2. Bosch Rexroth NG6 size servo solenoid valve (12 l/min at

∆p = 3.5 MPa per notch) for rotation cylinder
3. Rotation cylinder dimensions: φ80/60–607
4. MTS linear position sensor (range 0.5 m) for rotation cylin-

der
5. Druck PTX1400 pressure transmitter (range 25 MPa)
6. Fraba Incremental encoders (16384 inc/rev)
7. Gripper tool with mass 90 kg with load mass 150 kg

Other hardware components for the rest manipulator are listed in
more detail in [8]. In the experiments, the manipulator rotation
angle is measured by using an incremental encoder ,and the ro-
tation cylinder position is calculated using measured joint angle.
A linear position sensor for the rotation cylinder position is used
to verify the gear backlash.

In the experiments, the proposed controller for the hydraulic
rack and pinion gear actuator is tested by driving the rotation
joint whilst the positions of the other manipulator joints are fixed.
The reference trajectory for the rotation joint is designed by using
a point-to-point quintic reference trajectory. The VDC controller
gains, in the experiments are λ = 5.259 [m], kf = 5.4·10−8 [m

2

Ns ]
and kx = 0.036 [ms ].

Fig. 5 presents the measured backlash of the rotation gear
and the adapted backlash, when the required rotation gear mo-
ves from angle 0◦ to 10◦ and back and then to angle −10◦ and
back. The dashed line denotes the measured backlash, and the
red line corresponds to the adapted backlash model. Fig. 5 shows
that the proposed parameter adaption method for backlash model
parameters produces efficient estimates for the unknown model
parameters. The adapted parameters backlash parameters in this
case are θbc = [0.993 0.0013 −0.0014] after four working cycles
when the initial parameter vector was set to θbc = [1 0.0 0.0].

Fig. 6 presents the effect of the proposed controller with the
backlash compensation compared to the controller without any
compensation, with the same trajectory as in Fig. 5, and the time
between the two point is 6 s. The black line denotes the control
output without the backlash compensation, and red line denotes
the controller with adaptive backlash compensation. Fig. 6 shows
that the proposed backlash compensation in the control signifi-
cantly decreases steady-state errors in the control system. Most
significantly this can be detected in the rotation angle steady-
state error, where the steady-state error without compensation is
about 0.1◦, and with compensation, the steady-state error is about
0.01◦. As Fig. 6 shows the backlash compensation also enables
a drive rotation from one angle to another repeatedly.

Fig. 7 presents the control results with the same trajectory as
in Fig. 6, but the time between the two point is now reduced to
3 s. As Fig. 7 shows, the steady-state errors was equal to those
in Fig. 6. As Fig. 7 shows also that the dynamic tracking errors
increase only slightly.
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8 CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a stability-guaranteed NMB control-

ler for the hydraulic rack and pinion gear actuator. In addi-
tion, this study extends the VDC approach to cover adaptive
backlash compensation. The stability of the proposed control-
ler with adaptive backlash compensation was guaranteed in the
rigorous stability analysis. The experimental results with a full-
size commercial hydraulic manipulator are d to verify the effecti-
veness of the proposed control method and the effectiveness of
the proposed adaptive backlash compensation.

The proposed controller enables to extend the VDC appro-
ach, a current state-of-art with hydraulic manipulators, to cover
rotary boom manipulator applications in future studies. In addi-
tion, the proposed backlash compensation method will be added
to improve the control performance in other gear actuators in a
multi-DOF hydraulic manipulator.
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ABSTRACT

Anthropomorphic hydraulic manipulator arms are exten-
sively utilized for moving heavy loads in many industrial do-
mains, e.g., in off-shore, construction and mining. By equip-
ping these manipulator arms with an additional 3 degrees-of-
freedom (DOF) spherical wrist mechanism, the dexterity and
working envelope of the manipulator can be increased. For ver-
satile operations, the motion range for the hydraulic wrist ac-
tuators should be close to 360 degrees with high torque output,
with a compact volumetric size. Although the wrist can provide a
high power-to-weight ratio, the actuators also introduce signifi-
cant non-linearities in their dynamic behaviors. The complex dy-
namic behavior combined with high loads yield significant chal-
lenges in closed-loop control design. In this paper, we design a
novel subsystem-dynamics-based controller for a hydraulically
actuated spherical wrist mechanism utilizing the virtual decom-
position control (VDC) approach. The proposed 3-DOF wrist
controller is designed to be modular; thus, it can be connected as
an plug-and-play subsystem into our previously designed state-
of-the-art controller for a 3-DOF hydraulic manipulator arm.
Stability proof of the overall 6-DOF system is provided. Exper-
iments with a full-scale commercial hydraulic manipulator arm
equipped with the 3-DOF spherical wrist demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method.

∗Address all correspondence to this author

1 INTRODUCTION
Anthropomorphic hydraulic manipulator arms are

widespread in industrial domains (e.g., construction, forestry
and offshore); this is due to their high power-to-weight ratio
and high robustness. A common feature of these domains is
that a human operator operates the manipulator in an open-loop
by controlling each joint of the manipulator separately with
visual feedback. Hydraulic manipulators are also used for dif-
ferent repair, inspection, and maintenance tasks in challenging
environments, e.g., in subsea conditions [1] and in nuclear
power plants [2], where the anthropomorphic arms are typically
controlled in a closed-loop haptic master-slave configuration.
When manipulators are operated in a limited space with inaccu-
rate visual feedback, automated operations with high-precision
control performance are necessary to improve safety.

As discussed in [3], the commercial manipulators arm for
challenging environments are typically employed with three to
six actuators, providing the respective number of degrees-of-
freedom (DOF) in motion. A manipulator with 3-DOF can
achieve an arbitrary position, whereas a manipulator with 6-DOF
can achieve both the arbitrary position and orientation of the end-
effector in the workspace. The 6-DOF manipulators are usually
implemented by equipping a 3-DOF manipulator arm with a 3-
DOF spherical wrist.

All hydraulically actuated spherical wrist actuators must be
able to deliver near to 360 degree motion range at a high torque
level with a highly compact volumetric size [4]. There are three
common types of hydraulic rotary actuators (i.e., vane, rack and
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pinion, and helical spline), each with specific strengths and draw-
backs. Rack and pinion gears [5] have the drawback of being
bulky in size. The vane actuators [4, 6] are compact in size, but
their uncontrollable joint motions mean that there is no fail-safe
position. The helical spline gears are compact in size and ex-
hibit lower but the high speed of gears causes significant friction.
Thus, this study focuses on helical gear rotary actuators. In the
designed spherical wrist, the angle of rotation of the first and the
third actuators is 360◦ and that for the second actuator is 180◦.
A complex dynamic behavior (including, e.g., gear backlash [7]
and actuator friction [8]) of the actuator, combined with high in-
ertial loads, yields significant challenges in closed-loop control.

A survey of the control of hydraulic robotic manipula-
tors [9] demonstrates, stability-guaranteed nonlinear model-
based (NMB) control methods have achieve superior control per-
formance with hydraulic manipulators. Due to the high nonlinear
dynamics behavior of the hydraulic systems, NMB controllers
are needed. In previous studies [10–13], virtual decomposition
control (VDC) has been proven to reach the current state-of-the-
art control performance with hydraulic manipulators. However,
these studies focused on designing for the 2-DOF manipulator
arm. The VDC controller for the 3-DOF manipulator arm is
presented in [5]. Furthermore, the VDC approach is suitable for
the haptic teleoperation applications, as demonstrates in [14,15].
In [8], force tracking control was used for the six joint manipula-
tor, but the motion range of the wrist mechanism was limited due
to use of cylinder applications only. In the study, the main focus
is extending VDC approach to cover 6-DOF hydraulic manipu-
lator control by incorporating the control of the spherical wrist
into previous designed controller.

The main contribution of this study is designing the NMB
controller for the hydraulic rotary actuated spherical wrist by us-
ing the VDC approach as a framework. The proposed controller
is also incorporated into the previous designed state-of-the-art
controller for the hydraulic manipulators as plug-and-play mod-
ule. The stability of the entire system is guaranteed by using
rigorous stability analysis.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly intro-
duces the mathematical notations of the VDC approach. In Sec-
tion 3, the virtual decomposition for the spherical wrist is ex-
pressed along with the kinematics and dynamics modeling of the
wrist mechanism. The control equations for the studied system
are presented in Section 4. The stability analysis for the entire
system is addressed in Section 5. Finally, the experimental re-
sults are presented in Section 6, and conclusions are drawn in
Section 7.

2 MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
In this section, the mathematical notations for the VDC

approach are introduced. Consider an orthogonal three-
dimensional coordinate frame {A} attached to the rigid body.
Then, the linear/angular velocity vector in this coordinate frame

can be defined as AV = [Av Aω]T , following [16]. In vector AV ,
Av ∈R3 is the linear velocity vector, and Aω ∈R3 is the angular
velocity vector. Similarly, the force/moment vector, in coordi-
nate frame {A}, is defined as a combination of a force vector
Af ∈ R3 and moment vector Am ∈ R3, as AF = [Af Am]T . For
the two attached successive coordinate frames {A} and {B}, the
following holds:

BV = AUT
B
AV (1)

AF = AUB
BF , (2)

where AUB ∈ R6×6 describes the force/moment transformation
from one fixed coordinate frame to another fixed frame.

Now, the rigid body dynamics the in coordinate frame {A}
can be expressed as

AF∗ =MA
d
dt
(AV )+CA(

Aω)AV +GA (3)

where MA ∈ R6×6 is the mass matrix, CA(
Aω) ∈ R6×6 is the

Coriolis and centrifugal terms, AF∗ ∈R6 is the net force/moment
vector, and GA ∈ R6 is the gravity vector.

For the control design, the linear-in-parameter expression
[16] for the required rigid body dynamics can be expressed as

YAθA
def
= MA

d
dt
(AVr)+CA(

Aω)AVr+GA (4)

In relation to Eq. (4), the regressor matrix YA ∈ R6×13 and pa-
rameter vector θA ∈ R13 are specified in [16].

Finally, the required net force/moment vectors for the rigid
links, in view of [16], can be defined as

AF∗
r = YAθ̂A+KA(

AVr−AV ) (5)

In Eq. (5), KA is the velocity feedback control gain and vector
θ̂A denotes the estimate for the parameter vector θA. Estima-
tions for the parameters in vector θA in Eq. (5) can be updated as
following

sA = YT
A(

AVr−AV ) (6)

Now, the ith element of θ̂B j can be updated, according to Defini-
tion 2.11 in [16], as

θ̂Ai =P(sAi ,ρAi ,θAi
,θAi , t) ∀i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,13}. (7)

In Eq. (7), θ̂Ai denotes the ith element of θ̂A, sAi denotes the ith
element of sA, ρAi > 0 is the update gain, θAi

is the lower bound
of θA, θAi is the upper bound of θA.
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3 KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS FOR THE SPHERI-
CAL WRIST
The traditional commercial heavy-duty manipulators may

not be suitable for complex industrial tasks in all applications due
to a limited working envelope and dexterity of the manipulator.
For this reason, by equipping the manipulator arm with a 3-DOF
spherical wrist, the manipulator dexterity can be significantly in-
creased. The hydraulic rotary actuated wrist can provide a high
power-to-weight ratio. The commercial 3-DOF hydraulic ma-
nipulator arm with a hydraulic rotary actuated spherical wrist is
shown in Fig. 1.

The main contribution of this paper is designing model-
based control for the hydraulic rotary actuated spherical wrist by
using control design principles of the VDC approach. This ap-
proach (see [16, 17]) is especially designed for controlling com-
plex robotic systems. As a novel property, the VDC approach
allows the control design and the stability analysis to be carried
out locally at the subsystem level. A model-based control design
for a 2-DOF hydraulic manipulator arm is specified in [18], and
a control design for a rotary boom manipulator is given in [5].

The main parts of the VDC approach are as presented fol-
lows: 1) virtual decomposition of the 3-DOF spherical wrist,
2) simple oriented graph (SOG) presentation, and 3) coordinate
frame attachment to subsystems. Then, the kinematics and dy-
namics equations for the hydraulic rotary actuated spherical wrist
are defined.

3.1 Virtual Decomposition of the Spherical Wrist
The commercial manipulator in Fig. 1 consists of the three

following hydraulic cylinders: 1) a boom rotation cylinder, 2) lift
cylinder and 3) tilt cylinder. The 3-DOF spherical wrist consists
of three serially connected rotary actuators, which are presented
in Fig. 2a. Here, the angle of rotation of the first and third rotary
actuators is 360◦ and that for the second actuator is 180◦. This
structure is equal to the wrist mechanism in industrial robotics.
As Fig. 1 show, the gripping tool is connected at the end of the
third rotary actuator; in this study, the gripper is unused.

In the VDC approach, the first step is virtual decomposing
the entire studied system into subsystems, which are called ob-
jects and open chains. The virtual decomposition is constructed
by placing virtual cutting points (VCPs) in the studied system.
A VCP describes the separation the between successive subsys-
tems by defining the direction for the force/moment relation to
these subsystems. One VCP is simultaneously interfered driven
the VCP for one subsystem and driving for another subsystem.
The driving VCP is the point from which and to which the
force/moment vector is exerted. Virtual decomposition for the
spherical wrist mechanism is expressed in Fig. 2b.

The dynamics between successive subsystems in a virtual
decomposition system can be representing as SOG (see Defini-
tion 2.14 in [16]). The SOG describes the force/moment direc-
tions as directed edges and rigid links as nodes. The SOG for the

FIGURE 1. Commercial hydraulic manipulator with a spherical wrist

spherical wrist is given in Fig. 2c, where the subsystems of the
wrist mechanism are shown with a dashed line.

In Fig. 2c, open chains 1, 2, and 3 consist of hydraulic ro-
tary gear actuators, which transform cylinder linear force to the
torque. The internal structure of these actuators is that of a sym-
metric hydraulic cylinder, as Fig. 3 shows. The rotary actuators
are directly controlled using hydraulic servo-valves. In Fig. 3,
the actuator rotation angles q1, q2, and q3 are defined so that the
positive direction is counter-clockwise.

The subsystems’ kinematic and dynamics relations require
the coordinate frames for the rigid links to be fixed. The fixed
coordinate frames of the spherical wrist are given in Fig. 2a, and
the coordinate frames for the hydraulic cylinders are presented
in Fig. 3. The coordinate frames are attached so that the z-axis
points out from the paper in Fig. 2a and Fig. 3.

3.2 Kinematics of the Hydraulically Actuated Spheri-
cal Wrist

In view of Eq. (1), the linear/angular velocity relations of
coordinate frames in Fig. 2a can be defined as

B1V = B0UT
B1

B0V + zq̇1 (8)
B2V = B1UT

B2
B1V + zτ q̇2 (9)

B3V = B2UT
B3

B2V + zq̇3 (10)
B4V = B3UT

B4
B3V (11)

3 Copyright © 2019 by ASME
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where z = [0 0 0 1 0 0]T , zτ = [0 0 0 0 1 0]T , and q̇1, q̇2 ,and q̇3 are
the angular velocities of the wrist joints. Furthermore, the linear
velocity in coordinate frames in the Fig. 3 can be expressed as

B11V = u1zq̇1 (12)
B21V = u2zτ q̇2 (13)
B31V = u3zq̇3 (14)

where u1, u2, and u3 denote the gear ratios of the rotary actuators,
z = [0 0 0 1 0 0]T , and zτ = [0 0 0 0 1 0]T .

3.3 Kinematics of the Gripper Tool Object
The kinematics relations of the gripper tool object can be

written, in view of Eq. (1) and Fig. 2a, as

OV =B4 UT
O
B4V =G UT

O
GV (15)

3.4 Dynamics of the Gripper Tool Object
According to Eq. (3), the force/moment vector for the grip-

per tool object can be written as

OF∗ =MO
d
dt
(OV )+CO(

Oω)OV +GO (16)

In contrast,

OF∗ = OUB4
B4F−OUG

GF (17)

holds for the gripper tool object, while for the external force vec-
tor,

GF= [0 0 0 0 0 0]T (18)

holds in the free-space motions.

3.5 Dynamics of the Spherical Wrist
The following dynamics relations holds, in view of Eq. 3,

for the spherical wrist open chains

B0F∗ = MB1

d
dt
(B1V )+CB1(

B1ω)B1V +GB1 (19)

B1F∗ = MB2

d
dt
(B2V )+CB2(

B2ω)B2V +GB2 (20)

B2F∗ = MB3

d
dt
(B3V )+CB3(

B3ω)B3V +GB3 (21)

B3F∗ = MB4

d
dt
(B4V )+CB4(

B4ω)B4V +GB4 (22)

Then, the total force/moment vectors in coordinate frames, can
be defined as

B3F = B3F∗+B3UB4
B4F (23)

B2F = B2F∗+B2UB3
B3F (24)

B1F = B1F∗+B1UB2
B2F (25)

B0F = B0F∗+B0UB1
B1F (26)

Finally, the linear force of the hydraulic cylinders in Fig. 3 can
be defined using Eqs. 24–26 as

fc3 =
1
u3

zTB3F (27)

fc2 =
1
u2

zTτ
B2F (28)

fc1 =
1
u1

zTB1F (29)

4 Copyright © 2019 by ASME



where u1, u2, and u3 are the gear ratio of rotary actuator,
z = [0 0 0 1 0 0]T , and zτ = [0 0 0 0 1 0]T .

4 CONTROL EQUATIONS FOR THE HYDRAULICALLY
ACTUATED SPHERICAL WRIST
This section specifies the control equations for the spherical

wrist with parameter adaption. In addition, the adaptive backlash
model (see [5]) for the rotary actuators is incorporated into the
control design. As Fig. 3 shows, the control system consists of
hydraulic cylinders and servo-valves. The dynamics model for
the hydraulic cylinder is specified in [16] and [10] with corre-
sponding modular control equations. These equations can be in-
corporate into the control design by defining the kinematics and
dynamics equations in view of the VDC approach.

4.1 Required Kinematics of the Hydraulically Actu-
ated Spherical Wrist

In view of Eqs. 8–10, the required linear/angular velocities
can be defined as

B1Vr = B0UT
B1

B0Vr+ zq̇1r (30)
B2Vr = B1UT

B2
B1Vr+ zτ q̇2r (31)

B3Vr = B2UT
B3

B2Vr+ zq̇3r (32)
B4Vr = B3UT

B4
B3Vr (33)

where z = [0 0 0 1 0 0]T , zτ = [0 0 0 0 1 0]T , and q̇1r, q̇2r, and
q̇3r are the angular velocities of the wrist joints. Similarly, the re-
quired velocities in coordinate frames in Fig. 3 can be written as

B11Vr = u1zq̇1r (34)
B21Vr = u2zτ q̇2r (35)
B31Vr = u3zq̇3r (36)

where u1, u2, and u3 are the gear ratios of rotary actuator.

4.2 Required Kinematics of the Gripper Tool Object
The gripper tool object’s required kinematics model can be

specified, in view of Eq. (15), as

OVr =B4 UT
O
B4Vr =G UT

O
GVr (37)

4.3 Required Dynamics of the Gripper Tool Object
The required net force/moment vector of the gripper tool ob-

ject can be written, by reusing Eq. (5), as

OF∗
r = YOθ̂O+KO(

OVr−OV ) (38)

The parameter vector θ̂O can be updates by reusing Eqs. (7) as

θ̂Oi =P(sOi ,ρOi ,θOi
,θOi , t) ∀i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,13} (39)

Furthermore, it follows from Eq. (17) that, the net force/moment
vector in frame {B4} can be presented as

B4F∗
r = B4UO

B4Fr−B4UG
GFr (40)

and, similarly to Eq. (18), GFr is defined as

GFr = [0 0 0 0 0 0]T (41)

4.4 Required Dynamics of the Spherical Wrist
The kinematics model for the spherical wrist subsystems in

Eqs. (30)–(33) enables the required net force/moment vectors for
rigid links to be written, according Eq. (5), as

B0F∗
r = YB0 θ̂B0 +KB0(

B0Vr−B0V ) (42)
B1F∗

r = YB1 θ̂B1 +KB1(
B1Vr−B1V ) (43)

B2F∗
r = YB2 θ̂B2 +KB2(

B2Vr−B2V ) (44)
B3F∗

r = YB3 θ̂B3 +KB3(
B3Vr−B3V ) (45)

whereKB0 , KB1 , KB2 , andKB3 are the velocity feedback control
gains. Vectors θ̂B0 , θ̂B1 , θ̂B2 , and θ̂B3 denote the estimates of
parameter vectors θB0 , θB1 , θB2 and θB3 . By reusing Eq. (6), the
update version of these vectors can be presented as

sB0 = YT
B0
(B0Vr−B0V ) (46)

sB1 = YT
B1
(B1Vr−B1V ) (47)

sB2 = YT
B2
(B2Vr−B2V ) (48)

sB3 = YT
B3
(B3Vr−B3V ) (49)

Further, the ith element of θ̂B j can be updated, using Eq. (7), as

θ̂Bi j =P(sBi j ,ρBi j ,θBi j
,θBi j , t) ∀i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,13} (50)

In Eq. (50), θ̂Bi j denotes the ith element of θ̂B j , sBi j denotes the
ith element of sB j , ρBi j > 0 is the update gain, θBi j

is the lower
bound of θB j , θBi j is the upper bound of θB j , and j ∈ {0,1,2,3}
is the order number of the coordinate frame.
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Now, it follows from Eqs. (5), (42), and (44) that the
force/moment vectors for the spherical wrist subsystems can be
written as

B3Fr =
B3F∗

r +B3UB4
B4Fr (51)

B2Fr =
B2F∗

r +B2UB3
B3Fr (52)

B1Fr =
B1F∗

r +B1UB2
B2Fr (53)

B0Fr =
B0F∗

r +B0UB1
B1Fr (54)

Then, the required cylinder piston forces can be calculated from
Eqs. (52)–(54)

fc3r =
1
u3

zTB3Fr (55)

fc2r =
1
u2

zTτ
B2Fr (56)

fc1r =
1
u1

zTB1Fr (57)

where u1, u2, and u3 are the gear ratios of rotary actuators, and
z = [0 0 0 1 0 0]T and zτ = [0 0 0 0 1 0]T .

4.5 Adaptive Backlash Inverse Model
Backlash is common in non-smooth non-linearity and it may

limit the control performance. As presented in [5], the adaptive
backlash inverse model can be used to compensate for the effect
of the gear backlash. The adaptive backlash inverse model for
the desired output of the backlash can be defined as

vbc = Ybc(u̇tr)θ̂bc (58)

where vbc is the desired output vector, u̇tr is the desired gear ve-
locity, Ybc is the regressor matrix for the backlash model, and θ̂bc
is the parameter vector for the backlash model. Continuously, the
adaptive backlash inverse for the velocity can be written as

v̇bc = Ybv(u̇tr)θ̂bv (59)

where v̇bv is the desired output vector, u̇tr is the desired gear ve-
locity, Ybv is the regressor matrix for the backlash model, and
θ̂bv is parameter vector for the backlash model velocity. In view
of [5], the estimations for the parameter vectors θ̂bc and θ̂bv can
be updated, as

sbc = YT
bc(u̇tr)(u̇tr− u̇) (60)

where u̇tr denotes the desired output velocity of the model, and u̇
denotes the measured joint velocity. Now, the ith element of θ̂bc

can be updated, according to Eq. (7), as

θ̂bci =P(sbci ,ρbci ,θ bci ,θ bci , t) ∀i ∈ {1,2,3} (61)

where θ̂bci denotes the ith element of θbc, sbci denotes the ith
element of sbc, ρbc > 0 is the update gain, θ bci is the lower bound
for of θbc, and θ bci is the upper bound for of θbc.

Finally, by using Eqs. 58–59, the adaptive backlash model
can be incorporated into the control design by defining the re-
quired angular velocities in Eqs. 30–32, as

q̇1r = Ybv1(u̇tr1)θ̂bv1+λ1(Ybc1(u̇tr1)θ̂bc1−q1) (62)

q̇2r = Ybv2(u̇tr2)θ̂bv2+λ2(Ybc2(u̇tr2)θ̂bc2−q2) (63)

q̇3r = Ybv3(u̇tr3)θ̂bv3+λ3(Ybc3(u̇tr3)θ̂bc3−q3) (64)

where q1, q2, and q3 are measured wrist joint angles (see Fig. 3)
and q̇1, q̇2, and q̇3 are required wrist joint velocities.

5 STABILITY ANALYSIS FOR THE SPHERICALWRIST
This section describes the virtual stability analysis for the

hydraulically actuated spherical wrist (see Fig. 2a) with param-
eter adaption. In addition, the stability analysis for the gripper
tool object is addressed. The virtual stability of the 2-DOF hy-
draulic manipulator arm is specified closely in [18], and the sta-
bility analysis for the rotary boom manipulator is given in [5].
Based on these analyses, the virtual stability of the entire system
can be proven.

5.1 Virtual Stability of the Gripper Tool Object
The virtual stability of the gripper tool object in the sense of

Definition 2.17 in [16] can be ensured by considering Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. Consider the gripper tool object depicted in Fig. 2,
described by Eqs. (15)–(18), and combined with its control Eqs.
(37)–(41). Subject to the gripper free-space motion, this subsys-
tem is virtually stable, with its affiliated vector OVr −OV being
a virtual function in L2 and L∞ in the sense of Definition 2.17
in [16].

Proof. Subtracting Eq. (16) from Eq. (38) yields

OF∗
r −O F∗ = MO

d
dt
(OVr−OV )+CO(

Oω)(OVr−OV )

+KO(
OVr−OV ) (65)

Further, the skew-symmetric property of CO(
Oω) yields

(OVr−OV )TC(Oω)(OVr−OV ) = 0 (66)
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Now, if the non-negative accompanying function for the
gripper tool object is chosen as

νO =
1
2
(OVr−OV )TMO(

OVr−OV )+
1
2

13

∑
i=1

(θO− θ̂O)2

ρO
(67)

It follows from Eqs. (65)–(66) that the time derivative of νO can
be written as

ν̇O ≤ (OVr−OV )TMO
d
dt
(OVr−OV )

≤ (OVr−OV )T
[
(OF∗

r −O F∗)−C(Oω)(OVr−OV )

−KO(
OVr−OV )

]

≤−(OVr−OV )TKO(
OVr−OV )

+(OVr−OV )T (OF∗
r −O F∗) (68)

Using Definition 2.16 in [16] and Eqs. (15), (17), (18), (37),
(40), and (41), the last term in (68) can be derived as

(OVr−OV )T (OF∗
r −O F∗)

= (OVr−OV )TOUB4(
B4Fr−B4 F)

− (OVr−OV )TOUG(
GFr−G F)

=
[
OUT

B4
(OVr−OV )

]T
(B4Fr−B4 F)

= pB4 (69)

where p4 is the virtual power flow of the gripper tool object. As
Eqs. (18) and (41) denotes, there is no external force in free-space
motions. For this reason, another virtual power flow is zero for
the tool object. Finally, substituting Eq. (69) into Eq. (68) yields

ν̇O =−(OVr−OV )TKO(
OVr−OV )+ pB3 (70)

Consider that the gripper tool object has one driven VCP
associated with frame {B4}. Then, using (67) and (70) com-
pletes the proof of the virtual stability of the gripper tool ob-
ject, in the sense of Definition 2.17 in [16], ensuring that
OVr − OV ∈ L2

⋂
L∞. �

5.2 Virtual Stability of the Spherical Wrist
The following theorem Theorem 2, ensures that spherical

wrist subsystems are virtually stable in the sense of Definition
2.17 in [16].

Theorem 2. Let the spherical wrist be composed of three rigid
links and three actuated revolute joints as, described in Fig. 2a,
depicted by Eqs. (8)–(14) and (19)–(29), and combined with its
control Eqs. (42)–(57). The studied subsystem is virtually stable,
with its affiliated vectors B jVr − B jV, ∀ j ∈ {0,1,2,3} being a
virtual function in L2 and L∞ in view of Definition 2.17 in [16].

Proof. If the non-negative accompanying function νsw for the
spherical wrist (see Fig. 2a) is chosen as

νsw = νB0 +νB1 +νB2 +νB3 (71)

where νB0 , νB1 , νB2 , and νB3 denote the non-negative accompa-
nying functions for the rigid links of the spherical wrist, and they
are defined as

νB0 =
1
2
(B0Vr−B0V )TMB0(

B0Vr−B0V )

+
1
2

13

∑
i=1

(θB0i − θ̂B0i)
2

ρB0i

(72)

νB1 =
1
2
(B1Vr−B1V )TMB1(

B1Vr−B1V )

+
1
2

13

∑
i=1

(θB1i − θ̂B1i)
2

ρB1i

(73)

νB2 =
1
2
(B2Vr−B2V )TMB2(

B2Vr−B2V )

+
1
2

13

∑
i=1

(θB2i − θ̂B2i)
2

ρB2i

(74)

νB3 =
1
2
(B3Vr−B3V )TMB3(

B3Vr−B3V )

+
1
2

13

∑
i=1

(θB3i − θ̂B3i)
2

ρB3i

(75)

Similarly to Eqs. (65)–(68), the time derivatives of νB0 , νB1 , νB2 ,
and νB3 can be derived as

ν̇B0 ≤ (B0Vr−B0V )TMB0

d
dt
(B0Vr−B0V )

≤ −(B0Vr−B0V )TKB0(
B0Vr−B0V )

+(B0Vr−B0V )T (B0F∗
r −B0 F∗) (76)

ν̇B1 ≤ (B1Vr−B1V )TMB1

d
dt
(B1Vr−B1V )

≤ −(B1Vr−B1V )TKB1(
B1Vr−B1V )

+(B1Vr−B1V )T (B1F∗
r −B1 F∗) (77)
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ν̇B2 ≤ (B2Vr−B2V )TMB2

d
dt
(B2Vr−B2V )

≤ −(B2Vr−B2V )TKB2(
B2Vr−B2V )

+(B2Vr−B2V )T (B2F∗
r −B2 F∗) (78)

ν̇B3 ≤ (B3Vr−B3V )TMB3

d
dt
(B3Vr−B3V )

≤ −(B3Vr−B3V )TKB3(
B3Vr−B3V )

+(B3Vr−B3V )T (B3F∗
r −B3 F∗) (79)

Then, it follows from Definition 2.16 in [16] and Eqs. (8), (26),
(30), (31), and (54), that the last term of Eq. (76) can be ex-
pressed as

(B0Vr−B0V )T (B0F∗
r −B0 F∗)

= (B0Vr−B0V )T
[
(B0Fr−B0 F)−B0UB1(

B1Fr−B1 F)
]

= pB0 − (B0Vr−B0V )TB0UB1(
B1Fr−B1 F)

= pB0 − pB1 (80)

where pB0 and pB1 are virtual power flow terms, in view of Def-
inition 2.16 in [16].

Similarly, the last term of Eq. (77) can be rewritten, accord-
ing to Eqs. (9), (25), (29), (30), (31), (53), and (57), as

(B1Vr−B1V )T (B1F∗
r −B1 F∗)

= (B1Vr−B1V )T
[
(B1Fr−B1 F)−B1UB2(

B2Fr−B2 F)
]

=
[
B0UT

B1
(B0Vr−B0V )+ z(q̇1r− q̇1)

]T
(B1Fr−B1 F)− pB2

= (B0Vr−B0V )TB0UB1(
B1Fr−B1 F)− pB2

+ zT (q̇1r− q̇1)zu1( fc1r− fc)

= pB1 − pB2 +(ẋc1r− ẋ1)( fc1r− fc1) (81)

where pB1 and pB2 are virtual power flow terms. Further, the last
term in Eq. (78), according to Eqs. (10), (24), (28), (31), (32),
(53) and (56), as

(B2Vr−B2V )T (B2F∗
r −B2 F∗)

= (B2Vr−B2V )T
[
(B2Fr−B2 F)−B2UB3(

B3Fr−B3 F)
]

=
[
B1UT

B2
(B1Vr−B1V )+ z(q̇2r− q̇2)

]T
(B2Fr−B2 F)

− (B2Vr−B2V )TB2UB3(
B3Fr−B3 F)

= (B1Vr−B1V )TB1UB2(
B2Fr−B2 F)

− (B2Vr−B2V )TB2UB3(
B3Fr−B3 F)

+ zT (q̇2r− q̇2)(B2Fr−B2 F)

= pB2 − pB3 +(ẋc2r− ẋc2)( fc2r− fc2) (82)

where pB2 and pB3 are virtual power flow terms.
Finally, the last term of Eq. (79) can be derived to be, ac-

cording to Eqs. (10), (11), (15), (23), (27), (32), (33), (37), (51),
and (55), as

(B3Vr−B3V )T (B3F∗
r −B3 F∗)

= (B3Vr−B3V )T
[
(B3Fr−B3 F)−B3UB4(

B4Fr−B4 F)
]

=
[
B2UT

B3
(B2Vr−B2V )T + zT (q̇3r− q̇3)

]T
(B3Fr−B3 F)

− (B3Vr−B3V )TB3UB4(
B4Fr−B4F)

= pB3 +(ẋc3r− ẋc3)( fc3r− fc3)

− (B3Vr−B3V )TB3UB4(
B4Fr−B4F)

= pB3 +(ẋc3r− ẋc3)( fc3r− fc3)

− (B3Vr−B3V )TB3UB4(
B4Fr−B4F)

= pB3 − (B4Vr−B4V )T (B4Fr−B4F)+(ẋc3r− ẋc3)( fc3r− fc3)

= pB3 − pB4 +(ẋc3r− ẋc3)( fc3r− fc3) (83)

where pB3 and pB4 are virtual power flow terms for third rigid
actuated joint and the third rigid link.

It follows from Eq. (71) that the time derivation of νsw can
be rewritten, by using Eqs. (76)–(83), as

ν̇sw ≤ ν̇B0 + ν̇B1 + ν̇B2 + ν̇B3

≤ −(B0Vr−B0V )TKB0(
B0Vr−B0V )

−(B1Vr−B1V )TKB1(
B1Vr−B1V )

−(B2Vr−B2V )TKB2(
B2Vr−B2V )

−(B3Vr−B3V )TKB3(
B3Vr−B3V )

+(ẋc1r− ẋ1)( fc1r− fc1)+(ẋc2r− ẋ2)( fc2r− fc2)

+(ẋc3r− ẋ3)( fc3r− fc3)+ pB0 − pB4 (84)

In Eq. (84), the appearance of (ẋc1r − ẋc1)( fc1r − fc1), (ẋc2r −
ẋc2)( fc2r − fc2), and (ẋc3r − ẋc3)( fc3r − fc3) prevents the virtual
stability. The virtual stability analysis can be complemented by
considering the hydraulic dynamics equations in [16] and [10]
and corresponding stability analysis.

Consider that the spherical wrist has one drivenVCP associ-
ated with frame {B0} and one drivingVCP associated with frame
{B4}. Then, using (71) and (84) completes the proof of the vir-
tual stability of the spherical wrist, in the sense of Definition 2.17
in [16], ensuring that B jVr−B jV ∈ L2

⋂
L∞ ∀ j ∈ {0,1,2,3}. �

5.3 Stability of the Entire System
The entire system is stable in view of Theorem 2.1 in [16]

if all the VPFs are canceled out in the summation of the time
derivative of all non-negative accompanying functions and all the
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subsystems are proved to be virtual stable. In view of Theorem
2.1 in [16], the stability of the entire system can be ensured, by
analyzing the virtual stability of the subsystems. If all of the
VPFs are canceled out in the summation of the time derivative of
all the non-negative accompanying functions, in view of Lemma
2.3 in [16], and if all the subsystems are proved to be virtually
stable, then the system is stable. The stability analysis for the
manipulator arm (see Fig. 1) is specified in [18]. The stability
analysis for the backlash compensation is given in [5].

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The effectiveness and control performance of the proposed

controller is presented with a full-scale commercial Hiab 033
hydraulic manipulator (see Fig. 1) with a hydraulically actuated
spherical wrist. Experimental setup for the wrist mechanics con-
sists of the following hardware components:
1. dSpace ds1005 with a sampling rate 500 Hz
2. Eckart E3150-360◦ (open chain 1 and open chain 3 in Fig. 3)
3. Eckart E3150-180◦ (open chain 2 in Fig. 3)
4. Bosch Rexroth NG6 size servo solenoid valve (40 l/min at

∆p = 3.5 MPa per notch) for all wrist joints
5. IFM PA3521 pressure transmitters (range 25 MPa)
6. Fraba Incremental encoders (16384 inc/rev) for all wrist

joint angles
7. A gripper tool with a mass of 90 kg
8. A 3-DOF spherical wrist mechanism with total mass 200 kg

The components for the manipulator arm are listed in [19].
In the experiment, the proposed controller for the spherical

wrist was tested using a point-to-point quintic reference trajec-
tory for the wrist orientation. Fig. 4 shows the designed orienta-
tion trajectory, when the manipulator tip position reference was
fixed. The trajectory is designed so that the maximum control
signal of the proposed nonlinear controller is about 70%. Fig. 5
shows the orientation errors of the wrist joint, when the pro-
posed nonlinear controller was used and when the manipulator
was driven with well-tuned p-controller. As Fig. 5 shows, the ori-
entation errors of all the wrist joints were significantly lower than
those with the p-controlled manipulator. In the experiment, the
maximum angular velocity for the first wrist joint, it was 60◦/s,
for the second joint 20◦/s, and for the third joint the maximum
velocity was 60◦/s. The spherical wrist consisted of serial con-
nected rotary actuators; for this reason, the orientation error of
every wrist joint affect the error at the tip of the wrist mecha-
nism. In Fig. 5, the total orientation error is presented. As this
shows, the dynamic total error was significantly lower with the
proposed controller with the p-controller. In Fig. 5, the root-
square-mean-error (RMSE) values to each wrist are presented in
brackets. These values indicates that proposed controller provide
better control performance compared to p-controller.

Fig. 6 shows, the orientation errors of the spherical wrist
joints then the manipulator tip was also moving. In this case,
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the maximum angular velocity for the first wrist joint, it was
40◦/s, for the second joint, it was 20◦/s and for the third joint
the maximum velocity 30◦/s. As Fig. 6 shows the orientation er-
ror with the proposed nonlinear controller was lower than with p-
controlled manipulator. Also, the RMSE values of the proposed
controller was lower compared to p-controlled system. By com-
paring Fig. 5 and 6, it can be noticed that the angular velocities
did not affect the total error of the proposed controller.

7 CONCLUSIONS
This paper focused on proposing an NMB controller with

parameter adaptation for the hydraulic rotary actuated spherical
wrist. The stability of the entire system was proven with a rig-
orous stability analysis. The experimental results with a full-size
commercial manipulator arm with a 3-DOF spherical wrist veri-
fied the effectiveness of the proposed controller.

The proposed controller for the spherical wrist incorporated
a previously designed state-of-the-art control for the hydraulic
manipulator, which allowed to the VDC approach to be extended
to cover a 6-DOF hydraulic manipulator. This study focused on

9 Copyright © 2019 by ASME
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presenting the position control in a free-space. The 6-DOF ma-
nipulator controller will be extended to cover the contact force
control in future studies.
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Abstract: Series elastic actuators (SEAs) have become a common actuation method in torque-
controlled electric lightweight arm applications that physically interact with the environment in
assembly tasks. Compared to traditional actuators, SEAs can provide high force fidelity, shock
tolerance, and force sensing for interaction control. Considering inherent system dynamics and the
variable stiffness of the fluid, the control design for hydraulic SEAs (HSEAs) that lead into fifth-order
system is a challenging task. As a novelty, a full state feedback controller design for the developed
fifth-order HSEA system is presented to serve as an inner-loop controller to handle highly nonlinear
dynamics behavior. In addition, as an outer-loop impedance controller for HSEAs in heavy-duty
applications, the position-based impedance controller is designed to handle control of the HSEA
system during the contact motion. Experimental results with a one-degree-of-freedom real-size
experimental setup with a payload of 200 kilos demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed HSEA
control methods both in the free-space motion and in a contact impedance motion.

Keywords: elastic actuator; heavy duty manipulator; impedance control

1. Introduction

In the future, the rapid development of robotics will enable the collaboration of
humans and robots in factories and in our houses. A fundamental capability for these
robots is safe, smooth, and accurate control in uncertain environments. Unpredictable
interactions between environments and robots cause challenges for stable position control
design, because environmental dynamics affect closed-loop systems. Thus, force control is
needed to handle uncertain environmental dynamics. Force control methods have been
subject to research for many years.

Series elastic actuators (SEAs) are widely used in torque-controlled lightweight electric
applications [1–4]. Compared to traditional actuators, a SEA provides high force fidelity,
shock tolerance, and force sensing [5] by placing a spring between the power output shaft
of the actuator and the environment. SEAs have been developed, for example, for electric
humanoid robots [6], teleoperation [7], and walking robots [8]. In addition, the hydraulic
SEA (HSEA) for lightweight arms is presented in [9–11]. Compared with electric SEAs,
HSEAs provide higher power-to-weight ratios but lower speed ratios. However, most of
these studies have focused on lightweight output force cases. In this research, as a novelty,
we focus on studying the design control architecture for SEAs in heavy-duty manipulation.
In addition, selection of the spring stiffness for the HSEA system in heavy-duty applications
is considered.

Impedance control methods for torque-controlled SEAs have been actively
researched [12–15]. As explained in [13], a cascade control structure is used to isolated
slow outer-loop controller from nonlinear dynamics of the controlled system by using
fast inner-loop control structure. A disturbance observer-based control for SEA has been
presented [12]. In addition, control stability in different environments has been studied [14].
Control design for a linear electric actuator is presented in [16], where high motor voltage
with a drivetrain is used to produce continuous actuator force.
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In [15], a force-controllable HSEA is modeled as a second-order system that consists of
an integrator (cylinder model) and a first-order delay (servo-valve model). Thus, the non-
linear dynamics of the fluid are neglected. Considering the inherent system dynamics and
the variable stiffness of the fluid, HSEAs lead into a fifth-order model. As demonstrated
in [17], full model-based control methods provide high control performance with heavy-
duty hydraulic systems compared to other methods. In this study, we focus on analyzing
a fifth-order model of an HSEA to design a full state feedback controller to handle the
nonlinear dynamic behavior of hydraulics. The proposed state-feedback controller is used
as an inner-loop controller to provide high control performance for the HSEA system.
In [18–20], performance analyses and simulation results with HSEA for a heavy-duty load
are given, however the experimental results are still missing. The experimental results with
higher load mass are presented in [21]. However, considering the real-size heavy-duty
manipulator, the used load mass is still low.

As presented in [22,23], the outer-loop controller can be implemented using a cylinder
position error to describe the interaction force between the cylinder and the environment.
In this study, as an novelty, we design the position-based impedance controller for the
HSEA. The proposed impedance controller is used as an outer-level controller. Considering
the fast dynamics of the spring and the slower dynamics of the hydraulics, a control
architecture with a fast inner-loop controller and a slower outer-level controller is needed
to handle control of the HSEA system. The experimental results are used to verify the
control performance of the proposed control architecture for the HSEA system.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the linear modeling of the
HSEA and the inner-loop state feedback controller. In Section 3, the outer-loop position-
based impedance controller is presented. The experimental results with a one-degree-of-
freedom (DOF) real-size experimental setup are given in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are
given in Section 5.

2. Modeling of the Hydraulic Series Elastic Actuator

SEAs use a spring in series with an actuator to decouple the actuator from the en-
vironment. As illustrated in Figure 1, the HSEA consists of a hydraulic cylinder with a
mechanical spring and a hydraulic servo-valve. In Figure 1, the spring output force is
symmetric in both directions to the symmetry of the spring stiffness. Therefore, the cylin-
der contact force can be estimated by measuring the spring compression. The hydraulic
cylinder force can also be estimated via cylinder chamber pressures and cylinder areas.
As Figure 1 shows, a 1-DOF HSEA is studied in a linear test case. Therefore, gravitational
force does not affect the spring compression. In this study, spring compression, cylinder
chamber pressures are measured, and cylinder position is measured. The supply pressure
for the HSEA is 20 MPa.

Δxspring

mload

xload

Fl

Q1 Q2

Kl
xcyl

Bl

xloadxload

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a HSEA.

In this study, the main focus is on designing a linear state feedback controller for the
HSEA in Figure 1, to be used as an inner-loop controller for a outer-loop position-based
impedance control. First, the fifth-order linear model for the HSEA is presented. Then,
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the state feedback controller for the system is defined. Finally, the selection of a spring for
the HSEA is given.

2.1. State-Space Model for the HSEA

The linear model equations for the HSEA in Figure 1 can be derived by assuming that
the hydraulic cylinder is symmetrical. Thus, the flow equations for a hydraulic servo-valve
can be written as

Q1 = Aẋcyl + Cvpl +
V0

Be f f
ṗ1 (1)

Q2 = Aẋcyl + Cvpl −
V0

Be f f
ṗ2 (2)

where A is the area of a symmetrical cylinder, Be f f is an effective bulk modulus, V0 is
half of the total volume of the hydraulic cylinder, Cv is the total leakage coefficient of a
piston, ẋcyl is the cylinder velocity, p1 and p2 are cylinder chamber pressures, ṗ1 and ṗ2
are the derivatives of cylinder pressures in both chambers, and pl = p1−p2 is the pressure
difference in the cylinder.

The flow continuity Equations (1) and (2) can be linearized, by assuming that
Q = Q1 = Q2, as

Q = Kqxv − Kcpl ⇒


Kqxv − Kcpl = ẋcylA+ Cvpl +

V0
Be f f

ṗ1

Kqxv − Kcpl = ẋcylA+ Cvpl − V0
Be f f

ṗ2
(3)

Here, xv is the spool position of the hydraulic valve, Kq is the servo-valve flow gain,
and Kc is the valve flow-pressure gain. In Equation (3), the servo-valve flow gain and valve
flow pressure gain are used to linearize the flow-continuity equations. These gains can be
defined by taking partial derivation of Equations (1) and (2):

Kq =
∂Q
∂xv

(4)

Kc =
∂Q
∂pl

(5)

Therefore, Equation (3) can be simplified as

ṗl = −
2ABe f f

V0
ẋcyl −

2KceBe f f

V0
pl +

2KqBe f f

V0
xv (6)

where Kce = Kc + Cv is the total leakage coefficient in the cylinder.
Considering the HSEA in Figure 1, the dynamics equations for the system can be

written as

ml ẍload + Bl ẋload + (Ks + Kl)xload − Ksxcyl + Fl = 0 (7)

mcyl ẍcyl + Bcyl ẋcyl + Ksxcyl − Ksxload − Apl = 0 (8)

where mcyl is the mass of the piston, ml is the load mass, xload is the load position, Fl is
the load contact force, Bl and Bcyl are the viscous damping coefficients of the load and
the piston, Ks is the spring stiffness, and Kl is the spring stiffness of a load. In actual
applications, the external load force and the damping of the environment are often absent.
Therefore, coefficients Kl and Bl are neglected in this study.

Now, the state parameters for the HSEA can be defined by using Equations (3)–(8) as

x = [x1 x2 x3 x4 x5] = [xload xcyl ẋload ẋcyl pl ] (9)
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Then, the state-space equations for the HSEA can be written as

x1 = x3
x2 = x4
x3 = − Ks

ml
x1 + Ks

ml
x2

x4 = − Ks
mcyl

x1 + Ks
mcyl

x2 −
Bcyl
mcyl

x4 + A
mcyl

x5

x5 = − 2Be f f A
V0

x4 −
2Be f f Kce

V0
x5 +

2Be f f Kq
V0

u

(10)

where u is the control voltage to the hydraulic valve. In the hydraulic servo-valve, the spool
position follows directly from the control voltage. Finally, Equation (10) can be rewritten as

A =




0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0

− Ks
ml

Ks
ml

0 0 0

− Ks
mcyl

Ks
mcyl

0 − Bcyl
mcyl

A
mcyl

0 0 0 − 2Be f f A
V0

− 2Be f f Kce
V0




(11)

B =




0
0
0
0

2Be f f Kq
V0




(12)

2.2. State Feedback Controller Design for the HSEA

According to Equations (10)–(12), the full state feedback controller for the HSEA can
be presented based on the work in [24] as

u = K1(xloadre f − x1)− K2(xre f − x2) + K3x3 − K4x4 − K5x5 (13)

where the state feedback gains K1, K2, K3, K4, and K5 are tuned such that the position error
of the cylinder is minimized. In Equation (13), xloadre f is desired position for load, which
is provided as a reference trajectory to control system. Considering the fifth-order model
for the HSEA in Equation (12), the proposed full-state feedback controller can be used to
handle the dynamics of the HSEA system. The effectiveness of the proposed controller is
verified by the experimental results.

2.3. Stiffness and Natural Frequency of the HSEA

As Figure 1 illustrated, the HSEA consists of a normal spring connected in series to a
hydraulic spring. By connecting elastic springs in a series, the effective stiffness reduces.
Thus, the system’s equivalent stiffness can be presented as

1
Ksys

=
1
Ks

+
1

Khyd
(14)

where Ksys is the system stiffness, Khyd is the hydraulic spring stiffness, and Ks is the spring
stiffness of normal. In Equation (14), the hydraulic stiffness can be defined by assuming
that the pipes’ volumes are small compared to the cylinder chamber volume. The minimum
hydraulic stiffness occurs when the cylinder piston is centered. Therefore, the stiffness can
be calculated as

Khyd =
4 ∗ Be f f ∗ A2

Vt
(15)

The natural frequency of the HSEA can be presented by using Equations (14) and (15) as
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ωn =

√
Ksys

ml
(16)

As reported in [5,8], increasing the equivalent spring stiffness of the SEA increases
the force bandwidth. On the other hand, minimizing the non-linearities requires a low
spring stiffness. Simultaneously, increasing spring stiffness also increases the system’s
natural frequency. The purpose of the SEA is improving the contact-force control. Thus,
the spring stiffness for the normal spring needs to be lower than the hydraulic stiffness.
Considering heavy-duty manipulators with a low natural frequency (e.g., excavators and
forwarders), the hydraulic resonance frequency is between 0.5 and 10 Hz. The selection of
spring stiffness is a compromise for smooth response and force bandwidth.

The selected spring stiffness is illustrated in Figure 2. The selected spring stiffness
is not linear due to the pre-tension length of the spring. The modeling parameters for
the studied HSEA are presented in Table 1. Now, by substituting these parameters into
Equations (14)–(16), we find that the value of the natural frequency is about 7.95 Hz.

Table 1. Parameter values for the HSEA.

Symbol Value

dcyl 32 × 10−3 m
dpiston 18 × 10−3 m
ml 200 kg
lcyl 0.4 m
Be f f 900 MPa
mcyl 2 kg
Cv 1.16 × 10−12 m 5/Ns
Kq 6.7× 10−4 m2/s
Kc 2.5× 10−12 m5/Ns

0 1 2 3 4
Spring compression [mm]

0

1

2

3

Sp
rin

g 
fo

rc
e 

[k
N

]

Spring force

Figure 2. Spring force as a function of spring compression. Adapted with permission from [25].
Copyright 2020 IEEE.

3. Position-Based Impedance Control Design

Hydraulic manipulators are used in many industrial tasks to move heavy loads. Their
grip on different objects inevitably causes interaction with the environment. Here, high
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contact forces may stress a manipulator or an object’s mechanical structure. Therefore,
impedance control design for these manipulators is needed. One method for implementing
this for the HSEA is to use a position-based impedance controller using the cylinder position
error to describe the cylinder contact force.

In Figure 1, the actual cylinder piston position is given by the cylinder piston position
and the spring compression. Thus, the actual cylinder position can be calculated as

xa = xcyl + ∆xspring (17)

where xcyl is a measured cylinder piston position and ∆xspring is a spring compression.
Now, the cylinder contact force can be estimated by calculating the position difference
between a desired cylinder position and a measured position as

fe = Ks(xr − xa) (18)

where Ks is a spring stiffness, xr is a desired cylinder position, and fe is a contact force. The
relation between a suitable position reference related to force error can be presented as

x f = fr − fe (19)

where fr is the desired contact force. In this study, fr is set to zero to minimize contact force.
The inverse dynamics control law with force measurement can be presented [22] as

ẍe = Md
−1(−Bdẋe + Kd(xe − x f )) (20)

where Md, Bd, and Kd are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices for the contact force
dynamics, respectively, and xe is the contact compression. In Equation (20), the contact
dynamics stiffness matrix is assumed to be same as the spring stiffness. Along the vertical
direction, the contact dynamics can be presented as

Md =
Kd
ω2

n
(21)

Bd = ζ(2
√

KdMd) (22)

where ωn is the natural frequency of the system and ζ is the defined damping factor.
Now, the position reference for an inner-loop controller can be written as

xre f = xr − xe (23)

where xr is a desired load position, which is usually provided as an reference trajectory for
the control system.

Finally, the proposed position-based impedance controller in Equations (18)–(20)
can be presented with the block diagram in Figure 3. Now, the connection between the
outer impedance controller and the inner state-feedback controller is shown in Figure 4.
In Figure 4, the desired reference xr for a load position is generated with a point-to-point
quintic reference trajectory. As Figure 4 demonstrates, in this study, we assume that all
state variables for state-feedback controller can be measured.

1/s 1/s +−+−

Kd

+−+− +−+− Md
−1

Bd
Ks

+−+−
xr−xa

xexe
xr

xexexexf

fe

fr xref

Figure 3. Block diagram for the position-based impedance controller.
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Hydraulic Series Elastic
Actuator

uPosition-based Impedance 
Controller

(Equations 19-21)

State Feedback
Controller 

(Equations 12-14)
+−+−

xr

xa

xloadref xcylxcyl,xcyl,xload,xload,xload,plxcyl,xcyl,xload,xload,pl

xref 

Figure 4. Control system block diagram.

4. Experimental Results

The effectiveness of the proposed position-based impedance controller is verified by
a full-scale 1-DOF experimental setup, which is presented in Figure 5. The experimental
setup consists of the following hardware components:

1. Industrial PC Beckhoff CX2030 with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz
2. Hydraulic cylinder with the dimensions φ32/18–400
3. Bosch Rexroth NG6 size servo solenoid valve (40 L/min at ∆p = 3.5 MPa per notch)
4. Druck UNIK5000 pressure transmitter (range 25 MPa) for all pressures
5. MTS linear position sensor (range 0.015 m) for a spring compression
6. Heidenhain linear position sensor (range 0.54 m) for a cylinder position
7. Load mass 200 kg
8. Shell Tellus VG32 Hydraulic oil

Spring
package

Sensor for cylinder
position

Sensor for spring
compression

Cylinder

Servovalve

Chamber pressure
sensors

200 kg
load mass

Figure 5. HSEA experimental setup.

In the experiments, the spring compression and cylinder position were measured
using linear incremental position sensors. The hydraulic diagram for the experimental
setup is presented in Figure 6. The supply pressure for the HSEA from the pump and the
pressure relief were set to 20 MPa during the experiments.

mload

M

Figure 6. Hydraulic diagram for the experimental setup.
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4.1. HSEA in a Free-Space Motion

First, the performance of the proposed controller was verified under free-space motion.
Considering the HSEA systemwith heavy load, during a free-space motion, accelerations of
the load could cause spring compression. In this case, we verify that the proposed controller
can handle control of the HSEA system without contact motions and that proposed spring
package can used to estimate the contact force.

In the HSEA, the system dynamics comprise slow system dynamics and fast spring
dynamics simultaneously. Therefore, the fast inner-loop controller needs to handle the
spring dynamics. In Figure 7, the HSEA was controlled using a step-like input for the
cylinder position reference. As Figure 7 shows, the load pressure term in a state-feedback
controller could be used to damp the oscillation of the spring. The corresponding spring
compression is presented in Figure 8. As Figures 7 and 8 show, the spring compression’s
effects on the cylinder could be decreased using the proposed inner-loop controller. Con-
sidering the fast dynamics of the spring in Figure 8, the control results in Figure 7 verify
that full-state feedback can be use to improve the control performance of the HSEA system.
For this reason, a full model-based inner loop controller is needed to handle dynamics of
the fifth-order HSEA system.
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Figure 7. Cylinder position under free-space motion.

Figure 9 shows the results with the step-like position reference in free-space motion.
The trajectory was designed so that valve control would be about 80% of its maximum.
As Figure 9 shows, the proposed impedance controller affects the reference trajectory in
a free-space motion due to spring compression. Even so, the system’s steady-state errors
and compression were low, as demonstrated in Equation (14) which shows spring stiffness
effect in relation to the total stiffness of the HSEA system. For this reason, the selection
of the spring stiffness affect the system dynamics. As presented in Section 2.3, the spring
selection should do according to the natural frequency of the system. Now, Figure 9 shows
the selected spring stiffness thus selected achieves a high steady-state control performance
when the total system stiffness is lower than that without the spring.
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An SEA enables us to measure the cylinder force by using spring compression. In
Figure 10, the cylinder force via spring stiffness (see Figure 2) and cylinder chamber pres-
sures are presented when the impedance controller is not enabled. As Figure 10 shows,
the spring force provides quite a smooth force measuring output. The cylinder force os-
cillates more during the transient motion. Moreover, cylinder friction and valve leakages
affect the cylinder force. Considering, heavy-duty hydraulic systems, the cylinder force is
typically estimated by using cylinder chamber pressures. Due to noisy pressure signals, it
is typical that the estimated load force is noisy, which making force control of these kinds
of systems difficult task. For these reason, measuring spring compression in HSEA systems
allows contact force to be estimated without any force sensors.
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4.2. HSEA in a Contact Impedance Control Motion

The effectiveness of the proposed controller under contact impedance motion was
verified by driving a cylinder against a rigid obstacle. Figure 11 displays a desired cylinder
position reference, the position referencemodified by impedance control (see Equation (23)),
and the actual position during the impedance motion. The reference trajectory was de-
signed so that the cylinder would be in contact with the environment for a period of ~7 s.
As Figure 11 shows, the proposed controller could effectively compensate for the effect of
the contact with the environment. The proposed controller’s effect on the cylinder’s contact
force is presented in Figure 12 with the same reference as in Figure 11. As Figure 12 shows,
the proposed controller could significantly decrease the cylinder contact force.
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Figure 11. Cylinder position under contact motion.
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Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed controller is verified with various stiffness pa-
rameters in Equations (21) and (22). In Figure 13, the proposed control law in Equation (20)
was tested with different contact force dynamics parameters, and it is shown that the
proposed controller could also be used to compensate contact force effects in an environ-
ment with different contact stiffness. As the experimental results in Figure 13 demonstrate,
the proposed HSEA system is robust against different environment stiffness.
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Figure 13. Spring compression with a different stiffness.

5. Conclusions

This paper focuses on studying HSEAs for heavy-duty manipulation applications.
As a novelty, the full state-feedback controller for the fifth-order HSEA system is pre-
sented. Second, the proposed state-feedback controller is combined with the position-based
impedance control to handle HSEA system control during contact motion. The effectiveness
of the proposed state-feedback controller is verified in free-space motion. As the experi-
mental results show, the proposed full state-feedback controller can effectively handle the
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controlling of the fifth-order system. The experimental results also verify that the proposed
position-based impedance control enables significantly decreasing the contact force of
HSEA system during the contact motion. In general, the experimental results show that the
proposed controller structure can efficiently handle control of a highly non-linear HSEA
systemwith a heavy load in free-space and contact motions. In addition, the spring stiffness
selection is presented in this paper and the experimental results verify that selected spring
stiffness is working with heavy loads. These experimental results provide a baseline for
our future studies, in which we intend to study the proposed HSEA with a position-based
impedance controller will be studied with a real-size multi-DOF hydraulic manipulator.
Moreover, the gravitational force effects on an HSEA will be studied.
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Nomenclature

SEA Series Elastic Actuator
HSEA Hydraulic Series Elastic Actuator
DOF Degrees of Freedom
A Cylinder area (m2)
V0 Half of the total cylinder volume (m3)
xcyl Cylinder length (m)
ẋcyl Cylinder velocity (m/s)
dcyl Cylinder diameter (m)
dpiston Cylinder piston diameter (m)
ml Load mass (kg)
lcyl Cylinder stroke (m)
Be f f Cylinder bulk modulus (MPa)
Bl Viscous damping coefficients of load (N/m/s)
xv Spool position of the hydraulic valve (m)
Kq Servo-valve flow gain (m2/s)
Kc Valve flow-pressure gain (m5/Ns)
Kce Total leakage coefficient of a cylinder m5/(Ns)
p1 Cylinder A chamber pressure (MPa)
p2 Cylinder B chamber pressure (MPa)
pl Cylinder chambers pressure difference (MPa)
Fl Load contact force (N)
mcyl Cylinder mass (kg)
Cv Total leakage coefficient of a piston m5/(Ns)
Bcyl Viscous damping coefficients of piston (N/m/s)
∆xspring Spring compression (m)
xload Load position (m)
xloadre f Desired position for load (m)
ẋload Load velocity (m/s)
Ksys System total spring stiffness (N/m)
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Khyd Hydraulic system spring stiffness (N/m)
Ks Spring stiffness (N/m)
x f Relation between a suitable position reference related to force error
fr Desired contact force (N)
fe Contact force (N)
u Valve control voltage (V)
Md Mass matrix
Bd Damping matrix
Kd Stiffness matrix
ωn Natural frequency of the system (rad/s)
ζ Damping factor
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Impedance Control of Hydraulic Series Elastic Actuator with a
Model-Based Control Design

Pauli Mustalahti and Jouni Mattila

Abstract—Traditional mechanical actuators are designed
with a high stiffness, which increases the system bandwidth. The
operation of stiff actuator in uncertain environments is a chal-
lenging task due to physical interactions with the environment.
Series elastic actuators (SEAs) have become the prominent
method for decreasing stiffness between power output shafts
and the environment in electric torque-controlled light arm
applications. Compared to lightweight arms, the hydraulic
actuated SEAs (HSEAs) can provide a much higher power-
to-weight ratio. However, the control design for an HSEA is
a challenging task due to the high non-linear dynamics of
hydraulic systems. In this study, a novel subsystem-dynamics-
based controller for an HSEA is designed using the virtual
decomposition control (VDC) approach as a framework. The
designed controller is incorporated as an inner-loop controller
for previously designed a novel impedance controller. The one
degrees-of-freedom (DOF) experimental setup is used to verify
the control performance of the proposed controller.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the future, the collaboration of humans and robots will
become common in workplaces, homes, and service envi-
ronments as the field of robotics rapidly advances. Human-
robot collaboration requires safe, smooth control, and high-
performing robots. One major challenge for the stable posi-
tion control design is that in uncertain environments, the con-
troller can be affected by unpredictable physical interactions
with the environment. Therefore, force control is needed to
handle environment dynamics in a closed-loop control.
Series elastic actuators (SEAs) have become a fundamental

method in torque-controlled lightweight arm (LWA) in elec-
tric applications [1]–[4]. SEAs use a mechanical spring to
decouple power output shafts from the environment. This
provides force sensing, impact tolerance, and force fidelity
for the mechanical actuator. SEAs have been used in different
robot applications such as electric humanoid robots [5], [6]
and walking robots [7]. Electric SEAs provide a rapid move-
ment with a light load mass and actuator output power. Com-
pared to electric SEAs, the HSEA systems provide a higher
power-to-weight ratio and a lower speed ratio. The HSEA for
light-duty manipulation is presented in [8], [9]. As presented
in [8], the major challenges of the HSEAs in LWA are lack
of back-driveability and a low maximum speed. Furthermore,
creating a high performance control design for the HSEA
systems is a challenging task due to significant nonlinearities
of the hydraulic dynamics.
Impedance control for torque-controlled LWA is still an

active research topic [10]–[14]. In [10], [14], the disturbance
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observer based impedance control is presented. In [11] the
cascade control is used to decouple the slow outer-loop
controller from the fast inner-loop dynamics. The control
stability with different environments has been studied [12].
Control design for a linear electric actuator is presented
in [15], where high motor voltage with drivetrain is used
to produce continuous actuator force. In [16], the position-
based impedance controller for the hydraulic drive unit of a
legged robot is presented. The most of proposed impedance
control methods are verified with torque-controlled LWA.
In this study, we investigated to study control for the

HSEA targeted to heavy-duty applications with the payload
of 200 kilos. As reported in [17], the nonlinear model-based
control methods can provide high control performance with
hydraulic manipulators. In previous studies [18]–[20], virtual
decomposition control (VDC) shown to lead to state-of-the-
art control performance with heavy-duty hydraulic manipu-
lators. In this study, the main focus is to design model-based
controller for the HSEA by exploiting the control design a
principles of the VDC approach. The proposed controller is
incorporated with a novel impedance controller [19].
The paper is organized as follows. First, in Section II the

foundation of the VDC approach are presented. The kinemat-
ics and dynamics modeling of the HSEA in a view of VDC
approach are presented in Section III. The corresponding
control equations for the studied system are defined in Sec-
tion IV. In Section V, the impedance controller for the HSEA
is given. Finally, the experimental results are presented in
a Section VI, and conclusions are given in Section VII.

II. MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATION

In this section, the necessary mathematical foundations
of the VDC approach are introduced. Assume that there
is an orthogonal three-dimensional coordinate frame {A}
attached to the rigid body. Then, it follows from [21] that the
linear/angular velocity vector in coordinate frame {A} can
be defined as AV = [Av Aω]T . In vector AV , Av∈R3 denotes
the linear velocity vector, and Aω ∈ R3 denotes the angular
velocity vector. Furthermore, the force/moment vector, in
coordinate frame {A} can be written as AF = [Af Am]T .
In this vector, Af ∈ R3 denotes the force vector and Am
∈R3 denotes the moment vector. For the two fixed successive
frames {A} and {B}, the following restrictions hold:

BV = AUT
B
AV (1)

AF = AUB
BF , (2)

where AUB ∈R6×6 denotes the force/moment transforma-
tion between two fixed coordinate frames.



In view of [21], the dynamics in coordinate frame {A}
can be expressed as

AF∗ =MA
d
dt
(AV )+CA(

Aω)AV +GA (3)

where MA ∈ R6×6 is the mass matrix, CA(
Aω) ∈ R6×6

represents the Coriolis and centrifugal terms, AF∗ ∈ R6 is the
net force/moment vector, and GA ∈ R6 is the gravity vector.

The linear parameterization expression for the required
rigid body dynamics in a control design, can be written as

YAθA
def
= MA

d
dt
(AVr)+CA(

Aω)AVr+GA. (4)

In Eq. (4), the regressor matrix YA ∈ R6×13 and parameter
vector θA ∈ R13 are specified in [21].

Finally, the required net force/moment vector for the rigid
links can be presented as

AF∗
r = YAθA+KA(

AVr−AV ) (5)

where KA denotes the velocity feedback control gain.

III. KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS MODEL FOR THE
HSEA

In SEA actuators, the spring is used to decouple the
actuator from the environment. Typically, the HSEA consists
of a hydraulic cylinder, which is connected in a series with a
spring and a control servo-valve. The one degrees-of-freedom
(DOF) prototype for an HSEA is illustrated in Fig. 1, where
the spring stiffness is designed to be symmetric in both
directions. One method to estimate a cylinder force is to
use chamber pressures and cylinder areas. Normally, the
cylinder chamber pressures provide inaccurate estimation for
the cylinder force due to noise of the signals. In contrast,
in the HSEA, with the known spring stiffness and spring
compression, the spring can be used as a force sensor. The
spring placement between the output power shaft and the
load enables to sensing of external forces from the load side.
In this study, the main focus is to design a model-based

controller for the HSEA using the VDC approach as a frame-
work. This approach provides a dynamics subsystem model-
based control design method for complex robot systems [22].
The current state-of-the-art control performance of heavy-
duty hydraulic manipulators has been reached with the VDC
approach, as reported in [17]. The HSEA in Fig. 1 has studied
in heavy-duty applications with a load mass up to 200 kg.
The three main steps of the VDC approach are virtual

decomposition of the entire system, coordinate frame at-
tachment to subsystems, and simple oriented graph (SOG)
presentation. In this section, the main steps are presented in
detail and then the kinematics and dynamics modeling for
the HSEA in Fig. 1 are given.

A. Virtual Decomposition of the HSEA

First, the entire system needs to be virtually decomposed
into subsystems by placing conceptual virtual cutting points
(VCPs) in the studied system. VCP comprose directed sepa-
ration points the between successive subsystems for the six-
dimensional force/moment relation to these subsystems. A
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Fig. 2. Virtual decomposition of the HSEA

VCP is simultaneously interpreted driving for one subsystem
and driven the VCP for another. The driven VCP is a point
to which the force/moment vector is exerted, and the driving
VCP is a point from which the force/moment vector is
exerted. Virtual decomposition for the HSEA is expressed in
Fig. 2b. As a results, the entire system can be modeled with
two subsystem, which are called the object and open chain.
The dynamics between subsystems in a virtual decompo-

sition system can be representing as an SOG [21]. The SOG
represents the rigid links as nodes and the force/moment
directions as directed edges. The SOG for the HSEA is given
in Fig. 2c, where the subsystem of the hydraulic cylinder with
a spring is represented by a dashed line.
The kinematic and dynamics of the subsystems can be

modeled by allocating fixed coordinate frames to the sub-
systems. The used coordinate frames for the HSEA are
presented in Fig. 2a. All coordinate frames in Fig. 2a are
attached so that the z-axis point out from the paper. The
frame B0 is fixed to cylinder base, B1 is fixed to cylinder
piston, frame B2 is fixed to spring connecting point and B3
at the end of the cylinder. Frame O is fixed to load center
of the mass and G at the end of the load.

B. Kinematics Equations for the HSEA

According to Eq. (1), the linear/angular velocity vectors
in cylinder coordinate frames in Fig. 2a can be written as

B1V = B0UT
B1

B0V + zẋc (6)
B2V = B1UT

B2
B1V (7)

B3V = B0UT
B3

B0V + zẋl (8)

where z = [1 0 0 0 0 0]T , ẋc is the cylinder piston velocity, and
ẋl is the load velocity. In Eq. (6), the linear/angular velocity



vector B0V = [0 0 0 0 0 0]T because in this paper, the base
frame position is fixed. As Fig. 2 demonstrates, the cylinder
is connected in a series with spring. Therefore, the cylinder
velocity can be calculated as

ẋc = ẋl + ẋsp (9)

where ẋl is the measured load velocity and ẋsp is the spring
velocity.

C. Kinematics of the Load

The kinematic model for the load object can be defined
according to Eq. (1) and Fig. 2a as

OV =B4 UT
O
B4V =G UT

O
GV. (10)

Velocity vector GV describes the velocity of the object.

D. Dynamics of the Load Object

The load object force/moment vector can be written ac-
cording to Eq. (3) as

OF∗ =MO
d
dt
(OV )+CO(

Oω)OV +GO. (11)

On the other hand,

OF∗ = OUB4
B4F−OUG

GF (12)

holds for the load object. Force vector GF describes the
external contact force between the object and environment.

E. Dynamics of the HSEA Open Chain

The dynamics relations for the HSEA open chain can be
written, in view of Eq. 3, as

B0F∗ = MB1

d
dt
(B1V )+CB1(

B1ω)B1V +GB1 (13)

B1F∗ = MB2

d
dt
(B2V )+CB2(

B2ω)B2V +GB2 (14)

B2F∗ = MB3

d
dt
(B3V )+CB3(

B3ω)B3V +GB3 . (15)

Therefore, the total force/moment vectors in coordinate
frames can be written as

B2F = B2F∗+B2UB3
B3F (16)

B1F = B1F∗+B1UB2
B2F (17)

B0F = B0F∗+B0UB1
B1F. (18)

Now, the hydraulic cylinder force in coordinate frame B1 can
be presented from Eq. (17) as

fc = zB1F (19)

where z = [1 0 0 0 0 0].

IV. CONTROL EQUATIONS DESIGN FOR THE HSEA

Next, the control equations for the subsystems in Fig. 2b
are presented. As Fig. 2 showed, the control system in-
cludes a hydraulic cylinder and a servo-valve. The control
equations for the hydraulic servo-valve with fluid dynamics
are specified closely in [18] and [21] with corresponding
control equations. In view of the VDC approach, these mod-
ular equations can be incorporated into the control design
when kinematics and dynamics equations are defined as in
accordance with the approach. In the framework of the VDC,
the format of required velocity includes the desired velocity
and one or more terms, which are related to control errors.
In the control design, control equations are designed by
calculating required kinematics and dynamics equations in
every coordinate frame in Fig. 2a.

A. Required Kinematics of the HSEA

The required linear/angular velocities for the HSEA open
chain can be presented as follows, in view of Eqs. 6–8

B1Vr = B0UT
B1

B0Vr+ zẋcr (20)
B2Vr = B1UT

B2
B1Vr (21)

B3Vr = B0UT
B3

B0Vr+ zẋlr (22)

where z = [1 0 0 0 0 0]T , ẋlr is the load velocity, and ẋcr is
the required cylinder piston velocity.

B. Required Kinematics of the Load

The load object’s required kinematics can be specified,
considering Eq. (10), as

OVr =B4 UT
O
B4Vr =G UT

O
GVr. (23)

The velocity vector GVr describes the required velocity of
the object.

C. Required Dynamics of the Load Object

The required net force/moment vector of the load object
can be written, by reusing Eq. (5), as

OF∗
r = YOθO+KO(

OVr−OV ). (24)

So, by using Eq. (12), the net force/moment vector in
frame {B4} can be presented as

B4F∗
r = B4UO

B4Fr−B4UG
GFr. (25)

The force vector GFr describes the required external force
vector between object and environment.

D. Required Dynamics of the HSEA

According to the required kinematics model for the HSEA
open chain in Eqs. (20)–(22) and according Eq. (5), the
required net force/moment vectors for rigid links can be
defined as

B0F∗
r = YB0θB0 +KB0(

B0Vr−B0V ) (26)
B1F∗

r = YB1θB1 +KB1(
B1Vr−B1V ) (27)

B2F∗
r = YB2θB2 +KB2(

B2Vr−B2V ). (28)



Then, it follows from Eqs. (5), (26), and (28) that the
force/moment vectors for the HSEA open chain can be
defined as

B2Fr = B2F∗
r +B2UB3

B3Fr (29)
B1Fr = B1F∗

r +B1UB2
B2Fr (30)

B0Fr = B0F∗
r +B0UB1

B1Fr. (31)

Finally, the required linear cylinder force can be calculated
from Eq. (30)

fcr = zB1Fr (32)

where z = [1 0 0 0 0 0].

V. IMPEDANCE CONTROLLER FOR THE HSEA

HSEA actuators provide a high power-to-weight ratio
compared to electric SEAs. Therefore, HSEAs are suitable
for moving heavy loads in many industrial tasks. Inter-
actions between the environment and manipulator with a
high contact force may stress mechanical structure. For this
reason, the impedance control designs for HSEAs have been
an active research subject over the past decade. A novel
impedance control method in a Cartesian space for heavy-
duty hydraulic manipulators the framework of the VDC
approach is presented in [23]. In this study, the impedance
control method is incorporated in the control design.
Fig. 1 shows that the HSEA consists of a spring, which

is connected in the series with a hydraulic spring. By con-
necting two elastic springs in a series, the effective stiffness
of the system is reduced. In this study, the selected spring
stiffness is illustrated in Fig. 3. As Fig. 3 shows, the spring
stiffness is not linear due to pretension of the spring. The
selection of the spring is presented with more details in [24].
The contact force of the HSEA can be estimated by using
spring stiffness and measured spring compression. Therefore,
the contact force can be calculated as

fe = η(xsp)(η(xpr−xsp)η(xsp)k1xsp+
η(xsp− xpr)k2+2k1)−η((−xsp)(η(xpr+ xsp)

η(−xsp)k1(−xsp)+η(−xsp− xpr)k2+2k1) (33)

where k1 and k2 are the slope gains for the spring stiff-
ness, xpr is a pretension area, xsp is the spring compression,
and fe is a contact force. The switching function is

η(x) =
tanh([x− xo]/cη)+1

2
(34)

where xo is a sufficiently small offset constant parameter,
and cη is a sufficiently small constant.

Now, the control law for a target impedance can be
presented, in view of [25], as

fd − fe =Md(ẍl − ẍld)+Kd(ẋl − ẋdl)+Kx(xl − xdl) (35)

where Md is inertia gain, Kd is the damping gain, and Kx is
the stiffness gain of the target impedance. In this study, the
dynamics parameters Md , Kd and Kx are scalars because only
1-DOF contact force is studied. In Eq. (35), xl , ẋl and ẍl
represent the measured position, velocity, and acceleration
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Fig. 3. Spring force as a function of spring compression

of the load, and xdl , ẋdl and ẍdl are the desired values
respectively. In Eq. (35) the desired force is selected to be
fd = 0. The dynamics of the environment can be modeled as
pure damping and stiffness to make the model manageable
for the control. Now, the impedance control law can be
rewritten as

fd − fe = Kd(ẋl − ẋdl)+Kx(xl − xdl). (36)

As specified in [23], by assuming that a stiffness and
a damping gain are selected so that their magnitudes are
not subject to unstable behavior and that desired target
impedance is attainable, the impedance control law in
Eq. (36) can be rewritten as

ẋr = ẋdl +Dx(xdl − xl)+Dd( fd − fe) (37)

where ẋr is a required velocity, Dx is a stiffness gain, and
Dd is a damping gain. The required velocity ẋr is a unique
property of the VDC approach, which generally consists of a
desired velocity and control error related terms. The required
velocity serves as a reference trajectory to the system. In
Eq. (37), the Dx and Dd are scalar gains, which are defined as

Dd = K−1
d (38)

Dx = KxK−1
d . (39)

The impedance control law in Eq. (37) is equal to Eq. (36)
only if gains Dx and Dd are defined as in Eqs. (38)–(39) more
detail in [26]. As Eq. (37) shows, this impedance control
method provides a parallel force and position control.
Now, velocity vectors in Eq. (10) and Eq. (23) and force

vectors in Eq. (12) and Eq. (25) in coordinate frame G (see
Fig. 2a) can be defined as

GV = zẋl GVr = zẋr (40)
GF = z fe GFr = z fr. (41)

where z = [1 0 0 0 0 0]T .

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, the control of the proposed controller
was verified with a 1-DOF full-scale experimental setup,
which is presented in Fig. 4. In the setup, the real-time
control interface was implemented with a Beckhoff CX2030
controller with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. The size of
the hydraulic cylinder was φ32/18-400. The cylinder was
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Fig. 4. 1-DOF HSEA experimental setup

controlled by using an NG6 size servo solenoid valve with a
nominal flow rate of 40 l/min at 3.5 MPa per control notch.
The cylinder chamber pressures were measured with UNIK
5000 pressure transmitters with a measuring range of 25
MPa. The supply pressure of the setup was set to 20 MPa.
The spring compression was measured using an MTS linear
position sensor with a measurement range of 0.015 m and
load position was measured with a Heidenhein linear position
sensor with a measurement range of a 0.54 m. The used load
mass was 200 kg. The used spring stiffness (see. Fig.3) was
1000 N/mm in pretension area and 500 N/mm after that.
In both experiments, the proposed controller was tested by

using a point-to-point quintic reference trajectory designed
for the load position. The damping and the stiffness gains
of the impedance control (see Eq. (37)) were set as a
compromise between a system damping and a settling time.
In the experiments, gains in Eq. (38) and Eq. (39) was set
to Dx = 5×10−5 and Dd = 1.75.
In the first experiment, the load was driven to contact with

a stiff environment. The load position during the contact
motion is presented in Fig. 5. The contact point in Fig. 5
was set to 0.496 m, which was reached 4 s. As Fig. 5 shows,
the proposed controller efficiently limits the load position in
a contact motion. The load position errors without contact
are about 1.4 mm and 1.8 mm for the positive and negative
directions, respectively. Contact with the environment caused
a peak for the position error, and the static error during
contact was 1.5 mm. The static error contact force results
from a parallel force and position control. Fig. 6, the cylinder
position during the contact motion is presented. As Fig. 6
demonstrates, the maximum position error of the hydraulic
cylinder for position direction is about 1.2 mm , and for the
negative direction it is about 1.6 mm.
As Eq. (37) shows, in the case of the proposed impedance

controller, the contact force is included to load the velocity
reference with a position error term. In Fig. 7, the contact
force effects to the load velocity reference are presented. As
Fig. 7 shows, the contact at time 4 s efficiently drops the
load reference velocity when the contact force and position
error start to rise.
In both experiments, the contact force was estimated using

Eq. (33). Fig. 8 demonstrates, the contact force with and
without the proposed impedance controller. As Fig. 8 shows,
the proposed impedance controller significantly decreases the
actuator’s contact force with the environment.
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In the second experiment, the load was put into contact
with a soft environment. The load position during the contact
motion is presented in Fig. 9. The contact point in Fig. 9 was
set to 0.466 m, which was reached at time 3.8 s. Compared
to Fig. 5, which represents a stiff environment, in Fig. 9 with
the soft environment the static error is a litter higher. Still,
the proposed controller can be limited efficiently by the load
position during the contact motion.
The experimental results verifies that proposed impedance

control method can efficiently damps the contact between
the HSEA system and stiff and soft environment.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper focused on proposing a model-based controller
design for HSEAs. The target impedance control for an
HSEA is also presented by incorporating the proposed con-
troller as an inner-loop controller with a previously designed
impedance control method. Experimental results with a real-
size 1-DOF experimental setup verified that the proposed
controller can efficiently control the contact force between
the actuator and the environment. In future research, the
proposed controller will be studied in a real world multi-
DOF hydraulic manipulator.
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